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CD 1

Orazio Vecchi (1550–1605)
L’Amfiparnaso
Act II, Scene 2: Vien’a qua 2:46
Soloists, Cardon & Zanni /
Cappella Musicale di San Petronio di Bologna / Sergio Vartolo 8.553312

Claudio Monteverdi (1567–1643) 
Orfeo  
Toccata 1:55

Cappella Musicale di San Petronio di Bologna / Sergio Vartolo 8.55409495

Act I: Rosa del ciel 3:37
Alessandro Carmignani, Orfeo / 
Cappella Musicale di San Petronio di Bologna / Sergio Vartolo 8.55409495
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Act II: Ahi caso acerbo 1:37
Cappella Musicale di San Petronio di Bologna / Sergio Vartolo 8.554094-95

Francesco Cavalli  (1602–1676) 
Calisto  
Act III, Scene 7: Dolcissimi baci 2:46
Gianluca Belfiori, Endimione / Gloria Banditelli, Diana / 
Mediterraneo Concento / Sergio Vartolo 8.557746 

Henry Purcell (1659–1695)
Dido and Aeneas
Act III, Scene 2: Thy hand, Belinda; darkness shades me  0:58
Kym Amps, Dido / Scholars Baroque Ensemble 8.553108

Act III, Scene 2: When I am laid in earth  3:42
Kym Amps, Dido / Scholars Baroque Ensemble

8.553108
George Frideric Handel (1685–1759)
Rinaldo
Act II, Scene 4: Lascia ch’io pianga  3:37
Susanne Rydén, Almirena /London Baroque / Charles Medlam 8.553735  

Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683–1764)
Castor et Pollux
Act II, Scene 2: Tristes apprêts 5:12
Monica Whicher, Télaïre / Aradia Ensemble / Kevin Mallon 8.660118–19  
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Christoph Willibald Gluck (1714–1787)
Orfeo ed Euridice
Act III, Scene 1: Che farò senza Euridice? 3:26
Ann-Christine Biel, Orfeo / 
Drottningholm Court Theatre Orchestra / Arnold Östman 8.660064

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791)
Le nozze di Figaro  
Act IV, Scene 10: Giunse al fin il momento – Deh, vieni, 
non tardar  4:26
Judith Halász, Susanna / Nicolaus Esterházy Sinfonia / Michael Halász 8.660102–04

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Don Giovanni
Act I, Scene 15: Fin ch’han dal vino  1:25
Bo Skovhus, Don Giovanni / Nicolaus Esterházy Sinfonia / Michael Halász 8.660080–82

Act II, Scene 3: Deh, vieni alla finestra 1:55
Bo Skovhus, Don Giovanni / Nicolaus Esterházy Sinfonia / Michael Halász 8.660080–82

Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart 
Die Zauberflöte
Act I, Scene 6: O zitt’re nicht, mein lieber Sohn! 4:43
Hellen Kwon, Queen of the Night / Failoni Chamber Orchestra / 
Michael Halász 8.660030–31
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Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827)
Fidelio
Act I Scene 9: Abscheulicher! wo eilst du hin? 7:25
Edith Lienbacher, Leonore / Nicolaus Esterházy Sinfonia / Michael Halász 8.660070–71

Richard Wagner (1813–1883)
Tristan und Isolde
Prelude 11:43
Royal Swedish Opera Orchestra / Leif Segerstam 8.660152–54

Act III, Scene 3: Mild und leise (’Liebestod’) 6:38
Hedwig Fassbender, Isolde / Royal Swedish Opera Orchestra / Leif Segerstam 8.660152–54

Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868)
La Cenerentola
Act I, Scene 3: Zitto, zitto, piano, piano 5:12
José Manuel Zapata, Ramiro / Paolo Bordogna, Dandini / 
Patrizia Cigna, Clorinda / Martina Borst, Tisbe /
SWR Radio Orchestra Kaiserslautern / Alberto Zedda 8.660191–92  

Gaetano Donizetti (1797–1848)
Lucia di Lammermoor
Act III, Scene 2: Ardon gli incensi 5:22
Luba Orgonasova, Lucia / Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra / Will Humburg 8.550605  

TT 79:30
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CD 2

Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901)
Rigoletto
Prelude 1:57
Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra / Alexander Rahbari 8.660013–14 

Act III, Scene 3: Bella figlia dell’amore  4:12
Yordy Ramiro, Duke of Mantua / Jitka Saparová, Maddalena / 
Alida Ferrarini, Gilda / Eduard Tumagian, Rigoletto / 
Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra / Alexander Rahbari 8.660013–14  

Giuseppe Verdi 
Falstaff
Act III, Scene 2: Facciamo il parentado – Tutto nel mondo è burla  3:23
Roberto Servile, Ford / Domenico Trimarchi, Falstaff / all other soloists / 
Chorus & Orchestra of Hungarian State Opera / Will Humburg 8.660050–51

Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924)
Madama Butterfly
Act I: Vogliatemi bene  7:27
Miriam Gauci, Madama Butterfly / Slovak Philharmonic Chorus / 
Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra / Alexander Rahbari 8.660015–16  

Hector Berlioz (1803–1869)
Les Troyens
Act V, Scene 2: Adieu, fière cité 3:47
Michelle DeYoung, Dido / London Symphony Orchestra / Sir Colin Davis LSO Live 0010
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Georges Bizet (1838–1875)
Carmen
Prelude 3:34
Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra / Alexander Rahbari 8.660005–07 

Act IV, Scene 2: Viva! 3:29
Giorgio Lamberti, Don José / Graciela Alperyn, Carmen / 
Slovak Philharmonic Chorus / Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra / 
Alexander Rahbari 8.660005–07

Pyotr Il’yich Tchaikovsky (1803–1869)
Eugene Onegin
Act I, Scene 2: Tatyana’s Letter Scene 10:51
Marina Mescheriakova, Tatyana / Slovak Radio Symphony Orchestra / 
Michael Halász 8.557109  

Claude Debussy (1862–1918)
Pelléas et Mélisande
Act IV, Scene 1: A room in the castle 2:59
Gérard Théruel, Pelléas / Mireille Delunsch, Mélisande / 
Orchestre National de Lille / Jean-Claude Casadesus 8.660047–49  

Alban Berg (1885–1935)
Wozzeck
Act III, Scene 2: Forest path by a pool 5:11
Carl Johan Falkman, Wozzeck / Katarina Dalayman, Marie / 
Stockholm Royal Opera Chorus & Orchestra / Leif Segerstam 8.660076–77  
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Leoš  Janáček (1854–1928)
Jenu° fa
Act III, Scene 11 4:44
Gabriela Beňačková, Jenu° fa / Leonie Rysanek, Kostelnička / 
Wieslaw Ochman, Laca / Frank Barr, Mayor / 
Opera Orchestra of New York / Hugh Ross BIS-CD-449-50  

Béla Bartók (1881–1945)
Bluebeard’s Castle
Bluebeard’s domain 6:39
Cornelia Kallisch, Judith / Péter Fried, Bluebeard / 
Radio-Sinfonieorchester Stuttgart des SWR / Peter Eötvös Hänssler Classics CD 93.070  

Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971)
Oedipus Rex
Prologue (opening) 4:25
Edward Fox, Narrator / Martyn Hill, Oedipus / Simon Joly Chorale / 
Philharmonia Orchestra / Robert Craft 8.557499

Benjamin Britten (1913–1976)
Four Sea Interludes, Op. 33a: I. Dawn 3:09
(Peter Grimes, interlude at the opening of Act II) 
London Symphony Orchestra / Steuart Bedford 8.557196
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Peter Grimes
Act I, Scene 2: Now the Great Bear and Pleiades 3:25
Glenn Winslade, Peter Grimes / Christopher Gillett, Bob Boles / 
Anthony Michaels-Moore, Captain Balstrode / Jill Grove, Auntie / 
Sally Matthews, First Niece / Alison Buchanan, Second Niece / 
London Symphony Chorus & Orchestra / Sir Colin Davis LSO Live 0054

John Adams (b. 1947)
I was looking at the ceiling and then I saw the sky
Act II: One last look at the angel in your eyes 2:21
Martina Mühlpointner, Consuelo / Kimako Xavier Trotman, Dewain / 
The Band of Holst-Sinfonietta / Klaus Simon 8.669003–04 

Harrison Birtwistle (b. 1934)
The Mask of Orpheus
Act III, Scene 2: Third Song of Magic (a) – 0:34

Eurydice Puppet / Eurydice Singer 2:31
Orpheus, Jon Garrison / Euridice the Woman, Jean Rigby / 
Euridice the Myth, Anne-Marie Owens / BBC Symphony Orchestra / 
Andrew Davis, conductor / Martyn Brabbins, assistant conductor NMC D050

TT 76:02
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Discover Opera

by

Nick Kimberley
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Opera is simultaneously the most elaborate and the most direct of art forms. For
those who love opera, it is the ultimate art, the Gesamtkunstwerk described by
Wagner: the artwork that brings together all the arts (more of Wagner and his
description later). For those who hate it, it is an overblown display of scarcely
credible emotion; for them, opera works the way a doctor’s hammer works on our
reflexes, promoting a knee-jerk response that it scarcely merits. 

It is probably safe to assume that if you are reading this, you are at least
prepared to give opera the benefit of the doubt, and may even subscribe to the
central fact of which opera tries to convince us: that what is sung is the most
truthful expression of what we see, feel and believe. In the four centuries of its
history, that has been the single bond which unites all opera, from the greatest to
the most meretricious. 

Overture: before opera begins

The word ’opera’ is the plural of the Latin word opus, meaning, simply, ’work’.
What we now call opera only came into being at the end of the sixteenth century,
and while it is possible to say with some certainty that the first opera was
performed in Florence in 1598, neither its audience nor its composer would have
called it an ’opera’. Dafne by Jacopo Peri (1561–1633) was called a ’favola in
musica’: fable (or tale) in music. 

What is more, while we think of it as a work by Peri, Florentines at the time
thought of it as a work by its librettist, Ottavio Rinuccini, with music supplied by
Peri. The contribution of the composer may not have been merely incidental, but

DISCOVER OPERA
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nor was it the reason for the existence of Dafne: composer, and indeed librettist,
saw the music as the servant of the text, its presence heightening the impact of
the words. 

Yet while Dafne may be considered the first opera, it has its precedents, even
if we do not classify them as opera. We begin our survey with the Renaissance
musical form known as the madrigal comedy. The most celebrated of these is
L’Amfiparnaso by Orazio Vecchi (1550–1605). The work was first performed in
1594, but there are both earlier and later examples. In their essentials, the
madrigal comedies were sequences of vocal pieces structured around a narrative,
which the madrigals served to illustrate. 

Vecchi called L’Amfiparnaso a ’comedia musicale’: musical comedy, but not in
the sense we understand today. For Vecchi, ’comedia’ was a term embracing both
the serious and the comic, preferably in the same work: this is the import of
Vecchi’s title, meaning a ’double’ Parnassus. 

The work’s text tells the story of the love between Lucio, a shepherd, and
Isabella, a shepherdess. Along the way to the happy resolution of their wedding,
we encounter characters from the Italian popular dramatic tradition known as
commedia dell’arte: these include cranky old Pantalone and the servant Zanni
(whose name gives us the word ’zany’). The story progresses by means of a
sequence of five-part madrigals, each preceded by a spoken introduction, which
explains the action. 

We hear ’Vien’a qua’ (CD 1, track 1), from the second act. The act has begun
with Lucio expressing bitter jealousy: he believes Isabella loves the Spaniard
Captain Cardon. In the extract we hear, Cardon appears after the spoken
introduction, arguing with Zanni in a nonsense version of Spanish; Zanni responds
in equally impenetrable dialect. A vein of rustic humour runs through
L’Amfiparnaso, but Vecchi did not conceive it for the stage; as the Prologue tells
us, ’the spectacle I’m describing is seen through the mind, which it enters by way
of the ears. Stay silent; listen instead of looking.’ 
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Engraved frontispiece of Vecchi’s L’Amfiparnaso
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Another development of the time, one that was certainly intended to be both
seen and heard, was the intermedio, a form of allegorical court entertainment
that unfolded between the acts of plays. Some intermedi were brief musical
episodes, others were extravagant displays incorporating music, text, sets and
costumes – so extravagant, indeed, that they sometimes overshadowed the plays
themselves, as at the Medici court in Florence, where immense importance was
placed on enhancing dynastic heritage through marriage. 

A Medici marriage was no everyday affair, embracing as it did the most
elaborate entertainments that the family’s not inconsiderable wealth could buy. In
the sixteenth century these would include up to six intermedi; the most celebrated
of them formed part of the celebrations marking the wedding of Ferdinando de’
Medici to Christine of Lorraine in 1589. The main entertainment was a play, La
pellegrina, with intermedi (including solo songs, madrigals and a grand ballet) on
the symbolic theme of the power of music. 

Those who contributed to the intermedi included Ottavio Rinuccini and Jacopo
Peri, respectively librettist and composer of the aforementioned Dafne. Both were
at the forefront of intellectual debate in Florence at the time, debate which
centred on music’s ability to involve and affect an audience by returning to the
model of ancient Greek drama. Even today our knowledge of how music worked
in classical Greek theatre remains sketchy. The Florentines’ conception was
speculative, but it was not misguided; it certainly had important effects. 

The most significant experiment was with the notion that music could be
continuous in a drama, and that song could be delivered by a solo voice (monody),
even though at this period polyphony (music sung by several voices in
counterpoint) was the dominant musical style. If a solo voice could carry a melodic
line, it could also represent a character in a musical drama. Rinuccini, Peri and
other Florentine writers and composers would go on to incorporate such ideas in
their musical ’fables’ that we now consider the earliest operas: Dafne, already
mentioned; and two works called Euridice, one by Peri (1600), the other (1602) by
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Giulio Caccini (1551–1618), each to the same libretto by Rinuccini. 
Both men strove to be acknowledged as the master of the new style of musical

writing, the stile rappresentativo (’representative style’), which Peri referred to as
’recitar cantando’: ’singing recitation’. The development of this ’recitation’ marked
the dawn of opera. What this style strove for was, in Peri’s words, ’a harmony
surpassing that of ordinary speech but falling so far below the melody of song as
to take an intermediate form’. Here is the nub of the new operatic form: the quest
for a musical declamation that, without succumbing to merely decorative melody,
would do full justice to the text. 

This ’singing recitation’ corresponds roughly to what we now think of as
recitative, not simply music to fill gaps between arias, but heightened speech, as
Peri suggested. Gradually, as the seventeenth century progressed, the aria
assumed ever greater importance, with the star singer often taking precedence
over every other aspect of an opera. The tension between vocal display and
dramatic truthfulness has been a highly productive ingredient of operatic
development ever since.

The curtain rises: opera begins

If Florentine composers and poets had more or less invented a new art form, the
musical world did not immediately shift on its axis. At first, opera (though still not
known by that name) was a local and occasional phenomenon, tied to courtly
celebrations. But keeping up with the Medicis was something the rich folk of Italy
had become used to, and if entertainment in the new style could adorn the court
of the Medicis in Florence, might it not also embellish the court of the Gonzagas
in Mantua?

Vincenzo Gonzaga, Duke of Mantua, had one advantage not available to the
Medicis: his court musicians included Claudio Monteverdi (1567–1643), a young
man in his early thirties who was already a leading composer of madrigals. In 1601,
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Monteverdi had been appointed master of music at the Gonzaga court;
meanwhile he continued to compose madrigals of an increasingly dramatic nature
that we now consider at least semi-operatic. 

In 1606, the Gonzaga court drew up plans for its annual carnival celebrations
for the following year. These were to include a favola in musica in the Florentine
style. Monteverdi and the court secretary Alessandro Striggio were charged with
providing this musical fable, and their first point of reference was Peri’s Euridice,
which both men had probably seen in Florence. 

Shifting the focus, composer and librettist produced Orfeo, which, like Peri’s
opera, drew its narrative from classical sources. The libretto includes a final scene,
derived from Ovid, in which female Bacchantes (followers of Bacchus) take

Portrait of Monteverdi by Bernardo Strozzi (1581–1644)
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dreadful vengeance on Orpheus for causing Eurydice’s death. The published score
includes no such scene, abiding instead by the conventions of the lieto fine (happy
ending) that dictated the outcome of almost all operas in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. 

The audience would no doubt have been as impressed as modern audiences by
the opera’s skilful mix of ingredients: not only the scenic splendour (albeit rather
modest given the size of the room in which the performance took place) but also
the juxtaposition of elements from madrigal and intermedi traditions alongside
the new stile rappresentativo. 

Hardly less impressive were the musical resources. The published score lists the
instruments the opera requires: a rather lavish-sounding thirty-eight (strings,
wind, lutes and keyboards), although since many of these can be doubled by a
single player, the forces required are not as large as this suggests. Sections of this
orchestra formed continuo groups, the continuo being a semi-improvised
accompaniment to the vocal line during recitative passages. 

We hear the trumpet fanfare, called a Toccata, which opens the opera (CD 1,
track 2). Monteverdi instructed that it be played three times, the curtain rising as
the sound dies away. In the Prologue (not included here), the figure of Music first
praises the audience, and then goes on to assert music’s healing power, particularly
in the hands of Orpheus: symbolic preambles of this kind were more or less
mandatory in stage entertainments of the day. 

We jump to Orpheus’s first entry, at which he sings an aria, ’Rosa del ciel’ (’Rose
of heaven’; CD 1, track 3), asking the Sun (i.e. Apollo, his father) if he has ever seen
’a happier lover than I’. He then turns to Eurydice and pours out his heart to her;
we briefly hear her response, its joy tinged with wistfulness. The vocal lines, and
their sparse instrumental accompaniment, have an improvisatory, conversational
quality that encapsulates the new vocal style.

The lovers’ happiness is short-lived: Eurydice leaves, and as Act II progresses, a
messenger enters, to inform everyone present that Eurydice has died from a snake
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bite. The Messenger’s first words, ’Ahi caso acerbo’ (’Alas! Bitter fate’) become a
refrain taken up throughout the rest of the act. We hear the response of the
chorus (CD 1, track 4), also beginning ’Ahi caso acerbo’ and continuing in
madrigalian fashion to advise, ’Mortals, do not put your faith in fleeting, fragile
joy’. After sundry adventures, including Orpheus’s entry into the Underworld and
Eurydice’s second death, the re-united lovers ascend to the heavens. 

If musical history had stopped at this moment, we would still have ample
evidence of opera’s power to embrace the whole range of human emotions. The
mythological framework within which the earliest operas worked may now seem
somewhat distant, but the story of Orpheus as told by Monteverdi and Striggio
continues to work its very human spell. 

Little more than a year later, Monteverdi unveiled his second opera, Arianna,
performed to celebrate the marriage of Francesco Gonzaga and Margherita of
Savoy. If anything, Arianna pleased its audience even more than Orfeo: one
contemporary account enthused, ’Signor Claudio Monteverdi… composed the arias
in such an exquisite fashion that we can truthfully confirm that the power of
ancient music has been restored, because they visibly moved the audience to tears.’

Unfortunately for us, all that survives of Arianna is its libretto and the score of
the ’Lamento d’Arianna’, a lament so popular in its day that it was published
separately. Nor is Arianna the only Monteverdi opera that history has mislaid. Of
around twenty works of his that would have qualified as operas, only three
survive: Orfeo, Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria (’Ulysses’ Return to his Homeland’, 1640)
and L’incoronazione di Poppea (’Poppea’s Coronation’, 1643).

From private to public: opera finds an audience

As opera’s fame spread, so did its popularity, first through Italy, then through the
rest of Europe: the first recorded opera performance outside Italy took place in
Salzburg on 27 January 1614 at the archbishop’s residence. The work that was
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performed was described as an Italian ’Hoftragicomedia’ (’court tragicomedy’), but
its identity is not known. Two weeks later, there was a performance, probably of
Monteverdi’s Orfeo, or at least part of it.

Back in Italy, opera thrived but remained a courtly entertainment. A significant
Medici or Gonzaga wedding might call for a new opera, but they were by no
means everyday occurrences. Then in 1637, having tasted success with an opera in
nearby Padua, a group of performers opened Venice’s Teatro San Cassiano to the
paying public, staging performances of L’Andromeda by Francesco Manelli.
Although L’Andromeda is now lost, it changed the course of musical history: in
future, opera would no longer be merely the plaything of princes and dukes, it
would also be a commercial proposition. 

In 1639, another theatre, the Teatro di SS Giovanni e Paolo, opened its doors
for paid performances of opera. It was here that Monteverdi’s Il ritorno d’Ulisse in
patria had its premiere. Venice had become the world’s first centre of commercial
opera, though it was soon realised that making a profit from opera was at best
difficult; and so it has remained.

It was in Venice in 1643 that the greatest Italian opera of the seventeenth
century had its premiere. Monteverdi’s L’incoronazione di Poppea was also the
first opera to derive its narrative not from ancient myth but from history. The
action takes place in Nero’s Roman court in AD 64, and while it may stray
somewhat from documented truth, it has the authentic flavour of a city riven by
sexual intrigue, corruption and violence: not unlike Venice itself, in fact. 

Even today Poppea seems remarkably modern in its promotion of immoral
behaviour over reason, and in its confident juxtaposition of the comic and the
serious. It ends with a gorgeous duet of melting sensuality in which Nero and
Poppea, neither of whom has been portrayed in a favourable light, voice their
passion. That final duet is one of several passages in the opera that modern
scholars believe not to be Monteverdi’s own work. 

One of those thought to have contributed to Poppea is Francesco Cavalli
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(1602–1676), who as a boy had sung in the choir of St Mark’s in Venice, where
Monteverdi was maestro di capella (master of music). Cavalli’s own earliest operas
were in the style which Monteverdi had perfected, with the musical flow
dominated by recitative, but Cavalli gradually introduced a greater reliance on
arias to emphasise vocal beauty, sometimes at the expense of dramatic
momentum. 

We hear a duet, ’Dolcissimi baci’ (’Sweetest kisses’) from Cavalli’s opera Calisto,
premiered in Venice in 1651 (CD 1, track 5). With some wit, the libretto welds
together two Greek myths: Callisto’s seduction by Jove, and the love affair
between Diana and Endymion. In the process, the gods are seen as thoroughly
human in their appetites and feelings: by this time, classical myth had become
outmoded and needed the spice of humour and amorous byplay to remain
current. In ’Dolcissimi baci’, Diana and Endymion celebrate their love with a
passion that is both chaste and languorous.

Paris and London: opera’s grand tour begins

In all, Cavalli wrote over thirty operas, their success spreading his fame throughout
Italy, and beyond, particularly to Paris; in 1660 his Serse (’Xerxes’) was performed
for the wedding of Louis XIV and Maria Theresia of Austria. Then in 1662 his Ercole
amante (’Hercules in Love’) had its first performance there, inaugurating the newly
built Salle des Machines (Room of Stage Machines) at the Tuileries Palace. 

By then, opera was well established in Paris. In 1647 Luigi Rossi’s Orfeo had
been the first Italian opera specially written for Paris, in the process becoming one
of the earliest operas in which arias outnumbered recitatives. Its production also
included ballets; for the next two centuries and more, ballet, for which Parisians
had an enormous appetite, would be indissolubly linked with most of the
important developments in French opera. 

Indeed, the Paris productions of Cavalli’s Serse and Ercole amante benefited
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from dance interludes choreographed by Jean-Baptiste Lully (1632–1687), who
would become the first superstar among French opera composers. In fact, Lully
was born Giovanni Battista Lulli in Florence in 1632. Taken to Paris in 1646 as a
garçon de chambre (‘chamber boy’) for the King’s cousin, he acquired a formidable
reputation as a violinist and dancer. In 1653 Louis XIV appointed him the court’s
compositeur de la musique instrumentale, and Lully began to compose ballets, in
which he also danced. His insistence on the tightest orchestral discipline made him
an important precursor of the modern concept of the conductor. 

In 1669 the King created the Académie d’Opéra (later renamed the Académie
Royale de Musique, but known simply as the Opéra) with the aim of establishing
French opera as a superior alternative to Italian opera. In 1672 Lully acquired the
King’s licence to stage opera in Paris and beyond, and from that moment until his
death Lully ensured that only his works were performed at the Opéra. 

In fact his operas (Lully called them ‘tragédies en musique’, a term which later
generations amended to ‘tragédies lyriques’, dominated French stages well into
the eighteenth century: Armide was performed in Paris nearly a century after the
composer’s death. Given that he was responsible for fostering new levels of
discipline in orchestral playing, there was a tragicomic justness in Lully’s death:
conducting a rehearsal, he injured his foot with the cane that he was using to beat
time. Gangrene set in, and he died weeks later. 

Separated from mainland Europe by the English Channel, England has always
prided itself on a certain aloofness from ’Continental’ trends, and opera was no
exception. Music had long been an integrated element of English drama, not least
in Shakespeare, and as early as 1617 the playwright Ben Jonson had claimed that
the lutenist, singer and composer Nicholas Lanier had provided music for Jonson’s
play Lovers Made Men: ’The whole Masque,’ wrote Jonson, ’was sung (after the
Italian manner) Stylo recitativo, by Master Nicholas Lanier; who ordered and made
both the Scene, and the Musicke’. 

This perhaps entitles Lanier to be called the first English opera composer, but
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since the music is lost the claim cannot be confirmed. The work usually considered
the first English opera is The Siege of Rhodes, a play by William Davenant ’with an
Italian musick’ (i.e. set to music throughout) by five composers, including Henry
Lawes and Matthew Locke, and performed in 1656. 

It seems that the musical setting (now lost) was a means to avoid the ban on
plays instituted by Oliver Cromwell’s Commonwealth; when the monarchy was
restored with the coronation of Charles II in 1660, further performances of the
play were apparently spoken, not sung. There was little desire for opera in
England at the time, and the most significant English operas of the late
seventeenth century are both miniatures: John Blow’s Venus and Adonis
(performed at Charles’s court, c. 1683) and Dido and Aeneas by Henry Purcell
(1659–1695) last around an hour each.

Blow (c. 1649–1708) called his opera a ’masque’, denoting an old theatrical
form, similar to the Italian intermedi, involving music, dance, speech and scenery.
Yet while Venus and Adonis retains the barest hold on the repertoire, Dido and
Aeneas is a masterpiece: the conductor Raymond Leppard has called it ’Tristan und
Isolde in a pint-pot’. The opera may have been part of celebrations for the
coronation of King William III and Queen Mary II in April 1689, but the only
performance known to have taken place in Purcell’s lifetime was ’by young
gentlewomen’ at a boarding school in Chelsea in 1689.

The skill with which Purcell combined recitative, arias, choruses and dance
episodes reveals his familiarity with both the French operatic model established by
Lully, and the Italian style. Nahum Tate’s libretto, derived in part from Virgil’s
Aeneid, lays before us the unhappy love affair between Dido, Queen of Carthage,
and Aeneas, Prince of Troy. Witches and sailors play their part in several colourful
episodes, but they cannot effect a long-term union between the hapless lovers
(not, perhaps, the ideal dish to set before a king and queen). 

We hear Dido’s final acceptance that Aeneas has left Carthage and her for
ever; in a brief passage of anguished recitative (CD 1, track 6), she addresses her
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friend and confidante Belinda. Then she delivers her great lament ’When I am laid
in earth’ (CD 1, track 7). Its repeated refrain, ’Remember me but oh, forget my
fate’ might be the calling-card for a long succession of heroines sacrificed for love
over the next 200 years of operatic history. 

Unfortunately Dido and Aeneas was Purcell’s only through-composed (i.e. with
music from beginning to end) opera. His musico-dramatic gifts were otherwise
directed to incidental music for sundry plays (including Shakespeare’s Timon of
Athens and The Tempest, in specially written adaptations), and to the hybrid
known as semi-opera, in which musical episodes were inserted between acts of a
spoken play. One of the finest examples is Purcell’s The Fairy Queen (1692), after
Shakespeare’s A Midsummer Night’s Dream. 

Kirsten Flagstad in Dido and Aeneas, performed at the Mermaid Theatre, 
London in 1951/2
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By now, the passion for opera was felt far and wide, if not in England. As we
have seen, Italian opera had reached the German-speaking world in 1614, though
it was not until 1627 that the first German opera, Heinrich Schütz’s Dafne, was
unveiled, its libretto adapted from the text which Ottavio Rinuccini had written
for Peri in 1598. Spain, meanwhile, enjoyed its first opera as early as 1627, when
Lope de Vega’s La selva sin amor (’The Loveless Forest’) was performed at the royal
palace in Madrid; while opera arrived in Sweden when an Italian troupe visited
Stockholm in 1652. 

But it was in the eighteenth century that opera became a pan-European
phenomenon. Perhaps surprisingly, it was Britain, and specifically London, which
contributed the most significant works, at least in the early part of the new
century; but first we return to Italy.

Italy after Cavalli: opera gets seria

Italy did not achieve political unification until the nineteenth century, but opera
provided a kind of unity much earlier, its heady attractions spreading from the
Republic of Venice in the north to the Kingdom of Sicily in the south. Well before
the end of the seventeenth century, there were more than forty Italian cities with
their own opera house, and in many there were several. Venice remained the
operatic capital, at least in terms of the number of operas which originated in its
four opera houses. 

The conventions governing Italian opera had begun to coalesce into a form
which would become known as opera seria, and which would dominate opera
houses (not only in Italy) for the best part of a century. The term opera seria
means, simply, ’serious opera’, and as such does no more than differentiate such a
work from opera buffa, comic opera. 

In Italy at the end of the seventeenth century, opera, or so the literati believed,
had become lax, even frivolous in its choice of subject matter. Attempts were made
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to bring it in line with classical models, and a set of more or less strict rules came
into play: there should always be at least one character on stage except during
scene changes (which took place in full view of the audience); the action should
ideally unfold within a single day; and although an opera should be serious, it
should not end tragically but with a lieto fine. 

By the time these rules took shape, the aria had become the prime vehicle for
operatic expression; it tended to take the form known as da capo (literally, ’from
the top’). The first (’A’) section of an aria sets out an emotional response to the
drama, then the ’B’ section contemplates the situation before a recapitulation of
’A’, usually with ornamentations, sometimes improvised, sometimes written down
either by the composer or by the singer. Almost without exception, da capo arias
would be accompanied by full orchestra.

As the aria gained ascendancy, so recitatives changed. Recitativo accompagnato
had orchestral accompaniment; recitativo secco or ’dry’ recitative, more
conversational in tone, had the sparer, more flexible accompaniment of a continuo
ensemble, usually consisting of a harpsichord and one or other combination of string
instruments. By now, though, there was no doubt that the aria had precedence over
recitatives, no matter how dramatic the latter might be.

The da capo aria’s A–B–A structure allowed tremendous scope for variation,
not least in the ornamentations, which singers used as a vocal display case. One of
the results was that singers assumed ever greater power: individual arias, roles and
whole operas were tailored to suit their particular skills, which in turn were
measured, in part at least, by the individuality and elaborateness of the
ornamentations they introduced. 

Far and away the most influential librettist of the eighteenth century (and
not just in Italy) was Pietro Metastasio (1698–1782). It is calculated that his
twenty-seven librettos yielded in the region of 1,000 operas; Mozart set his La
clemenza di Tito (’Titus’s Mercy’) in 1791, while other Metastasio texts held the
stage well into the nineteenth century. His most popular, Artaserse (Artaxerxes),
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was set over ninety times between 1730 and 1840. 
Today Metastasian opera seria seems too tightly bound by its own rules and

strict moral probity; but Metastasio had a fine control of dramatic tempo and
contrast. Beyond that, he owed part of his success to the fact that many of his
librettos (including La clemenza di Tito) glorified whichever ruler was its principal
character, and an opera derived from Metastasio was a sure (if only temporary)
remedy for the insecurities suffered by European monarchies during the
eighteenth century. 

Castratos

In sixteenth-century Italy, the Church forbade women’s voices. Since those
entering holy orders were expected to be celibate anyway, boys were
often castrated so as to maintain the purity of their unbroken voice, thus
making them credible substitutes for women. The operation sometimes
had bizarre effects on the physique, if not apparently on the libido. Opera
exploited castratos from the beginning, but only in the eighteenth century
did they become superstars, singers such as Senesino and Farinelli
commanding extortionate fees according to the range and clarity of their
singing: Farinelli’s range was reputed to be three octaves. Castratos had
disappeared from the stage by the 1830s (later in the Church), and
castrato roles are now taken either by male falsettists (counter-tenors) or
mezzo-sopranos: not the same, but certainly more humane.

�

�
�

�
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Opera seria conquers London 

After Metastasio’s death, his texts were adapted to suit changing tastes: arias and
recitatives were trimmed, new texts substituted, and the exit aria gradually faded
into the background. With or without Metastasian texts, fantasy elements (in
particular, sorceresses, enchantresses and their spells) and spectacle in general
assumed ever greater importance. Meanwhile the singers seized every opportunity
to put themselves centre-stage. 

For now, though, we return to the beginning of the century, and to the
composer most associated today with opera seria, George Frideric Handel
(1685–1759). Only three of Handel’s operas derived from Metastasio’s texts, and
each of them (Siroe, re di Persia, 1728; Poro, re dell’Indie, 1731 and Ezio, 1732) was
adapted, to a greater or lesser degree, to Handel’s and London’s requirements, in
which Metastasio figured only marginally. 

As a young man, Handel (born Georg Friedrich Händel in Halle, Saxony)
showed formidable talent as a keyboard player. A visit to Berlin, where Italian
opera was well established, awoke a taste for the theatre, and in 1703 he moved
to Hamburg. There his first opera, Almira (sung in a mix of German and Italian),
had its premiere in 1705, followed a mere seven weeks later by Nero. Both works
attracted the attention of one of Hamburg’s most illustrious visitors, Ferdinando
de’ Medici, who persuaded Handel to try his luck in Florence. 

Arriving in Italy in 1706 and quickly gaining access to ecclesiastical sponsors,
Handel turned his attention to church music, but it was his operatic compositions
which established his reputation. In 1707 Rodrigo had its premiere in Florence,
under Medici patronage. Other operas followed, beginning with the comic satire
Agrippina, which drew on music Handel had already composed: ’Waste not,
want not’ was a useful motto for Handel, not least in London, where he moved
in 1710. 
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London had not been converted to Italian opera during the seventeenth
century; but in 1705, the Queen’s Theatre in Haymarket had been inaugurated with
a performance of Gli amori di Ergasto (’Ergasto’s Loves’) by the German composer
Jakob Greber; this was the first opera to be sung in Italian in London. Ironically, a
few months earlier, Thomas Clayton’s Arsinoe, Queen of Cyprus had been staged at
Drury Lane, and had proved rather more successful than Greber’s work, even
though one commentator suggested that it was ’so mangled and sophisticated,
that… it ought to be called the Hospital of old Decrepid Italian Operas’.

Handel’s last portrait.
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Nevertheless it was Italian opera which gained supremacy, and Handel was
quick to take advantage. His Rinaldo, premiered at the Queen’s Theatre in 1711,
was the first Italian opera to be written specially for London, albeit one which
incorporated material Handel had written earlier. The opera’s plot derives from
the Renaissance poem Gerusalemme liberata (’Jerusalem Delivered’) by Torquato
Tasso, an epic about the Crusades which proved a rich source of operas over the
centuries: later composers who turned to it for inspiration included Haydn, Rossini
and Dvořák. 

The plot of Handel’s opera is too episodic to summarise; suffice it to say that
in the aria ’Lascia ch’io pianga’ (CD 1, track 8), Almirena, betrothed to Rinaldo, has

Duelling composers 

When he arrived in Hamburg in 1703, Handel came into the orbit of older
composers who had begun to create a German operatic culture; they
included the singer and composer Johann Mattheson. Handel and
Mattheson became friends, but not without the occasional contretemps:
after securing a position within the city’s opera orchestra, Handel found
himself conducting Mattheson’s Cleopatra from the keyboard, while the
composer took the role of Mark Antony. His character having committed
suicide in Act III, Mattheson entered the pit, intent on conducting the rest
of the performance himself. Handel refused to give way, and an argument
ensued, leading eventually to a duel. Both men managed to survive.

�
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been abducted by the enchantress Armida, and asks to be left to weep in peace.
’Lascia ch’io pianga’ derives from music written for the cantata Il trionfo del
Tempo e del Disinganno (’The Triumph of Time and Enlightenment’), which Handel
had composed in Italy in 1707. 

In 1719 Handel was involved in establishing the Royal Academy of Music, for
the express purpose of staging opera, including his own. Among many other tasks,
this required him to travel to Europe to hire singers (mostly Italian) from the
Continent – not least the castratos who so bewitched London audiences, but whose
exorbitant fees contributed to the collapse of the Royal Academy of Music in 1728. 

During the Academy’s few years of activity, Handel’s operas had been its
mainstay, but there were intense rivalries (artistic, political and even religious)
within the company: in 1727, the sopranos Cuzzoni and Faustina even came to
blows during a performance. Eventually the concomitant lack of widespread
public support brought about the Academy’s end, although Handel was involved
in a second Academy, which mounted performances between 1729 and 1734 until
it, too, succumbed to rivalries and dissent.

Public taste was changing, as evidenced by the success of John Gay’s The
Beggar’s Opera, premiered in 1728, the year of the Academy’s first collapse. Using
speech, popular song and celebrated arias (some by Handel), Gay’s so-called ’ballad
opera’ poked fun at current political figures, at social mores and, not least, at
opera in Italian, including, quite pointedly, the Royal Academy. The writing was on
the wall.

Handel wrote his last opera, Deidamia, in 1741; it was his forty-seventh opera,
and his thirty-eighth to be premiered in London. Handelian opera seria was the
target of Dr Johnson’s famous definition of opera in his 1755 dictionary as an
’exotick and irrational entertainment’. Johnson was referring not to opera in
general but to opera seria, sung in Italian, mostly by Italian singers, for an English
audience. Eventually, the audience found itself agreeing with Johnson.

Handel, ever practical, simply moved on. His instinct for dramatic music did not
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desert him; indeed many consider the oratorios which preoccupied him for the rest
of his life to be inherently more dramatic than his operas, and in recent years they
have frequently been staged.

Tragedy in Paris

In the wake of Lully’s death in 1687, other composers at last had the opportunity to
spread their operatic wings in Paris. Among them was Marc-Antoine Charpentier
(1643–1704), who first made his mark with operas on religious themes written for
the Jesuit Collège Louis-le-Grand. 

The most celebrated was David et Jonathas (1688), a full-length piece in its
own right but performed in parallel with a play on the same biblical theme: the
Jesuits were nothing if not thorough in their preaching and teaching. His
masterpiece, though, was Médée (’Medea’, 1693), composed to a libretto by
Thomas Corneille, brother of the more famous playwright Pierre, whose lines
Thomas borrows to tell the story of the sorceress who kills her children to exact
revenge on her unfaithful husband. 

The other major French composer of the time was André Campra (1660–1744),
chiefly remembered today for his opéra-ballets, in which dance sequences had
parity with sung passages. Campra was also responsible for the prophetic remark,
made after he saw Jean-Philippe Rameau’s Hippolyte et Aricie: ’This man will
eclipse us all’.

And so it proved. Jean-Philippe Rameau (1683–1764) had already written
cantatas, keyboard pieces and works of music theory when, at the age of fifty, he
unveiled his first opera. Hippolyte et Aricie (’Hippolytus and Aricia’, 1733) caused
its admirers to dub Rameau ’the Orpheus of our century’. Others were less smitten:
the opera is the first musical work to which the word ’Baroque’ (distinctly
pejorative at the time) is known to have been applied. 

So intense was the disagreement that two factions formed; on the one hand,
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the Lullistes, traditionalists promoting the cause of the long-dead Lully; on the
other, Rameau’s champions, dismissed by their rivals with the contemptuous pun
’ramoneurs’ (’chimney-sweeps’). Yet Rameau, far from subverting Lully’s
achievements, built on them to fashion works of often startling boldness. 

His recitatives took on a more richly dramatic character than anything heard in
music of his predecessor, while he shaped arias into a variety of forms, some short,

Portrait of Rameau in 1738 by Jacques André Aved (1702–1766)
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others extended, that enabled action and emotion to ebb and flow. Above all, his
orchestra presented a veritable firework display of operatic effects, not least in the
ballet sequences which often punctuated the sung drama, as in the opéra-ballet
Les Indes galantes (’The Amorous Indians’, 1735).

During his lifetime, Castor et Pollux (premiered in 1737) was considered
Rameau’s finest work, especially in its 1754 revision, which did away with the
allegorical prologue and tightened up the narrative structure. French opera at the
time focussed almost exclusively on romantic love, which does have its place in
Castor et Pollux, but the central relationship is between the half-brothers Castor
and Pollux, sons of the goddess Leda. 

In its revised version, Telaira is to marry Pollux, although she loves Castor. Much
emotional tumult ensues; in a battle against invaders, Castor is killed, and we hear
Telaira’s distraught response in the aria ’Tristes apprêts’ (’Sad preparations’; CD 1,
track 9), sung before Castor’s tomb. The stark instrumental accompaniment is
dominated by a solo bassoon, mournfully sympathising with Telaira’s anguish.
Castor is restored to life, but in return Pollux must take his place in Hades.
Eventually Jupiter (father of Pollux) unites the two brothers, granting them a
privileged position in the firmament as the starry constellation of Gemini. 

Once again Rameau’s music became the centre of controversy. In 1752, an
Italian troupe had presented performances of an intermezzo (a form of miniature
opera), La serva padrona (’The Maid Turned Mistress’) by Giovanni Battista
Pergolesi (1710–1736). This lively comedy appeared to offer a progressive way
forward for opera, towards something more down-to-earth, in opposition to the
lofty narratives of Lully and Rameau. 

What followed was known as the querelle des bouffons (’quarrel of the
clowns’), with Pergolesi’s supporters the ’bouffons’. Many of the greatest minds of
the day took part in the quarrel, notably the philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau,
himself a composer, whose quest for man’s natural being led him to support opéra
comique (developed from Italian models, including Pergolesi’s, and mixing sung
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passages, including parodies of existing songs, with speech, often satirical) against
the artificiality (as he saw it) of the tragédies lyriques. 

Rousseau’s own most celebrated opera was the one-act Le Devin du village
(’The Village Soothsayer’, 1752). This idealised vision of country living held the
French stage for sixty years and more, and exerted a significant influence on the
development of opéra comique. Marie-Antoinette, whose taste for feigned rustic
idyll was well known, took part in an early private performance.

The repeated Parisian quarrels were only one sign among many of the tension
between tradition and reform. Metastasian opera seria continued to dominate
stages elsewhere in Europe, but some composers felt that the form had become
rigid: its preoccupation with gods, monarchs and heroes was no longer relevant, and
its audiences had become too fond of extravagant vocal display for its own sake. 

Operatic reform

The demands for reform come into focus in the works of Christoph Willibald Gluck
(1714–1787), and particularly those he wrote to librettos by the Italian poet Ranieri
de’ Calzabigi, an associate of Casanova who had been in Paris at the time of the
querelle des bouffons. Gluck’s first opera, Artaserse, had its premiere in Milan in
1741; this, like nearly 20 other operas Gluck wrote over the next 25 years, was based
on a libretto by Metastasio. In 1745 Gluck travelled to London, where two of his
operas had first performances, and where he met Handel. The latter is supposed to
have said, ’He knows no more about counterpoint than my cook’.

Further travels eventually led to Vienna, where Gluck settled in 1752. There,
besides writing operas, he composed a ballet, Don Juan (1761), the first step
towards his so-called ’reform’ operas. He and a few like-minded individuals,
including Calzabigi (recently arrived in Vienna), saw currently fashionable idioms,
in dance as well as in music, as outmoded, in need of a return to more ’natural’
human expression, as embodied in Don Juan. 
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Their ideas were laid out in Orfeo ed Euridice (1762), for which Calzabigi wrote
the libretto. In returning to the myth that had given opera its first breath more
than 150 years earlier, Gluck’s Orfeo broke away from opera seria tradition,
dispensing with secco recitatives and incorporating dance; it also made Orpheus
and Eurydice neither god-like nor regal, but human, fallible and racked by
powerful emotion. Where Metastasian operas might last up to four hours, Orfeo
tells its story in little more than an hour. 

As the opera opens, Eurydice has already died. Orpheus resolves to bring her
back from the dead. Orpheus’s musical gifts open the gates of Hades, and he is

Gluck’s operatic reforms 

The published score of Alceste included a preface setting out Gluck’s
operatic ambitions: 

’When I undertook to write the music for Alceste, I resolved to divest it
entirely of all those abuses, introduced into it either by the mistaken
vanity of singers or by the too great complaisance of composers, which
have so long disfigured Italian opera and made of the most splendid and
beautiful of spectacles the most ridiculous and wearisome. I have striven
to restrict music to its true office of serving poetry by means of expression
and by following the situations of the story, without interrupting the
action or stifling it with a useless superfluity of ornaments.’ (Translation
by Eric Blom)

�
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reunited with Eurydice, though, as the legend tells us, Orpheus is forbidden to
look at her. Eventually he can resist no longer; he turns to look at his beloved, who
once again must die. We hear the opera’s most famous aria ’Che farò senza
Euridice?’ (’What shall I do without Eurydice?’; CD 1, track 10), in which Orpheus
is on the verge of abandoning hope and killing himself. 

Cupid intervenes, and Orpheus and Eurydice are again reunited: Gluck and
Calzabigi may have wanted their opera to be more ’lifelike’, but they did not
abandon the happy ending. Orfeo ed Euridice was not a great success at its
premiere, and ran for only seven performances, not least because its brevity and
musical directness challenged conventional expectations. In addition, Gluck had
begun to insist that his singers adopt an acting style that went beyond the merely
gestural habits (statuesque rather than choreographic) of operatic acting until
that time.

Undaunted, Gluck and Calzabigi returned five years later with Alceste (1767),
a more diffuse work, but no less intense in its musical utterance. Gluck and
Calzabigi wrote one more opera together, Paride ed Elena (1770). Then in 1772
Gluck wrote his first opera for Paris; having made his attempt to modernise
Italianate opera seria, Gluck now had the chance to transform French tragédie
lyrique with Iphigénie en Aulide (premiered in 1774), based on Jean Racine’s
tragedy Iphigénie. 

Other Parisian operas followed, including Armide (1777; the opera used,
virtually unchanged, a libretto which Lully had set ninety years earlier); and
Iphigénie en Tauride (1779), a ’sequel’ to Iphigénie en Aulide. These works set up
yet another Parisian querelle, this one between followers of Gluck and followers
of the Italian composer Niccolò Piccinni (1728–1800), whose works were lighter,
more traditionally Italianate. Neither composer showed much taste for the
controversy, but that did not deter their respective followers.

While Gluck’s skills as a contrapuntalist did not impress Handel, his greatest
works would have a profound influence on such diverse nineteenth-century
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Title page of the first Italian edition of Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice
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composers as Berlioz and Wagner; and, not least, they taught the young Wolfgang
Amadeus Mozart a few things about musical and dramatic economy.

From opera seria to opera buffa to Singspiel: Mozart and Beethoven

As a child, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) was a musical wonder of the
age, fêted in palaces and courts across Europe for his prodigious talents as a
pianist. His first work for the stage was Apollo et Hyacinthus (’Apollo and
Hyacinth’, 1767), written when he was eleven years old and already showing great
technical facility. Other operas followed, but it was not until 1781 that he
produced his first operatic masterpiece, Idomeneo, an assured psychological
drama which showed that opera seria was not yet defunct. 

In the following year Mozart wrote Die Entführung aus dem Serail (’The
Abduction from the Seraglio’) for the National-Singspiel, a theatre set up in
Vienna in 1778 by Emperor Joseph II, who hoped to foster pride in German musical
culture. Singspiel (literally, ’sing-play’) was a specifically German form, developed
along the lines of the French opéra comique, in which speech and song mixed: it
would influence the development of the nineteenth-century operetta and,
eventually, the American musical. 

Die Entführung showed the form’s potential, and was the only major success
of the National-Singspiel, which closed in 1783. In the meantime Mozart had met
Lorenzo da Ponte, the court poet who became his librettist. The first Mozart/da
Ponte opera was Le nozze di Figaro (’The Marriage of Figaro’, 1786), based on a
play by the French playwright Pierre-Augustin Beaumarchais, banned in Paris until
1784 for daring to question the social order. Fearful that the play would stir up
discontent in the Habsburg Empire, the comparatively liberal Joseph II had also
banned it in Vienna in 1785, yet could not resist seeing what Mozart made of it. 

Although Le nozze di Figaro retains some of the play’s political barbs, it
focuses more on the emotional lives of the characters. Susanna, maid to Countess
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Almaviva, is to marry the Count’s valet Figaro; she fears not only that the Count
might enforce his ’droit de seigneur’ (which would allow him to sleep with
Susanna before her wedding), but also that debt will force Figaro to marry
another woman. 

We hear an extract (CD 1, track 11) from the final act, after Susanna and
Figaro’s marriage has finally taken place. Susanna and the Countess plan to bring
the Count back into line. Disguised, Susanna enters the Count’s garden at night
and, knowing that Figaro is listening, sings a snatch of accompanied recitative,
’Giunse al fin il momento’ (’At last the moment has come…’). Figaro, as Susanna
intends, thinks she is waiting for the Count, and that the ensuing aria, ’Deh, vieni,

A Metropolitan Opera production of The Marriage of Figaro in 1940 with 
Elisabeth Rethberg as the Countess, John Brownlee as the Count, Ezio Pinza as Figaro
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non tardar’ (’Come, don’t delay’) expresses her excitement at the prospect. 
It is a typically Mozartian moment of crossed wires and genuine emotion. Da

Ponte’s text is perfectly pitched to allow Mozart scope for the most flexible and
fast-moving sequence of recitatives, arias, duets and ensembles. It is the seamless
knitting-together of the musical and dramatic strands which makes Figaro one of
the most profound of all operas. Mozart and da Ponte built on its success with
their next, perhaps even greater opera. 

Mozart and Salieri

In 1786, to welcome a visiting dignitary, Emperor Joseph commissioned
Mozart to write Der Schauspieldirektor (’The Impresario’), to be
presented ’in competition’ with Antonio Salieri’s Prima la musica e poi le
parole (’First the Music, Then the Words’). Mozart’s opera played at one
end of the room, then Salieri’s at the other: Salieri’s was judged the
better work. Milos Forman’s 1984 movie Amadeus (based on Peter
Shaffer’s play) made much of the rivalry between Mozart and Salieri.
Rivalry there certainly was, but not as (literally) poisonous as Amadeus
suggested. A few years earlier, Mozart had written to his father that
Lorenzo da Ponte ’has promised to write me something new… But who
knows whether he will keep his word… If he’s in league with Salieri, I
shall never get a text out of him.’ Even before Amadeus, the idea that
Salieri had poisoned Mozart had appealed to Pushkin, whose 1830 play
Mozart and Salieri was turned into an opera by Rimsky-Korsakov (1898).
It makes a good story, but there is no factual evidence to support it.

�
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The story of Don Juan, the libertine dragged to hell by a statue of the man he
has murdered, was popular at the time. As we have seen, Gluck had turned it into
a ballet, and operas on the subject included Giuseppe Gazzaniga’s Don Giovanni,
o sia Il convitato di pietra (’Don Giovanni, or The Stone Guest’), premiered to great
acclaim in Vienna in 1787. Gazzaniga’s success prompted a commission from
Prague for a Don Juan opera from Mozart and da Ponte. 

The plot of Mozart’s Il dissoluto punito, o sia Il Don Giovanni (’The Libertine
Punished, or Don Giovanni’, forever shortened to Don Giovanni) teeters between
comedy and tragedy. Is Giovanni a caddish rake, a seductive charmer, or the only
character onstage brave enough to defy rigid convention? His arias, barely long
enough to merit the description, offer only fleeting clues to his character. We hear
two of them, each showing a different Giovanni. ’Fin ch’han del vino’ (CD 1, track
12) is so short it barely qualifies as an aria; its popular nickname is ’the champagne
aria’, which gives a sense of its manic effervescence, although champagne as such
gets no mention. Instead, Giovanni orders his servant Leporello to prepare a great
feast, at which Giovanni can add another ten women to his list of amorous
conquests. This is Giovanni the man possessed, barely able to control his lust. By
contrast, ’Deh, vieni alla finestra’ (’Oh, come to the window’; CD 1, track 13), shows
the debonair seducer, intent on seducing a woman he has never met by the sheer
beauty of his serenade. Yet Giovanni is too disruptive a force to be allowed to
survive, and, his defiance notwithstanding, demons cast him into hell. 

After the semi-supernatural antics of Don Giovanni, Mozart and da Ponte
returned to purely human concerns in Così fan tutte (’That’s How All Women
Behave’, 1790). Its story, of two couples involved in an ageing roué–philosopher’s
experiment to demonstrate womankind’s fickleness, was denounced in the
nineteenth century as immoral; today it seems a witty and moving anatomy of
desire. It was Mozart’s last collaboration with da Ponte; the three operas they
wrote together represent the very pinnacle of opera’s power to reveal our
innermost selves.
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Mozart now returned to the Singspiel; Die Zauberflöte (’The Magic Flute’,
1791) is a unique amalgam of high-minded ritual and low pantomime which
appeals to the child and the philosopher in us all. Its central character, Tamino, is
a reborn Orpheus, his predecessor’s lute replaced by the magic flute. The libretto
is by Emanuel Schikaneder, an actor–singer–impresario who had known Mozart for
years; at the premiere he took the main comic role, of the bird-catcher Papageno. 

We hear an aria for the Queen of the Night, a part which Mozart wrote for his
sister-in-law Josepha Hofer. Sweeping in on the crest of an orchestral crescendo,
she delivers her opera seria-like recitative and aria ’O zitt’re nicht, mein lieber
Sohn!’ (’Don’t tremble, my dear son’; CD 1, track 14), despatching Tamino to find
her daughter Pamina, whose portrait has already captivated him. Only later will it

Scene from a rehearsal of Don Giovanni for the opening night at 
the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, September 2003 with Robert Lloyd 

as the Commendatore and Gerald Finley as Don Giovanni
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become clear that, while at this point she seems to be on the side of the angels,
the Queen of the Night is actually in league with darker forces: the turn-around
typifies the opera’s narrative trajectory. 

Die Zauberflöte was the last of Mozart’s operas to be performed in his lifetime,
but just weeks before, thanks to another commission from Prague, he had
unveiled La clemenza di Tito, commissioned to mark the coronation of Emperor
Leopold II as King of Bohemia. The opera seria libretto was by Metastasio,
although it required many changes to fit the requirements of the day, and 
La clemenza shows signs of having been composed in haste (Mozart assigned
secco recitatives to an assistant), yet it contains some of his most beautiful music.
Within four months of its premiere, Mozart was dead. 

Opera after the Revolution

Opera has rarely proven to be a politically revolutionary form, but even it could
not remain untouched by the French Revolution which had shaken Paris in 1789.
In 1791, the year of Mozart’s death, the French capital saw the premiere of several
operas which caught the post-Revolutionary mood. Among them was André
Grétry’s Guillaume Tell (’William Tell’), which told the story of the fourteenth-
century Swiss patriot who fights Austrian tyranny. 

Grétry’s opera was popular, but could not match the acclaim reserved for Luigi
Cherubini’s Lodoïska, premiered in Paris only weeks after Guillaume Tell. Its plot
involves an imprisoned maiden (Lodoïska) and her lover Floreski, who uses disguise
to enter the wicked Baron Dourlinski’s castle and rescue fair Lodoïska. Catching
the mood of the time, Lodoïska was an immense success, as indeed was Cherubini’s
later ’rescue’ opera Les Deux Journées (1800), allegedly based on an actual
incident during the French Revolution. Yet today Lodoïska is best known for its
influence on a greater composer, one who was perhaps more profoundly infected
with the spirit of French Revolution than Cherubini was. 
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Ludwig van Beethoven (1770–1827) wrote only one opera, but he wrote it
three times, in the process providing no fewer than four separate overtures.
Although that is not unusual for the time, it suggests that Beethoven was not a
natural opera composer in the way that Mozart was. Beethoven had studied in
Vienna, perhaps briefly with Mozart, certainly with both Haydn and Salieri. In 1803
he began work on what would have been his first opera, to a libretto by Emanuel
Schikaneder, librettist for Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte; the project foundered. 

It was in 1803 that French rescue operas, including Cherubini’s, made their first
appearance in Vienna. Beethoven was among those moved, describing Cherubini
as the greatest composer alive (Cherubini did not reciprocate; of Beethoven’s later
music, he said simply, ’It makes me sneeze’). Beethoven set about making his own
contribution to the genre, choosing for his text a libretto by Jean-Nicolas Bouilly,
who had provided the text for Cherubini’s Les Deux Journées. 

The plot of Léonore, ou L’Amour conjugal (’Leonora, or Conjugal Love’) is
based on an actual event which took place during the Terror that followed the
French Revolution. By the time Beethoven began work on his version, Léonore had
already been set in French, and twice in Italian. Beethoven worked from a German
translation, resolving to fashion out of it a Singspiel that would be the equal of
Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte. 

The plot tells of Leonore’s attempt to rescue her imprisoned husband
Florestan, a rescue she achieves by disguising herself as a man, Fidelio: the plot’s
resemblance to Cherubini’s Lodoïska is more than passing. Leonore’s disguise
involves her in an unlikely romantic entanglement, in which the jailer’s daughter
Marzelline falls in love with ’Fidelio’; but the core of the work is the urgency with
which she seeks to free Florestan. 

Leonore was not a success at its 1805 premiere, in part because Vienna was
under occupation by Napoleon’s troops and many of Beethoven’s supporters had
left the city. A slightly revised version appeared in 1806, by which time the theatre
had insisted, against Beethoven’s wishes, on changing the title to Fidelio in order
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to avoid confusion with other settings of the text. 
Only in 1814 did the opera reach its final form, its musical and dramatic

structure made tauter in the process. Each of the three versions thus far had its
own overture, but for the second performance of this revised version, Beethoven
provided yet another overture. The opera in this form, with its new overture, is
what we now know as Fidelio. 

The opening scenes, in which we learn of the jailer’s daughter’s amorous
confusion, have a gently comic touch. Slowly the atmosphere darkens: at one
point, Leonore has to help dig a grave intended for Florestan. Light finally floods
into the opera in the closing moments, when Florestan and the other prisoners are
freed from their chains, and Fidelio/Leonore can reveal her true identity. The opera
ends with a triumphant hymn in praise of love, liberty and Leonore. 

We hear Leonore’s great Act I recitative ’Abscheulicher! wo eilst du hin?’
(’Monster! Where are you rushing off to?’; CD 1, track 15). It marks a decisive
change in mood, and is addressed to Pizarro, governor of the state prison, who has
just resolved to kill Florestan. This leads directly into an aria expressing Leonore’s
faith in love’s power to overcome evil, ’Komm, Hoffnung’ (’Come, hope’): note the
use of horns, distantly echoing the overture. 

Beethoven hoped to tackle other operatic projects: a planned opera on
Shakespeare’s Macbeth got no further than a few sketches, one on the Faust
legend not even that far. Fidelio remains his only opera, but it is an imposing
edifice, its impact perpetually renewed by shifting political circumstances.
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Lotte Lehmann in Fidelio
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Richard Wagner and the Gesamtkunstwerk

Mozart and Beethoven had demonstrated the potential power of the Singspiel to
unite the exalted and the everyday. Among the composers who built on their
example was Carl Maria von Weber (1786–1826), who had music and theatre in his
blood: his father ran the Weber Theatre Company in Hamburg; his mother was one
of the featured singers; while his cousins included Mozart’s wife Constanze and
her singing sisters. 

His most successful opera was the Singspiel Der Freischütz (’The Free-Shooter’,
1821), which is seen today to have ushered in the age of German Romanticism as
well as bolstering a sense of German identity and national destiny. Weber died
within weeks of the premiere, and was buried in London. But in 1844, at the
instigation of Richard Wagner (1813–1883), his remains were disinterred and
returned to Dresden. 

As a child, Wagner saw Weber conduct Der Freischütz; the experience had a
lasting effect. He wrote An Webers Grabe (’At Weber’s Grave’) for the reburial
ceremony, his funeral oration including the characteristically grandiose words,
’Behold, the Briton does you justice, the Frenchman admires you, but only the
German can love you. You are his own, a bright day in his life, a drop of his blood,
a particle of his heart.’ 

After working as chorus master in opera houses in Würzburg and Riga,
Wagner arrived in Paris in 1839. There he met Giacomo Meyerbeeer, a German-
born composer whose grand operas, hugely popular in Paris, appealed to Wagner.
Although Meyerbeer helped the younger man, Wagner later denounced
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Meyerbeer in his pamphlet Das Judentum in der Musik (’Jewishness in Music’,
1850), one of many attacks on Jews and Jewishness which still provoke debate
about the presence or absence of anti-Semitism in Wagner’s music itself. 

While in Paris, Wagner attempted to secure a commission for a new opera. Der
fliegende Holländer (’The Flying Dutchman’), eventually staged in Dresden in
1843, showed Wagner abandoning the notion of the ’number’ opera, in which
self-contained arias and ensembles impeded (in Wagner’s view) the progress of the
drama. His next opera was Tannhäuser, premiered in Dresden in 1845 but sketched
out in Paris in 1842. 

Throughout Europe, 1848 was a year of social uprisings: as workers attempted
to overthrow capitalism, movements of national unity gained momentum. In 1849,
the barricades went up in Dresden; Wagner’s support for the insurrection forced
him to flee when troops regained control. He found shelter in Weimar with Franz
Liszt, then travelled through Europe, only returning to Germany in 1860. In
Wagner’s absence, Liszt conducted the premiere of Lohengrin in Weimar in 1850.

As the titles of his essays of this period suggest, Wagner considered opera
neither mere entertainment, nor even self-expression: Die Kunst und die
Revolution (’Art and Revolution’), Die Kunst der Zukunft (’The Art of the Future’)
and Oper und Drama (’Opera and Drama’) show how Wagnerian music drama
would transform not only German opera, but the whole of European culture,
perhaps even humanity itself. Here as elsewhere, Wagner’s essays are both a guide
to his thought, and a distorting lens through which to view his work.

The goal for the changes he envisioned was his idea of ‘Das Gesamtkunstwerk’:
’the total work of art’ that, like the dramas of ancient Greece, would unite music,
dance, poetry, theatre, painting and architecture. Wagner set about
demonstrating his vision in Der Ring des Nibelungen (’The Ring of the Nibelung’),
a cycle of four operas spread over consecutive evenings during which gods and
humans would intermingle on stage, their activities revealing a profound truth
about the world, and its necessary end.
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The cycle begins with Das Rheingold (’The Rhine-Gold’), in which the central
figure is Wotan the Wanderer, chief of the gods. Wotan desires the Ring, which
promises to sustain his immortality. He obtains it, but it carries a curse. Next, Die
Walküre (’The Valkyrie’) lays before us the unwittingly incestuous passion of
Sieglinde and Siegmund, Wotan’s progeny; their coupling begets Siegfried, who
then becomes the focal point of Siegfried. His love for Brünnhilde (a Valkyrie,
which is to say, another daughter of Wotan) brings the opera to a radiant close in
which the fall of the gods is predicted. This duly comes to pass in
Götterdämmerung (’Twilight of the Gods’), at the cost of the lives of both
Siegfried and Brünnhilde. The Ring is returned to the Rhine as fire destroys the
gods’ home.

Bayreuth

The Bayreuth Festspielhaus (Festival Theatre) was built to Wagner’s own
specifications. He originally intended that the theatre would be temporary
(and destroyed after the first Ring cycle had been performed); instead it
became a permanent memorial. By opera house standards it is spartan, but
its design includes an important innovation: a pit which renders the
orchestra invisible to the audience. Wagner called it a ’mystic chasm’: ’its
task was to separate the real from the ideal’. There is irony in the fact that
the Ring, which showed the collapse of a decaying plutocracy, required the
wealth of King Ludwig for its realisation.
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Although the cycle retains traces of French grand opera and Italianate lyricism,
they are transformed by Wagner’s use of leitmotifs (’leading motifs’: the term is
not Wagner’s). These are musical figures, often too short to be called ’themes’,
which recur throughout the cycle, providing links between situations, between the
characters’ mental processes, even between objects. Their web of connections
makes the orchestra a kind of narrator, telling the characters things they may not
know, keeping the audience abreast of developments, pointing ahead to the
future. 

Wagner doubted whether any theatre would be able to stage his immense,
fifteen-hour cycle. In the event he was rescued by the wealth of the newly
crowned Ludwig II of Bavaria, who became his patron, eventually providing funds
for a new theatre to be built at Bayreuth for the sole purpose of presenting Der
Ring. The cycle had its first complete production there in 1876.

Before bringing the Ring to its conclusion, Wagner completed Tristan und
Isolde (premiered in 1865), the most concentrated expression of his new musical
language. As with Der Ring, Wagner derived the bones of his narrative from
ancient sources, in this case Tristan by the thirteenth-century poet Gottfried von
Strassburg. Equally significant is that in 1854 Wagner read Arthur Schopenhauer’s
Die Welt als Wille und Vorstellung (’The World as Will and Representation’
(originally published in 1819). His philosophy was transformed by Schopenhauer’s
suggestion that renunciation of the world, and of one’s own will, was necessary if
suffering was to disappear. 

For Wagner it was entirely logical to yoke Schopenhauer to a medieval poem
about a couple whose love embraces death. The opera begins with Tristan escorting
Isolde to an enforced marriage. Isolde vows to kill herself, and asks her maid
Brangäne to prepare a poison potion. Instead Brangäne mixes a love potion, which
both Tristan and Isolde drink. Expecting to die, they fall in love. Tristan is wounded
and the lovers are separated; when they are reunited, Tristan dies in Isolde’s arms.
After sundry other deaths, Isolde, declaring eternal love for Tristan, also dies.
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Wagner’s music invests every moment of this chaste story with such palpable
eroticism that many listeners were shocked. It is not entirely incidental that while
he was composing the opera, Wagner was involved in an obsessive, and probably
sexually unconsummated affair with the wife of a patron. 

The opera’s musical language stretches tonality to breaking point, as we hear
in the Prelude (CD 1, track 16): the famous ’Tristan’ chord (heard after a three-note
figure from the cellos, and recurring throughout the opera) is the most analysed
chord in all music. Refusing to abide by the rules of conventional tonality, it hangs
dissonant, unresolved, its state of suspension emblematic of the whole opera, both
dramatically and musically.

Our second extract (CD 1, track 17) takes us to the opera’s closing moments and
the passage known as Isolde’s ‘Liebestod‘ (’love-death’, again not Wagner’s
description). In an impassioned monologue, Isolde recalls ’how gently and quietly
he [i.e. Tristan, already dead] smiles’. Her ecstasy leads her to the point where her
only option lies ’in the surging swell… of the world-breath, to drown, to sink
unconscious: supreme bliss!’ 

’The surging swell of the world-breath’ is an apt description of the way
Wagner’s music works in Tristan. There is virtually no trace of division between aria
and recitative; instead there is what Wagner called ’endless melody’, sweeping the
characters along as surely as it engulfs the audience. Wagner himself thought
Tristan his ’most full-blooded musical conception’.

The extended periods over which Wagner worked on his operas make
chronology problematic. His ’next’ opera was Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg (’The
Mastersingers of Nuremberg’), a work he first considered in 1845, imagining it as a
comic afterword to Tannhäuser. Meistersinger, premiered in 1868, celebrates the
power of love and music, promoting a view of civilisation as thoroughly Germanic,
cleansed of alien (mostly Jewish, in Wagner’s view) influence.

Wagner’s last opera was Parsifal, the only work he wrote specifically for
Bayreuth, where it premiered in 1882. Wagner labelled it ‘Bühnenweihfestspiel’, a
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composite noun which might be translated as ’festival play for a stage
consecration’, and the religious overtone is fully intentional. This immense opera,
based on an epic poem by the medieval knight Wolfram von Eschenbach, marries
Buddhism and Schopenhauer, Christianity and the search for racial purity, sex and
redemption. 

Six months after the premiere, Wagner died of a heart attack while in Venice.
Ironically, the attack may have been brought on by a row with his wife Cosima
about Wagner’s infatuation with one of the singers in Parsifal. Wagner’s body was
returned to Bayreuth and buried with all due ceremony. 

What his operas mean and how they work remain matters of contention, yet

Munich premiere in 1865 of Tristan und Isolde 
with Malvina and Ludwig Schnorr von Carolsfeld
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their influence on what followed is incalculable. Some composers embraced
’Wagnerism’ wholeheartedly; they include Engelbert Humperdinck (1854–1921),
whose Hänsel und Gretel (1893) is simultaneously a children’s opera and a grown-
up pantomime of quasi-Wagnerian complexity. Others attempted to resist Wagner.
Few remained untouched by his work. 

Italian bel canto: Rossini, Donizetti and Bellini

Wagner’s style of music drama found little support among Italy’s leading opera
composers: Gioachino Rossini (1792–1868) famously quipped: ’Wagner has
beautiful moments but awful quarters of an hour’. But Rossini was a different kind
of composer; by the age of twenty-one he had already written twelve operas, in
the process setting the standard for bel canto: beautiful singing, the very essence
of Italian opera in the nineteenth century.  

Rossini composed his first opera (Demetrio e Polibio, premiered in 1812 but
written earlier) while at music college in Bologna. He quickly became the most
popular Italian composer of his day, mainly thanks to ingenious comedies such as
Il barbiere di Siviglia (’The Barber of Seville’, 1816), based on a play by
Beaumarchais, in effect a ’prequel’ to Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro but retaining
even less of Beaumarchais’s satirical edge than Figaro. 

What Rossini offers instead is a comedy of manners, touched with an
agreeable frisson of cruelty. Interestingly, Il barbiere shares an overture with
Rossini’s Elisabetta, regina d’Inghilterra (’Elizabeth, Queen of England’, 1815); an
inveterate self-plagiarist, Rossini did not mind that Il barbiere is a comedy, while
Elisabetta is a serious opera with more than a hint of tragedy. What Rossinian
buffa and seria shared was an abundance of melody; a delight in vocal display,
usually encrusted with the most extravagant coloratura; and an emotional
detachment, verging on heartless cynicism but mitigated by twinkling humour. 

Besides the coloratura, certain other characteristics merit the description
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Rossinian. One is the crescendo, often heard in overtures but also in the finales to
individual acts: no other composer controlled increases in musical volume so
wittily. And then there is the matter of patter, that rapid-fire enunciation of
syllables which crams the greatest number of words into the shortest musical
space. Thanks in large part to his deployment of crescendo and patter, Rossini is
one of the few composers who make us laugh by purely musical means. 

We hear a delightful example in the finale to Act I of La Cenerentola
(’Cinderella’, 1817). While much else in Cenerentola differs from familiar versions
of the story, Cinders herself is as winsome as ever: her real name is Angiolina, ’the
little angel’. Yet Rossini’s mischievously cruel streak adds a welcome bitterness to
the sugary pill. Our extract (CD 1, track 18) marks the beginning of the finale:
Prince Ramiro is visiting Angiolina’s step-father Magnifico; at that evening’s ball,
he will choose the most beautiful woman to be his wife. 

Ramiro and his valet Dandini have swapped clothes so as to confuse the
snobbish Magnifico, who is hopeful that one of his two daughters, Clorinda and
Tisbe, will win the Prince’s hand. The music begins with a favourite Rossinian jest:
prince and valet make a lot of noise in telling each other to be quiet: ’Zitto, zitto,
piano, piano’ (’Shh! Be quiet!’). Neither wants anything to do with the ’ugly
sisters’, who nevertheless try to ingratiate themselves with Dandini, believing him
to be the prince. The anarchic knockabout is achieved through the most precisely
judged musical means, the orchestra serving as puppet-master, pulling the singers
here and there with sadistic glee. 

Rossini continued to work prodigiously, most consistently for the Naples opera
house, for which he wrote ten operas between 1815 and 1822. Finally Paris
seduced him, and it was for Paris that he wrote Guillaume Tell (’William Tell’,
1829), which, despite the earlier success of Grétry’s opera on the same theme,
brought Rossini tremendous acclaim. Based on a play by Friedrich von Schiller,
Rossini’s Tell was significantly longer than anything he had written before and
brought together elements of Italian and French operatic styles to forge a
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satisfyingly grand whole. Rossini was thirty-seven years old when Tell had its
premiere; he lived until he was seventy-five, yet wrote no more for the stage. In
nineteen years his thirty-nine operas had changed the face of Italian opera. Now
he could afford to live a life of leisure.

Rossini had a shrewd view of his own talent: he once said, ’Give me a laundry
list and I shall set it to music’. Five years younger than Rossini, Gaetano Donizetti
(1797–1848) is supposed to have commented, on being told that Rossini wrote 
Il barbiere di Siviglia in two weeks, ’He always was lazy’. Donizetti was yet more
prolific than Rossini, writing sixty-five operas in a career that spanned less than
thirty years. If such a work-rate necessitated a certain amount of formulaic note-
spinning, Donizetti was also possessed of a profound understanding of the

Portrait of Rossini in the French edition of his Semiramide
published by Au Ménestrel, Paris in 1860
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expressive requirements of the singing voice, which was the prime concern of bel
canto, and of its audience. 

Donizetti’s talent matured early; his first opera to be staged was Enrico di
Borgogna (’Henry of Burgundy’), sufficiently successful at its 1818 premiere to
encourage further commissions. Eventually the young composer attracted the
attention of Domenico Barbaia, who had already spotted the talent of Rossini.
Barbaia encouraged Donizetti, like Rossini, to make Naples the centre of his
attention; Donizetti went on to write some thirty operas for the city, including
many of his most popular works. 

Like Rossini’s, Donizetti’s innately Italian melodic sense proved eminently
adaptable to the French stage, and he provided French versions of two of his most
successful operas, Lucia di Lammermoor (based on Walter Scott’s novel The Bride
of Lammermoor; Italian version 1835; French version, as Lucie de Lammermoor,
1839), and Poliuto (Italian version 1838; French version, as Les Martyrs, 1839).

Soon Donizetti was writing operas specifically for Paris; La Fille du régiment
(’The Daughter of the Regiment’, 1840), an opéra comique with spoken dialogue,
proved an immense success, quickly establishing itself as one of the cornerstones
of the French repertoire. (Donizetti later prepared an Italian version, with
recitatives replacing the spoken dialogue.) In the meantime, Italy continued to
receive its share of new works, and in 1842 Donizetti was appointed music director
of the Kärntnertortheater in Vienna, which expected an opera a year from him.

By then Donizetti was gravely ill with the syphilis which eventually claimed his
life. He continued to work at a furious rate, producing one unalloyed masterpiece:
Don Pasquale (1843) was an opera buffa in the Italian style, but written for Paris.
Its gentle humour, spiked with a degree of pathos that at times becomes
sentimental, is less cruel than Rossini’s, less humane than Mozart’s; Pasquale
nevertheless continues to hold the stage today.

In 1845 Donizetti’s syphilis was finally diagnosed. Paralysed and all but
speechless, he was eventually returned to Bergamo, where he died in 1848. His
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operas may be more or less conventional in their reliance on lovelorn soprano
heroines and impulsive tenor heroes, but Donizetti had a sure sense of the musical
requirements of every dramatic situation, and a wealth of expressive melody that
suffuses every piece.

Such is the case in Donizetti’s most enduring creation. Lucia di Lammermoor is
set in sixteenth-century Scotland: the Celtic fringe of Europe held a particular
fascination for Italian composers. Lucia and Edgardo are in love, although their
families are deadly enemies. Lucia’s brother forces her to marry against her will.
The unwelcome guest at her own wedding, she bursts in on the celebrations. In
her famous Mad Scene she wanders the stage in a blood-spattered dress, allowing
her crazed coloratura to express her derangement. 

Mad scenes 

Opera habitually deals in extremes of emotion, and in the days before
psychoanalysis madness was often taken to be both the cause and the
symptom of emotional disarray, especially among sopranos and mezzo-
sopranos. Baroque and Classical opera had their share of raving women
(there are several in Handel’s magic operas), but it was in the era of early
Romanticism that the mad scene became an operatic staple, especially in
bel canto works. For some the madness showed itself in sleepwalking
(Amina in Bellini’s La sonnambula, Lady Macbeth in Verdi’s Macbeth), but
the classic mad scene is Lucia’s in Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor. Here as
elsewhere, elaborate coloratura represents the wandering mental
processes which eventually lead the heroine to death. Such mad scenes may
not be wholly credible psychology, but they make for powerful theatre.

�

�
�

�
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Eventually she departs and dies offstage, leaving the opera to reach its
conclusion without her. We hear the scene’s central section (CD 1, track 19),
beginning ’Ardon gli incensi’ (’The incense is burning’): Lucia hallucinates that she
is about to marry Edgardo, a fantasy which consumes her. To the accompaniment
of a solo flute, she embarks on an elaborate, wordless cadenza that is the very
embodiment of her derangement. 

Thanks to singers such as Maria Callas and Joan Sutherland, Donizetti’s operas
underwent a renaissance in the 1950s. Lucia emerged not simply as a vocal display
case but as a living drama, while Lucia’s Mad Scene showed that coloratura
brilliance could embody something akin to psychological insight. 

Donizetti around the time of writing Lucia di Lammermoor
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After Rossini withdrew from the stage, only one composer challenged
Donizetti in the hearts of Italian opera-goers. In all his work, Vincenzo Bellini
(1801–1835) took great care over matching the rhythms of the dialogue, and his
graceful melodic lines, longer than Rossini’s or Donizetti’s, less reliant on a clear
distinction between recitative and aria, seem to breathe with a natural solemnity.
Even such a harsh judge as Richard Wagner wrote that ’it would perhaps not be a
sin if, before we fell asleep, we breathed a prayer that Heaven would one day give
German composers such melodies and such a way of handling song’. 

Bellini was only thirty-three when he died from gastro-enteritis. He was buried
in Paris; according to legend, the pall-bearers at his funeral included Rossini and
Cherubini. Between them, Rossini, Donizetti and Bellini established the bel canto
style, with its emphasis on vocal beauty and, in varying degrees, elaborate display.
It would take a still greater composer to build on their achievements and to prove
beyond doubt that beautiful singing and psychological insights were not mutually
incompatible. 

That composer was Giuseppe Verdi (1813–1901), the most important Italian
composer of the nineteenth century. His first opera, Oberto (1839), already
showed a composer confidently handling the conventions of the day, but it was his
third opera, Nabucodonosor (universally known as Nabucco, premiered in 1842),
which secured his reputation. Nabucco is most notable for Verdi’s skill in placing
the chorus at the centre of the action. 

Indeed, the opera’s best-known number is ’Va, pensiero’ (’Fly, thought’), the
Chorus of the Hebrew Slaves. Later in the nineteenth century, it became an
unofficial Italian anthem as the country tried to free itself from foreign occupation
and to establish a single national identity. In our own times it has been an
advertising jingle, a football chant, a film theme and much else besides.

Nabucco instituted what Verdi would call his ’galley years’: in little more than
a decade, he wrote sixteen operas, including Ernani (1844), Macbeth (1847) and
Luisa Miller (1849), derived, respectively, from plays by Victor Hugo, Shakespeare
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and Schiller. Verdi knew a good plot when he saw one, and it often derived from
a pre-existing play, usually by a non-Italian. Macbeth, especially in its revised form
(dating from 1865, premiered in Paris), is the finest of Verdi’s early operas, an
adaptation that, at the very least, is not humbled by Shakespeare’s original. 

The first of Verdi’s unmitigated masterpieces was Rigoletto (1851), based on
Victor Hugo’s play Le Roi s’amuse (’The King Amuses Himself’). Hugo set the
drama, about corruption in high places, in the sixteenth-century court of 
François I of France, an offence which got the play banned in Paris. In Venice,
where Verdi’s opera was to be staged, the censors objected to the ’repellent
morality and obscene triviality’ of the plot. Verdi’s librettist, Francesco Piave,
switched the action to the court of the Duke of Mantua, and while some detail
went missing, the revision retained the central focus of Hugo’s play (’a creation
worthy of Shakespeare’ in Verdi’s view).

Rigoletto marked the beginning of Verdi’s maturity. The action is fluid, the
characterisation exact, the melodic invention effortless and endless. Above all, the
central characters, the hunchbacked jester Rigoletto and his daughter Gilda, are
two of Verdi’s most memorable creations, the one the embodiment of warped
parental protectiveness, the other radiating innocence. 

We hear the prelude (CD 2, track 1), which provides a pre-echo of the curse
which a courtier hurls at Rigoletto, and which precipitates all the ensuing disasters.
We follow the prelude with the celebrated quartet from the opera’s final act 
(CD 2, track 2). A miniature masterpiece of dramatic exposition, it begins with the
Duke, the sweet-voiced villain of the piece, flirting with Maddalena, sister of the
assassin whom Rigoletto has hired to kill the Duke. 

Maddalena pours scorn on the Duke’s serenade while Gilda, overhearing
them, laments that he had previously romanced her in similar fashion.
Underneath, Rigoletto brusquely tells his daughter that death is all the Duke
deserves. The quartet is so melodious that we almost (but not quite) miss its
sinister import. Within just a few minutes, the action will tumble to its sorry
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conclusion as Gilda allows herself to die in the Duke’s place.
The works that followed confirmed Verdi as Italy’s leading composer.

Rigoletto, Il trovatore (’The Troubadour’, 1853) and La traviata (’The Fallen
Woman’, 1853) mark the high-water mark of Verdi’s middle period. The next
twenty years saw him writing operas for Paris (Les Vêpres siciliennes [’The Sicilian
Vespers’], 1855; and Don Carlos, 1867; later revised in Italian, 1884), for St
Petersburg (La forza del destino [’The Force of Destiny’], 1862), and for Cairo (Aida,
1871).

Besides preparing Italian performances of the works premiered abroad, he also
wrote some of his most beautiful operas for his homeland, notably Simon
Boccanegra (1857) and Un ballo in maschera (’A Masked Ball’, premiered in 1859
after changes imposed, once again, by the censors). By now Verdi, an intensely
private man, had become a public figure. When in the middle of the century Victor
Emmanuel was the figurehead of the movement to unite Italy under one throne,
Verdi’s public made his name an acronym, standing for ’Victor Emmanuel, Re
D’Italia’ (’King of Italy’). 

After Don Carlos and Aida, commissioned in the wake of celebrations to mark
the opening of the Suez Canal, there followed an operatic silence, broken finally
by Verdi’s thoroughgoing revision of Simon Boccanegra (1881). The revision was
undertaken with the help of the composer and librettist Arrigo Boito, who also
persuaded Verdi to tackle a new project, derived once again from Shakespeare. 

Otello premiered in 1887, by which time Verdi was seventy-three years old. The
opera retains links with the great tradition of Italian opera, while forging a more
flexible dramatic and musical language. It was sufficiently successful for Verdi to
work once again with Boito on Falstaff (1893), also based on Shakespeare (both
The Merry Wives of Windsor and King Henry IV, skilfully filleted and amalgamated
by Boito). Verdi’s first comedy for half a century, it is a work radiating high spirits,
refracted through the wisdom that age brings. 

Verdi depicts Falstaff’s fall from grace with razor-sharp wit, musical ideas
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tumbling over each other with barely a pause for breath, and certainly none for
applause: Verdi had all but done away with the showpiece aria. We get a sense of
the opera’s furious pace in the closing chorus (CD 2, track 3), a fugue, but with
none of the academic dryness the term implies. In ’Tutto nel mondo è burla’, the
cast joins Falstaff in mocking life and everything it throws at us: ’The whole world
is a joke… every mortal one of us laughs at everyone else, but he who laughs last
laughs best.’

Verdi was nearly eighty when Falstaff was premiered, a fitting way to end one

Tito Gobbi as Falstaff in Budapest, 1968 
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of most glorious of all operatic careers. If by the end of his life opera in the
broadest sense had become Wagnerian rather than Verdian, he had shown how
the Italian style could encompass an immense range of dramatic and emotional
possibilities quite the equal of Wagner’s. 

Yet towards the end of his life, he saw his music marginalised. In Italy as
elsewhere in Europe, the last decades of the nineteenth century saw artists of all
kinds moving towards forms which, as they saw it, were truer to social and political
reality. In literature and in opera, Italian artists rallied behind the flag of verismo
(roughly translated as ’realism’). 

After Verdi, verismo

With the benefit of hindsight, we may see the resulting operas as no more
attached to reality than those set in the distant past: realism is hardly opera’s forte,
after all. Nevertheless composers felt they needed to put aside exotic locations and
historical characters to deal with the core of modern life, which could be
characterised as nasty, brutish and short: some of the most successful verismo
pieces were, indeed, short, one-act operas. 

The work which established the idiom in the opera house was Cavalleria
rusticana (’Rustic Chivalry’, 1890) by Pietro Mascagni (1863–1945); based on a play
of the same name by Giovanni Verga, the opera is set among the peasants of Sicily,
an island conveniently emblematic of violent passion. Mascagni wrote it as his
entry for a competition, through which it was performed in the newly established
opera house in Rome; within weeks of its premiere, the piece had been taken up
by opera houses throughout Europe and the United States.

It has remained part of the repertoire ever since, almost invariably twinned
with another verismo hit, Pagliacci (’Players’, 1892) by Ruggero Leoncavallo
(1857–1919). Pagliacci deals with adultery and jealousy within a travelling
commedia dell’arte company, and ends with two violent deaths which take
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place on stage: not only the opera house stage, but also the stage within the
opera’s story. 

Between them, the two operas (for ever known as ’Cav and Pag’) encapsulate
the essence of verismo: violent emotions played out, not among kings, dukes and
knights, but between ’common’ people, and set to music that is turbulent, melodic,
fast-moving. If at the time verismo seemed something refreshing, the works it
produced now strike us as, by and large, overblown, if mightily tuneful. But they
prepared the way for the last great master of Italian opera in the bel canto
tradition, one whose works are sometimes, though misleadingly, labelled ’verismo’. 

Like Mascagni, Giacomo Puccini (1858–1924) had his first opportunity to write
an opera for a competition. Although Le villi (’The Willis’, 1884), a one-act opera-
ballet on a supernatural theme, did not win, the composer’s friends raised money
for a staging. This attracted the attention of Verdi’s publisher Giulio Ricordi. He
persuaded Puccini to rework the opera and also secured a commission for a full-
length opera, but Edgar (1889) met with only moderate acclaim. It was not until
Manon Lescaut (1893) that Puccini was acknowledged as a genuine opera
composer; indeed, when Lescaut reached London, George Bernard Shaw wrote
that ’Puccini looks to me more like the heir of Verdi than any of his rivals’.

Over the next ten years, Puccini wrote his finest operas: La Bohème (’Bohemian
Life’, 1896), Tosca (1900) and Madama Butterfly (1901). None of them was kindly
received by critics, and Butterfly was savaged by the first-night audience. Even
today, many commentators find Puccini’s operas manipulative, short-breathed and
gaudy: in his 1956 study Opera as Drama, the critic Joseph Kerman described Tosca
as a ’shabby little shocker’, and some would apply the label to all Puccini’s work. 

Puccini died in 1928 when, in operatic terms, the century was still young. Yet
in terms of audience popularity, and the number of stagings and recordings,
Puccini remains by some distance the most successful opera composer of the
twentieth century. If he had a tendency to rely on dying heroines to rouse pity, in
that he was no more than a man of his sentimentalising times. We hear the
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conclusion of Act I of Madama Butterfly (CD 2, track 4). Based on a play by the
American writer David Belasco, the opera tells of a US Navy sailor, Lieutenant B.F.
Pinkerton (Puccini enjoyed setting the initials to music). Landing in Japan,
Pinkerton decides to take a Japanese girl for a wife, and duly weds fifteen-year-
old Cio-Cio-San (Madam Butterfly). 

For Pinkerton the marriage is little more than a dalliance; for Cio-Cio-San it is
a lifetime commitment. We join them after the wedding ceremony; Pinkerton
leads her gently towards their marital bed, his passion, however transient, as
genuine as hers: Puccini’s music allows no ambiguity. Yet despite these moments
of shared ardour, Pinkerton sails back to the United States, leaving Butterfly
pregnant. Years later, he returns with his ’real’ (which is to say, American) bride to
claim his son, leaving Butterfly shamed, suicide her only honourable option. 

Far from being shabby, Madama Butterfly is utterly believable in its depiction
of a kind of sexual tourism that has not gone away (it is distantly based on a true
story). The few pre-coital moments of our extract apart, Pinkerton is selfish and
uncaring, yet he has a certain glamour, not least vocal. Butterfly, on the other
hand, becomes a heroine of real stature, even wisdom. What is more, the setting
is not merely exotic, but an essential element of the drama.

Revisions to Butterfly occupied Puccini for several years. Then in 1907, visiting
New York, he saw David Belasco’s play The Girl of the Golden West, which, to an
Italian who spoke little English, had all the bright appeal of novelty. La fanciulla
del West, like the play on which it is based, is set in California during the 1849 gold
rush; it had its premiere in New York in 1908 (the first world premiere the
Metropolitan Opera had ever staged) and was an immediate success, although it
fared less well in Europe. Puccini followed it with La rondine (’The Swallow’, 1917),
the composer’s response to a request for an operetta in the Viennese style, though
with no spoken dialogue. 

Next, Puccini finally achieved his longstanding ambition to write an operatic
triple bill with Il trittico (’The Triptych’), premiered in New York in 1918. The first
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Emmy Destinn as Madama Butterfly. She was the first English exponent of the title role, 
at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden in 1905.
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’panel’, Il tabarro (’The Cloak’), recalls the years of verismo, while Suor Angelica
(’Sister Angelica’) succumbs to the sentimentality that dogs operas about nuns.
Gianni Schicchi, on the other hand, is a scintillating comedy, with a sense of pacing
to match Verdi’s Falstaff. Hearing it in isolation, we might think Puccini a born
master of comedy; sadly it is his only out-and-out comic opera. 

Puccini based Turandot, his last opera, on a play by the eighteenth-century
Venetian playwright Carlo Gozzi, its setting (ancient Beijing) providing the
exoticism which consistently fired his imagination. Composition proved difficult:
although he began work on the opera in 1920, its final duet remained unwritten
in 1924, when Puccini died while undergoing surgery for throat cancer. The job of
completion was given to the composer Franco Alfano, and Turandot had its
premiere in Milan in 1926. 

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that the opera marked the end of the great
Italian tradition stretching unbroken back to Monteverdi. In effect, the age of bel
canto died with Puccini. 

France, Berlioz and Bizet

As we have seen, France always welcomed opera composers from other countries,
from Cavalli in the seventeenth century to Gluck and Cherubini in the eighteenth,
and Rossini, Donizetti and Verdi in the nineteenth. In most cases, as Richard
Wagner discovered to his cost, these composers had to bow, to one degree or
another, to French tastes. 

These often included a ballet as an integral element of opera, and a penchant
for large-scale spectacle, as exemplified in the grands opéras which Giacomo
Meyerbeer wrote for Paris from 1831 onwards, and which dominated the French
stage for nearly forty years. They included Les Huguenots (1836) and L’Africaine
(’The African Girl’, 1865). 

Meyerbeer’s operas won the acclaim and loyalty of Parisian audiences through
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their combination of scenic spectacle, private emotion and something resembling
an epic historical sweep. If modern taste finds it more difficult to succumb to their
charms, they nevertheless played their part in shaping the dramaturgy of both
Verdi and Wagner. 

Although he admired Meyerbeer’s work, Hector Berlioz (1803–1869) set
himself defiantly against what he considered the frivolity of French taste; and he
paid the price. Born near Lyon, he went to Paris at the age of eighteen to study
medicine, his interest in which was negligible. By 1823 he had abandoned medical
studies and set out to become a composer.

Berlioz saw as much opera as he could in Paris, but it was his encounter with
Shakespeare and then Beethoven’s symphonies which left the deepest mark. After
seeing Harriet Smithson (later his wife) playing Ophelia in an English-language
production of Hamlet in 1827, he wrote of Shakespeare revealing a ’new universe
of poetry’; Beethoven’s Third and Fifth Symphonies, meanwhile, opened up ’a new
world of music’.

In 1834 he began work on Benvenuto Cellini, an opera about the sixteenth-
century Roman sculptor whom Berlioz described as a ’bandit of genius’. Cellini’s
creative struggles with an unyielding orthodoxy, Berlioz felt, matched his own
difficulties as a composer forced to make his living as a critic (although he was a
wonderfully bracing commentator on Parisian musical life). 

The 1838 premiere of Benvenuto Cellini was met with derision: not for the first
or the last time, Berlioz’s ideas were out of step. Such success as he had with Paris
opera audiences tended to be with other composers’ work: he provided recitatives
and a ballet for a French version of Weber’s Der Freischütz (1841), and made his
own French-language edition of Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice (Orphée et Eurydice,
1859; the work is sometimes still staged in this form). 

Yet while opera remained a problem, many of his own, generally more
successful, concert pieces had an overtly dramatic underpinning, including his
Symphonie fantastique (1830), the dramatic symphony Roméo et Juliette (1839)
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and La Damnation de Faust (1846), a ’dramatic legend’ which has since been
staged many times. A project to turn La Damnation de Faust into a full-blown
opera for London withered on the vine, but Liszt staged a revised version of
Benvenuto Cellini in Weimar in 1852. 

It was in Weimar in 1855 that Berlioz took on Les Troyens (’The Trojans’), a
grand opera based on Virgil’s Aeneid, which he had loved since childhood. Berlioz
conducted sections of the opera in Baden-Baden in 1859, and he hoped to have
the complete five-act opera staged at the Opéra in 1860. The best he achieved was
a run of twenty-one performances of the last three acts, given the title Les Troyens
à Carthage in 1863. 

He did not live to see a complete performance of Les Troyens; even today
performances as two separate operas are not uncommon, but the properly unified
opera is now acknowledged as a masterpiece, a uniquely Berliozian mixture of
austerity and grandeur. Throughout his life, Berlioz was an orchestral innovator,
intent not only on raising playing standards where he could, but also on extending
the orchestral palette, which bestows on Les Troyens a sonic splendour that is
overwhelming yet infinitely subtle.

The action takes place during the Trojan War. In Part I, ’The Capture of Troy’,
the Trojan prophetess Cassandra predicts gloom, despite the lapse in hostilities.
The Greeks’ wooden horse is taken into Troy, and Aeneas dreams that he must
found a new city in Italy. Greek soldiers take the city, the Trojan women commit
suicide, but Aeneas escapes.

In Part II, ’The Trojans at Carthage’, we enter the palace of Dido in Carthage
itself. Trojan chiefs come ashore; among them is Aeneas. He forges an alliance with
Dido against invaders, and the two fall in love. Yet Aeneas feels drawn to Italy;
setting sail, he leaves Dido alone and distraught. As she prepares to kill herself, she
sees a vision of Rome, the Eternal City which Aeneas will found. 

We hear (CD 2, track 5) an aria from the final act, ’Adieu, fière cité’ (’Farewell,
proud city’). Sighing woodwind and low strings gently support the asymmetric
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melody with which Dido says goodbye to Carthage and to the ’nights of
intoxication and infinite ecstasy’ which she enjoyed with Aeneas (words and music
recall the couple’s joyous duet from Act IV). Finally she prepares to mount the
funeral pyre where she will die. 

Many composers would have been crushed by the impossibility of seeing
justice done to Les Troyens, but Berlioz had one more opera left in him. He
returned to his beloved Shakespeare, producing Béatrice et Bénedict, based on
Much Ado about Nothing. Cast as a buoyant opéra comique, it had its premiere in
1862 in Baden-Baden, where Berlioz had for some time presented an annual
summer concert season. It was well received; but then Baden-Baden was beyond
the reach of Parisian fashion. Returning to Paris, Berlioz undertook preparations
for the staging of the truncated Les Troyens but still found time to write the
occasional criticism. 

In 1863 he wrote a review (the last he published) of a new work, Les Pêcheurs
de perles (’The Pearl Fishers’) by a young composer just beginning to make his
mark, Georges Bizet. Berlioz died in 1869; according to one observer, his last words
were the sadly prophetic: ’At last they are going to play my music’.

In hindsight, Berlioz dominates French opera of the mid-nineteenth century,
especially if we discount the works of such temporary Parisians as Verdi and
Wagner. Among other composers whose contributions to French operatic life were
far from negligible were Charles Gounod (1818–1893), whose Faust (1859)
included Berlioz among its admirers, and Ambroise Thomas (1811–1896), whose
Hamlet (1868) is liable to leave modern listeners wishing that Berlioz had tackled
the subject. 

The works of Jacques Offenbach (1819–1880) include a mischievous take on
the Orpheus legend, Orphée aux enfers (’Orpheus in the Underworld’, 1858), as
well as La Belle Hélène (’The Beautiful Helen’, 1864), a further return to classical
myth. Offenbach’s works took Parisian stages by storm, but, apart from Les Contes
d’Hoffmann (’The Tales of Hoffmann’, premiered posthumously in 1881), they are
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Berlioz’s ballet Les Troyens – painting by Fantin Latour in the 1860s
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considered operettas and not operas, and so fall just outside the mainstream of
our history; we shall take a brief diversion to investigate them later.

Fromental Halévy (1799–1862), despite grudging admiration from Wagner and
Berlioz for such works as La Juive (’The Jewess’, 1835), is more likely to earn his
place in modern history books as first the teacher and then the father-in-law of
Georges Bizet: indeed Bizet completed Halévy’s penultimate opera Noë (’Noah’) as
Le Déluge in 1886.

That is a mere footnote in the career of Georges Bizet (1838–1875), though it
is surprising that Bizet found time to complete another composer’s opera, since he
had enormous difficulty completing his own. Some two dozen of Bizet’s operatic
projects were lost or abandoned, while a mere nine operas were performed, not
all in Bizet’s lifetime. 

Bizet’s first opera, La Maison du docteur (’The Doctor’s House’, c. 1855), was
probably written for student performance, but Le Docteur Miracle (’Dr Miracle’,
1857) won a prize in a competition for opéras comiques set up by Offenbach, and
was staged at the Bouffes-Parisiens. He composed his next opera, Don Procopio
(on an Italian libretto) in 1859 but it was not performed until long after Bizet’s
death. A similar fate awaited his five-act opera Ivan IV, written around 1862, but
not performed until eighty years later. 

In 1863 Bizet received a genuine commission, from the Théâtre Lyrique; the
result was Les Pêcheurs de perles (’The Pearl Fishers’). Set in Ceylon (now Sri
Lanka), the opera tells of a priestess forced to choose between religion and love.
Today it is best known for its celebrated duet for tenor and baritone, ’Au fond du
temple saint’ (’In the depths of the holy temple’), but as Bizet himself
acknowledged, the opera as a whole is ’an honourable, brilliant failure’.

Receiving a commission from the Opéra-Comique in 1873, Bizet turned to
Prosper Mérimée’s 1845 novella Carmen, about a gypsy girl, but the opera’s
progress to the stage was tortuous. Bizet’s orchestral writing did not meet with the
approval of the theatre’s players, and the subject was thought risqué: not only
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would a chorus of women be asked to smoke on stage, but Carmen herself, a
gypsy from beyond the bourgeois pale, would die in full view of the audience,
surely an affront to family values. 

Although the opera ran for forty-five performances after its 1875 premiere,
more than any of Bizet’s operas had previously achieved, the lack of enthusiasm
from public and press alike disappointed the composer. Towards the end of the
opera’s first run, he died; he was just thirty-six years old. Within weeks, Carmen
had opened in Vienna, the spoken dialogue replaced by recitatives orchestrated by
Bizet’s friend Ernest Guiraud. In this form Carmen took the world by storm: except,
that is, for Paris, which did not see a revival until 1883. Today the original spoken
dialogue is usually restored, and Carmen is among the most popular of all operas. 

The Prelude (CD 2, track 6) offers a kind of musical précis of what follows,
introducing themes that will return throughout the action. Two are associated
with the bullfighting that provides a recurring background, one of them
bullfighter Escamillo’s celebrated ’Toreador’ song. Darker and more ominous is the
third motif, associated with Carmen’s eventual fate. 

Bizet has grabbed us by the collar and hurled us into the dusty, bustling streets
of Seville. Soon after, cigarette-smoking factory girls make their languorous way
across the stage; Carmen appears, accompanied by the ’fate’ motif. She is
immediately involved in a fight and is arrested, but uses her considerable powers
of seduction to persuade the soldier Don José to allow her to escape.

She and Don José become fugitives and lovers, but Carmen’s eye is caught by
Escamillo. After sundry escapades involving smugglers and mountain hideaways,
the jealous Don José confronts Carmen outside the bullring where Escamillo is to
fight. In our second extract, from the opera’s closing moments (CD 2, track 7),
themes from the overture whirl about each other as Don José implores Carmen to
return to him. As she repeatedly refuses, the ’fate’ motif gathers force; when she
throws Don José’s ring to the ground, he loses control and stabs her. 

Immediately the triumphant sound of Escamillo’s song is heard: Carmen has
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been sacrificed just as surely as the animal slaughtered inside the bullring. Like the
title character in Mozart’s Don Giovanni (also set in Seville), Carmen is a free spirit,
unable to resist the erotic impulse; a threat to polite society, she must pay the
price. As the overture tells us, her death is inevitable. 

As long as there are opera houses and audiences to fill them, Carmen will
survive. In terms of popularity it has far outstripped not only Bizet’s few other
completed operas, but everything written by his contemporaries. Camille Saint-
Saëns (1835–1921) wrote a dozen or so operas, including Henri VIII (1883), about
King Henry VIII of England and several of his many wives; but the only one of his
stage works to have survived is Samson et Dalila (1877). 

Célestine Galli-Marié as the first Carmen at the Opéra-Comique, Paris in 1875
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In a career spanning nearly half a century, Jules Massenet (1842–1912) became
the leading French (even, perhaps, European) composer of the period after Bizet’s
death. He wrote nearly thirty stage works in a variety of forms, and some, notably
Manon (1884) and Werther (1892), continue to hold the stage today. His operas
reveal a composer with a sure sense of colour, drama and pathos bordering on
sentimentality; if he did not strive for profundity, from time to time he achieved
it. The last of his operas to be staged was Cléopâtre (1914), premiered as World
War I loomed.

Operetta and the musical: a mere diversion?

The word ’operetta’ simply means ’little opera’, a label that is often intended as a
pejorative. Genuine opera, by such an implication, is big, if not grand in its
ambitions; operetta, by comparison, is a mild entertainment for those too
fainthearted for the real thing. The form’s perceived sin of frivolity is often
compounded by its lack of respect for more serious opera, which many opera
lovers find hard to forgive.

The truth is, of course, not so simple. What we usually call operetta is a form
that emerged in the middle of the nineteenth century, predominantly in Paris,
although there are pre-echoes to be found in the Singspiel, in British ballad operas
such as John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera and, not least, in the opéras comiques that
had caused such controversy in Paris a century earlier.

What all these idioms shared was a delight in effusive melody, a bright and
often satirical sense of humour, and extended spoken passages to provide a bridge
between musical episodes. So it was with Parisian operetta as practised, most
notably, by Jacques Offenbach. Most of Offenbach’s works (usually called opéras
bouffes in France) had librettos by Henri Meilhac and Ludovic Halévy, a prolific
team also responsible for the text for Bizet’s Carmen. 

At their best, these pieces were topical and cynical, witty and tuneful, and they
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established the French style of operetta. They were popular enough in their day to
allow Offenbach to deploy comparatively generous resources in terms of orchestra,
chorus and soloists, but in the last twenty-five years of the century he found himself
slowly supplanted by composers whose names, however, mean little today.

Offenbach’s operettas travelled reasonably well throughout Europe, notably
to Vienna, where the style was taken up and inflected by Franz von Suppé
(1819–1895) and, more thoroughly, by Johann Strauss II (1825–1899), most famous
member of a distinguished family of composers. Besides the many waltzes that
established his reputation, Strauss composed several operettas, the most successful
of which remains Die Fledermaus (’The Bat’, 1874), a delightful parody of the
Viennese bourgeoisie and its particular blend of pretension and philistinism. It has
since hit similar targets all over the world.

Vienna was by now the European capital not only of the waltz but of operetta,
a position it was to hold for decades to come. At the beginning of the twentieth
century Franz Lehár took over where Strauss had left off, taking much of the world
by storm with Die lustige Witwe (’The Merry Widow’, 1905), perhaps the last
Viennese operetta to retain a place on the modern stage. 

As ever, Britain held itself at some distance from ’Continental’ trends.
Nevertheless the many works of Gilbert and Sullivan (W.S. Gilbert, 1836–1911 and
Arthur Sullivan, 1842–1900) can be seen as a characteristically British, or at least
English, contribution to the genre, blended, in their celebrated ’patter’ songs, with
a generous dash of Rossinian ingenuity. 

The combination of Gilbert’s erudite verbal wit and Sullivan’s relaxed lyricism
generated a vast body of work that constitutes Britain’s major contribution to
nineteenth-century operatic history. Works such as HMS Pinafore (1878) and The
Pirates of Penzance (1879) hold a special place in the affections of many British
music lovers, while their sharpest satire, The Mikado (1885), has found an audience
far beyond the British Isles it so mercilessly lampoons. 

G&S, as they are universally known, are among the significant predecessors of
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the form that, in the twentieth century, swept operetta into the history books.
Indeed there have been times when the musical (or musical comedy, as it was
originally known) has threatened to consign opera itself to oblivion. 

The form emerged as an attempt to adapt the European mannerisms of the
operetta to a more democratic American model. As jazz and ragtime began to
emerge as vibrant new idioms, American composers began to look for ways to
make European operetta more free-flowing, perhaps more democratic. George
Gerswhin’s Lady, Be Good! (1924) and Girl Crazy (1930) were as much anthologies
of witty and tuneful songs as full-scale dramas, but Jerome Kern’s Show Boat
(1927) dared to confront the issue of race in a context that allowed ample room
for show tunes. 

Since then, the musical has taken the world by storm, and at various points
during the rest of our story we shall make at least a nod in its direction. In the
process, its critics would say it has become homogenised: a show by Andrew Lloyd
Webber (b. 1948) will quickly be heard in major cities throughout the world, often
in the same production in each country. Certainly the audience for musicals is now
much larger than that for opera; perhaps that is ample revenge for the sniffiness
with which operetta and the musical have often been treated. 

Russian opera

Although Russia has barely figured in our narrative so far, opera had been
imported into the country as far back as 1731, when an Italian company performed
an opera buffa by one Giovanni Alberto Ristori (1692–1753) in Moscow. History
tells of an opera seria on a Russian text, sung by Russian singers: Cephalus and
Procris was performed in St Petersburg in 1755; the composer, however, was the
impeccably Italian Francesco Araia.

Italian and French performers and composers were so dominant that it was not
until 1836 that something worthy of the description ’Russian opera’ appeared.
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Ivan Susanin (more usually called A Life for the Tsar, 1836) by Mikhail Glinka
(1804–1857) was the first large-scale, through-composed opera written by a
Russian, and with a Russian text. A Life for the Tsar was, to adapt Tchaikovsky’s
tribute to Glinka’s orchestral fantasy Kamarinskaya, the acorn from which the
great oak of Russian opera grew.

Modest Mussorgsky (1839–1881), largely self-taught, and possessed of a
ruinous appetite for alcohol, would have endorsed Tchaikovsky’s praise.
Mussorgsky wrote six operas, most left unfinished at his early, alcohol-induced
death; but two, Boris Godunov (1874) and Khovanshchina (’The Khovansky Affair’,
1886) have entered the repertoire. Boris went through several versions while
Mussorgsky was alive, and indeed after his death: his friend Nikolay Rimsky-
Korsakov was the first to attempt a ’finished’ Boris, and it was in Rimsky’s
orchestration that the work first made its way around the world. 

Most modern performances restore Mussorgsky’s original scoring in search of
the rugged, even harsh individuality which Rimsky smoothed away. Mussorgsky’s
vocal lines have the natural ebb and flow of speech, while retaining an intensity
of expression that is truly operatic. The flawed but deeply human Boris is the
greatest of all Russian bass roles, but hardly less important is the chorus, the
implacable mass of ’the people’ who comment on, react to and sometimes shape
the action, though, in Mussorgsky’s pessimistic account, rarely to the greater good. 

Only one Russian composer of the period rivals Mussorgsky in operatic
importance. Severely, sometimes cripplingly, self-critical, Pyotr Il’yich Tchaikovsky
(1840–1893) destroyed the scores of his first two operas, Voyevoda (1869) and
Undina (never performed complete). Nor was he content with his fourth (and only
comic) opera Vakula the Smith (1876), written in response to a competition to
provide a setting of Nikolai Gogol’s story Christmas Eve (later the basis of an opera
by Rimsky-Korsakov). Instead of destroying it, he revised it as Cherevichki (1887),
which he later considered ’pretty well my best opera’, a view with which history
differs.
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In 1877, Tchaikovsky married Antonina Milyukova, their marriage being based
on little more than a fan-letter which the infatuated music student sent him. The
composer, who was homosexual, hoped that marriage might ’cure’ him, but after
nine weeks he tried to kill himself, effectively terminating the marriage. Rather
more successful was his fourteen-year epistolary relationship with Nadezhda von
Meck, a wealthy widow who became his patron on the condition that the two
never meet.

Echoes of Tchaikovsky’s marriage resonate through Eugene Onegin (1879), in
which a love letter from a young woman to an older man has disastrous
consequences. The opera’s plot derives from a celebrated verse novel by Alexander
Pushkin; Tchaikovsky’s retelling focuses not on Onegin, but on Tatyana, a country
girl from a well-to-do family who views life through the prism of the books she
reads. 

Tatyana falls in love at first sight of Onegin, a worldly visitor from the city. That
night she writes him a love letter, but he scorns her feelings. Years later, the two
meet in a grand St Petersburg house which is now Tatyana’s home. Onegin finds
himself falling for Tatyana, by now a happily married woman. Although she still
loves him, she rejects him, leaving him in despair.

At the opera’s heart is Tatyana’s Letter Scene, in which the teenager pours out
her feelings for Onegin. As the music tells us, her emotions are not merely book-
learnt. They come, raw and fresh, from deep within. The scene begins (CD 2, 
track 8) as Tatyana prepares for bed, her letter taking shape in impulsive, as if
half-formed, phrases that perfectly capture her turmoil. In musical time, it takes
Tatyana eleven minutes to write her letter; in dramatic time, it takes the whole
night, during which she begins to grow into a woman. 

Eugene Onegin is Tchaikovsky’s finest opera. He wrote it to be sung by
students at the Moscow Conservatory, the institution at which his wife had until
recently been a student. His next opera also had a young and perfectly innocent
woman at its heart. In The Maid of Orleans (1881), derived from Friedrich von
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Schiller’s play about Joan of Arc, Tchaikovsky’s music at times makes Joan of Arc
into Tatyana’s kindred spirit, but the opera lacks the focus of Onegin.

Mazeppa (1884), again based on Pushkin, concerns a Cossack hero who fought
for Ukrainian independence from Russia in the seventeenth century, while The
Queen of Spades (yet again from Pushkin, and premiered in 1890) brings together
two equally destructive obsessions, love and gambling, and throws in a ghost for

Antonina Nezhdanova as Tatyana in the 1906 production of Eugene Onegin
at the Bolshoi Theatre, Moscow
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good measure. Tchaikovsky wrote the score in a frenzy over a period of six weeks,
and the characters too operate at fever pitch.

Tchaikovsky’s next opera, Iolanta (1892), set in fifteenth-century Provence,
originally formed a double-bill with his Nutcracker ballet, but quickly took on a life
of its own. Although Tchaikovsky was only fifty-two when the work had its
premiere, it was to be his last opera. Some ten months after the premiere, he
conducted the first performance of his Sixth Symphony. A few days later, he fell ill,
and quickly died. 

His brother claimed his death was caused by cholera, a result of drinking
unboiled water. A more recent theory is that he committed suicide after a
kangaroo court of former classmates imposed a death sentence, in effect for the
crime of homosexuality. Whatever really happened, his funeral attracted
thousands of mourners, as befitted a composer whose operas, ballets and
symphonies had made him an international superstar.
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Centuries rarely start on time. Did nineteenth-century opera end with Massenet’s
death in 1914, or with Puccini’s in 1924? Or did twentieth-century opera begin
with Claude Debussy’s Pelléas et Mélisande, on which the composer started work
as early as 1893? Debussy’s opera had its first performance in 1902, making it a
logical starting point for our twentieth-century journey, which looks first at events
before World War II, and then at what happened after that cataclysm. 

France: Debussy and Ravel

Claude Debussy (1862–1918) visited Bayreuth in 1888 and 1889; while moved by
the experience, he eventually distanced himself from Wagnerism. In a newspaper
interview in 1902, he said: ’With [Wagner], each character has, so to speak, his
“prospectus”, his photograph, his “leitmotif”, which always precedes him. I admit
I find this method rather unsubtle.’

Around the time of his Bayreuth visits, he began Rodrigue et Chimène, a tale
of medieval love which occupied him for five years before he lost patience with
the antiquated libretto. He turned instead to the work of Belgian-born, Paris-
based playwright Maurice Maeterlinck, whose Pelléas et Mélisande Debussy saw in
1893. As he later wrote to Ernest Chausson, in setting the play, he sought an idiom
’quite out of the ordinary, which is to say, Silence (don’t laugh!) as a musical
expression’. He later spoke of the problem of capturing ’the “nothing” of which
she (Mélisande) is made’.

III. The Age of Anxiety: 
the Twentieth Century and Beyond 
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’Silence’ and ’nothing’: these distinctly unoperatic commodities contribute to
what Debussy called the opera’s ’dream-like atmosphere’. The action unfolds in
the diseased realm of Allemonde (from the German for ’all’ and the French for
’world’: everywhere and nowhere, in other words). Frail and old, Arkel is King; his
daughter Geneviève has two sons, each from a different marriage: Golaud the
man of action, Pelléas the dreamer. Golaud himself has a son, but his wife is now
dead. 

This fragile genealogy is shattered when Golaud comes across the mysterious
Mélisande. He takes her home, they marry, but she and Pelléas fall in love.
Whether their love is consummated is one enigma among many. We hear the
beginning of the fourth act (CD 2, track 9). After an ominous orchestral opening,
Pelléas and Mélisande meet in the family castle; Pelléas reveals that he must leave.
Hearing someone (perhaps Golaud) nearby, he hastily arranges one last meeting
with Mélisande.

Pelléas’s utterances are urgent; Mélisande’s responses are drained of vitality.
Throughout the opera, she rarely gives a straight answer to the men’s repeated
interrogations. Is she simply their sounding-board, or an equivocating femme
fatale? Or are the men perpetrators of an unwitting mental cruelty that imprisons
her in their tortured world? 

Eventually Golaud, mad with jealousy, kills Pelléas, only to learn that
Mélisande is pregnant. After giving birth, she falls ill and dies. The opera’s last
words are Arkel’s, and refer to Mélisande’s new-born daughter: ’It’s the poor little
one’s turn now’. Like much else in the opera, the phrase is devastating in its lack
of emphasis. 

The work’s 1902 premiere occasioned another Parisian querelle. Maeterlinck
circulated anti-Debussy pamphlets, while some audience members ridiculed the
performance. Their animosity was so finely tuned that it erupted at the tiniest
detail, as, for example, when Mélisande sang ’Je ne suis pas heureuse’ (’I am not
happy’) instead of the more decisive ’Je suis malheureuse’ (’I am unhappy’). 
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Mary Garden as Mélisande in Pelléas et Mélisande. 
She created the role in 1902 at the Opéra-Comique, Paris.
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The opera is built on such tiny gradations of feelings, the vocal lines unfolding
between conversation and chant, while the orchestra offers half-whispered
sympathy. Hints, shadows and suggestions reveal depths of feeling which the
characters themselves barely perceive, but which move listeners to the core of
their being. Debussy never completed another opera, though he came close with
La Chute de la Maison Usher (’The Fall of the House of Usher’), based on Edgar
Allan Poe.

In the disputes over Pelléas, the pro-Debussyans included Maurice Ravel
(1875–1937), who, like Debussy, grappled with many operatic projects but
abandoned most of them. In fact his two operas between them last barely an

Baroque rediscovered 

Shortly after the premiere of Pelléas et Mélisande, the composer Vincent
d’Indy began to mount performances in Paris of long-buried operas by
Monteverdi, Lully, Gluck and Rameau. They laid the foundation for the
modern rediscovery of Baroque opera, in effect providing a past as newly
minted as the very latest opera, and quite untainted by Wagner. Although
their performance style was far removed from the way in which we hear
Baroque music played today, the operas had a tremendous impact on
French musical life, in the process creating another musical spat. When
Albert Carré presented a different version of Gluck’s Iphigénie en Aulide at
the Opéra-Comique in 1908, d’Indy criticised the performance so fiercely
that a duel ensued. Neither man was hurt.

�
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�
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hour-and-a-half, which is one reason for their relatively rare stagings. 
L’Heure espagnole (‘The Spanish Hour’, 1911) is a sly, mildly risqué account of

a frustrated wife’s attempts to take a lover, while L’Enfant et les sortilèges (’The
Child and the Spells’, 1925) shows what happens to a child who kicks the family
cat: the whole room, including chairs and wallpaper, rises up against him. Ravel
intended to imbue it with the spirit of the American musical, but the results are
entirely French. 

Had he not been such a painstaking, indeed nit-picking, perfectionist, Ravel
might have been a major opera composer. Between them, Debussy and Ravel, two
of France’s greatest composers, left us a mere three completed operas.

Germany after Wagner

Among the first to take up the challenge set down by Wagner’s ’Tristan’ chord was
Richard Strauss (1864–1949). His operatic career spanned fifty turbulent years,
from Guntram, on which he began work in 1892, to Capriccio, premiered in 1942
at the height of World War II. He inscribed the manuscript of the former’s short
score with the perhaps not wholly serious dedication, ’Deo gratia! Und dem
heiligen Wagner’ (’Thanks to God, and to holy Wagner’).

Strauss’s style quickly evolved from the post-Wagnerian Romanticism of
Guntram to the fevered wildness of Salome (1905) and Elektra (1909), which, by
the standards of the day, pushed expressionism to the limit. Expressionism was not
so much a movement, more an aesthetic stance, which sought to match extreme
emotions with their musical equivalent. Dense textures, tonal complexity and
tortured vocal lines imbue both operas with a feverish intensity that, in Salome
especially, is saturated with sexual obsession. 

Salome was banned in Vienna until 1918, and the Kaiser only granted
permission for Berlin performances on condition that the set should include the
twinkling Star of Bethlehem. And Marie Wittich, who took the title role at the
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premiere, was not the last soprano to refuse to enact Salome’s infamous Dance of
the Seven Veils. 

Elektra, meanwhile, was the first of six operas that Strauss wrote to a libretto
by the poet and playwright Hugo von Hofmannsthal. The opera’s retelling of
Sophocles is heated, often violent and tormented. Not surprisingly, it disturbed
contemporary audiences; but today, while hardly qualifying as easy listening, it is
acknowledged as a tightly controlled, almost symphonic dramatic exposition.

Realising that he had gone as far as he could in the direction of expressionism,
Strauss drew back from the implications of Salome and Elektra to create an
idealised vision of eighteenth-century Vienna in Der Rosenkavalier (’The Knight of
the Rose’, 1911). Yet even in Salome and Elektra Strauss’s love of the human voice
(particularly the soprano’s: his wife Pauline was a fine singer who inspired him
throughout his life) created works of abundant sensuality. 

The collaboration with Hofmannsthal produced not only three more operas
but also probably the most illuminating of all epistolary relationships between
composer and librettist. Their stage works included Ariadne auf Naxos (’Ariadne
on Naxos’, 1912; revised version 1916), once again, like Rosenkavalier, set in an
idealised Vienna of several centuries earlier; and Die Frau ohne Schatten (’The
Woman without Shadows’), a dense psychological fairytale bearing a distinct
resemblance, in narrative structure if not in music, to Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte.

Strauss and Hofmannsthal produced two more operas, Die ägyptische Helen
(’The Egyptian Helen’, 1928), and Arabella (1933). Hofmannsthal died in 1929, and
Strauss never again found such a compatible librettist. Nevertheless all his later
operas are superbly crafted, none more so than his last, Capriccio, which he
described as a ’conversation piece for music’. The conversation is largely about
whether text or music is opera’s most important element, but also about which
man the Countess (the Mozartian echo is entirely deliberate) should fall in love
with. The opera’s first performances in Munich were accompanied by Allied air
raids, a stark counterpoint to the music’s gorgeous self-absorption. 
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For Strauss, coming to terms with Tristan und Isolde was an essential step on
the way to becoming an opera composer. Yet the implications of the ’Tristan’
chord were more fully developed by Arnold Schoenberg (1874–1951). At first, in
instrumental works such as Verklärte Nacht (’Transfigured Night’, 1899),
Schoenberg’s music bathed in late-Romantic sonorities: one critic described it as
sounding as though ’someone had smudged the score of Tristan while the ink was
still wet’.

Gradually Schoenberg abandoned tonality, evolving his own methods,
variously labelled ’atonality’, ’twelve-note technique’ and ’serialism’. These
replaced the system of keys and major and minor tonal hierarchies, instead giving
all twelve notes of the chromatic scale equal value, then arranging them in a series
(hence ’serialism’) which, in various juxtapositions, would generate the whole
work. 

In parallel with these developments, Schoenberg deployed in certain works
a kind of vocal delivery (fully notated as in conventional vocal scores) which
came to be known as Sprechgesang (’speech-song’) or Sprechstimme (’speech-
voice’). As the name implies, this lies somewhere between speaking and singing:
his student Alban Berg referred to it as ’rhythmic declamation’: ’the performer…
strikes the note but leaves it immediately by rising or falling in pitch’. 

Schoenberg never completed his greatest opera, Moses und Aron (’Moses and
Aaron’, composed 1930–32, premiered in 1954: always superstitious, Schoenberg
deleted the second ’a’ in Aaron so as to avoid a thirteen-letter title). The composer
intended a thorough examination of his Jewish faith but, faced with a third act in
which Moses and Aaron debate the relative merits of Image and Idea, Schoenberg,
perhaps unsurprisingly, failed to find a musical solution (some performances of the
opera include a spoken reading of the unset text). 

Far more successful at making serialism theatrical was Alban Berg (1885–1935),
who studied with Schoenberg, forming, alongside fellow student Anton Webern,
the ’Second Viennese School’ (the ’First’ consisting of Haydn, Mozart and
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Beethoven). Berg’s approach to serialism was more intuitive than Schoenberg’s,
retaining a fond, occasionally ironic attachment to Romantic sonorities. 

In 1914 Berg saw a production of Woyzeck by Georg Büchner (at the time the
play was called Wozzeck because of a misreading of the original manuscript).
Büchner, born in 1813, had died at the age of twenty-four, leaving Woyzeck
incomplete. Based on a true story, it told of Woyzeck/Wozzeck, an ordinary soldier,
brutalised by army life and eventually driven to kill his wife, followed by,
accidentally or not, himself. Entranced, Berg immediately began work on adapting
Büchner’s text. 

Alban Berg
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War intervened, and he did not complete Wozzeck until 1922 (the opera
retained the misspelling). The music reflects Wozzeck’s desperate alienation, yet
despite its atonality and extensive use of Sprechgesang its expressionism is by no
means relentless. Berg allows ’naturalistic’ colour into certain scenes, as for
example when Wozzeck’s wife Marie sings a lullaby, or when tipsy dances
accompany Wozzeck’s visits to an inn. 

Berg, who loved systems, codes and ciphers, provided an elaborate, quasi-
symphonic structure, the intricacies of which have delighted musicologists ever
since. Nevertheless, Berg insisted, ’no one in the audience should be aware of any
of these fugues, inventions, suites, sonata movements, variations and passacaglias:
everyone should be absorbed only with the idea of the opera, which far exceeds
Wozzeck’s individual fate.’

With the aid of atmospheric interludes, Berg achieved a cinematic fluency that
leaves barely a moment to catch one’s breath. We are brought face-to-face with
two of Wozzeck’s tormentors: a Captain whom he shaves at the beginning of the
opera, and a Doctor who sees him as merely a guinea pig for his absurd scientific
theories.

But we also glimpse another world, represented by Wozzeck’s wife Marie and
their son. When Marie takes a fancy to a dashing Drum Major, Wozzeck becomes
jealous. We join them (CD 2, track 10) at the beginning of the final act. Wozzeck
meets Marie by a pond in the woods. While he tries to rekindle their love, she is
understandably suspicious, which angers him. 

As the moon rises (’like blood-stained steel’, mutters Wozzeck), he loses his
temper. ’If I can’t have you,’ he bellows, ’then no one can’: and he stabs her in
the neck. Two brief but terrifying orchestral crescendos sound a death knell for
both Marie and Wozzeck, who has sealed his own fate as surely as Marie’s.

Eventually, trying to dispose of the knife in the pond, he loses his footing and
drowns. In the final scene, Marie’s child learns of his mother’s death from his
playmates; not yet understanding, he follows them off stage to visit the murder
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scene. Silence falls, leaving the audience to imagine what will become of him.
After its 1925 premiere in Berlin, Wozzeck became an international success.

Berg set about providing a follow-up, based on two mildly scandalous plays by
Frank Wedekind. The central figure in Wedekind’s Der Erdgeist (’The Earth Spirit’,
1895) and Die Büchse der Pandora (’Pandora’s Box’, 1903) is Lulu, who
simultaneously embodies every male fantasy, yet destroys every man who crosses
her path. 

Berg conflated the two plays in Lulu, which occupied him for the best part of
a decade. In 1935, he broke off to write his Violin Concerto, dedicated to a friend
who had just died, Manon Gropius, the young daughter of Alma Mahler (former
wife of Gustav Mahler) and the architect Walter Gropius. Soon after writing the
piece (one of the most beautiful of twentieth-century concertos), he was bitten
by an insect; an abscess developed, followed by septicaemia. On Christmas Eve
1935 he died, aged just fifty. The third act of Lulu remained incomplete. 

Berg’s widow Helene asked both Schoenberg and Anton Webern to finish the
opera, but both declined; Schoenberg was still grappling with the implications of
his own incomplete opera, Moses und Aron, while Webern’s highly condensed
musical language was hardly conducive to operatic composition. Given their
reluctance, Helene Berg refused to allow its completion. For decades the opera
circulated in its two-act version, but when Helene Berg died in 1976 it emerged
that the Austrian composer Friedrich Cerha (b. 1926) had been working secretly on
the final act. Cerha’s completion was premiered in Paris in 1979, and it is in this
form that Lulu is usually staged today. 

If in the years after World War I Schoenberg and Berg represented a purist, at
times puritanical, Viennese avant-garde, Germany had a different but no less
effective avant-garde. At its centre was Kurt Weill (1901–1950). His early works
included two symphonies and a violin concerto, but his destiny was as a stage
composer. 

He became part of a highly politicised cultural milieu during Germany’s
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Weimar Republic (1919–33), a period of mounting unrest and hardship but also of
artistic experiment. In a number of stage works, most but not all written with the
playwright Bertolt Brecht, Weill developed a pungent musical style, embracing
popular song and classical discipline to create operas that were both tuneful and
politically radical. The most famous is Die Dreigroschenoper (’The Threepenny
Opera’, 1928), derived in part from John Gay’s The Beggar’s Opera but
refashioning that eighteenth-century satire in a thoroughly modern style that
fused cabaret, opera and Brechtian theatre. 

Die Dreigroschenoper had its premiere in Berlin just three years after Berg’s
Wozzeck, and with even greater success. Both composers were only too aware of
the rising tide of Nazism that threatened both Germany and Austria. In 1933 Hitler
became Chancellor of Germany, and Weill and Schoenberg were among the Jews
who fled the country, their work, like Berg’s, banned as ’entartete Musik’
(‘degenerate music’).

Both Weill and Schoenberg ended up in the United States, where Weill, ever
intent on reaching the widest possible audience, worked on Broadway. There he
produced at least one masterpiece to rival Die Dreigroschenoper: Street Scene
(1947) confirmed the possibility of marrying Weill’s European sensibilities to an
American form. Weill died in 1950, but in 1954 a Broadway version of Die
Dreigroschenoper ran for 2,611 performances, proving that the work had lost
none of its power. 

Some of Weill’s Broadway works, including Street Scene, have found their way
into opera houses. George Gershwin considered his Porgy and Bess (1935) an
opera, and it too has made the transition. Among more recent works, those by
Leonard Bernstein and Stephen Sondheim have occasionally been seen in opera
houses; but it is to the impoverishment of both opera and the musical that there
has been so little dialogue between the two.
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Opera and cinema

As early as 1903, French film-maker Georges Méliès made films of Gounod’s
Faust and Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia; Carmen made its cinematic debut
in 1910 (there would be some thirty filmed versions of Bizet’s opera over
the next eighty years). The missing music would be provided by a
gramophone, a pianist or a small pit-band. Surprisingly, when talkies
arrived, opera became less popular in the cinema, but G.W. Pabst’s film of
Weill and Brecht’s The Threepenny Opera (1931) and Max Ophüls’s screen
version of Smetana’s The Bartered Bride were significant contributions.
Nearer our own time, great opera films include Powell and Pressburger’s
The Tales of Hoffmann (1951), Ingmar Bergman’s The Magic Flute (1975)
and Joseph Losey’s Don Giovanni (1979). Contemporary cinematic financing
has effectively killed off opera in the cinema: apart, that is, from brief
extracts used on soundtracks to heighten the drama.

Besides occasionally filming opera, the film industry has used hundreds
of operatic excerpts in thousands of different films. Here are a few, more or
less randomly chosen, examples from recent cinema history:

�
�

�

�
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Alien Resurrection (1997): ’Priva son d’ogni conforto’, from Handel’s Giulio Cesare
Apocalypse Now (1979): ’The Ride of the Valkyries’, from Wagner’s Die Walküre
Babe (1995): ’Toreador song’, from Bizet’s Carmen
Babe, Pig in the City (1998): ‘Anvil Chorus’, from Verdi’s Il trovatore (also in several
Marx Brothers movies, including A Night at the Opera, 1935); ‘Largo al factotum’,
from Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia
Being John Malkovich (1999): ‘Pace, pace, mio Dio’, from Verdi’s La forza del destino
Captain Corelli’s Mandolin (2001): ‘O mio babbino caro’, from Puccini’s Gianni
Schicchi (also in Speed 2: Cruise Control, 1997)
Kind Hearts and Coronets (1949): ‘Il mio tesoro’, from Mozart’s Don Giovanni
Mrs Doubtfire (1993): ‘Largo al factotum’, from Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia
Natural Born Killers (1997): ‘Humming Chorus’, from Puccini’s Madama Butterfly;
extract from Berg’s Wozzeck
Return of the Living Dead 5: Rave to the Grave (2005): ‘Largo al factotum’, from
Rossini’s Il barbiere di Siviglia; ‘La donna è mobile’, from Verdi’s Rigoletto; ‘L’Amour
est un oiseau rebelle’, from Bizet’s Carmen
Sunday, Bloody Sunday (1971): ‘Soave sia il vento’, from Mozart’s Così fan tutte
The Godfather (1972): ‘Non so più’, from Mozart’s Le nozze di Figaro
The Talented Mr Ripley (1999): ‘Lensky’s aria’, from Tchaikovsky’s Eugene Onegin
The Witches of Eastwick (1987): ‘Nessun dorma’, from Puccini’s Turandot (also in
Castaway, 1987, and The Killing Fields, 1984)

�
�

�

�
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Czech opera: finding a voice

We think of Leoš Janáček (1854–1928) as a Czech composer, but when he began
composing he was a native of Moravia, a region forming part of the Austro-
Hungarian Empire. Moravia became part of Czechoslovakia when that country was
created in the wake of World War I. 

Music had been part of the struggle for a sense of Czech identity in the
nineteenth century, when Bedřich Smetana (1824–1884) had earned the title of
’father’ of Czech music with such operas as The Bartered Bride (1866). His
achievements had been consolidated by Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904), but
Janáček’s career would eclipse them both. 

He wrote his first opera, Šárka, in 1887, but had to wait until 1925 for its
premiere. He withdrew his next, The Beginning of a Romance (1894), after just
four performances, turning instead to Gabriela Preissová’s Her Stepdaughter, a
play which had caused controversy at its 1890 Prague premiere. Vilified for the
sordidness of the story, Preissová responded that it was based on real incidents; it
was this tang of authenticity which fired Janáček’s imagination. 

He wrote his own libretto and an overture in 1894, then put the piece aside,
taking it up again in 1901. As he was finishing the opera in 1903, his daughter
Olga, not yet twenty-one, died: Janáček dedicated the new work to her memory.
The opera (called Jenu°fa, after the stepdaughter of the play’s title) had its
premiere in 1904. 

Jenu°fa is pregnant before the action begins; she loves Števa, father of the
unborn child, but Števa’s half-brother Laca jealously looks for an opportunity to
claim her. At one point, he slashes Jenu°fa’s face so as to make her less attractive to
Števa. Watching over everything is Jenu°fa’s harridanish stepmother, the
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Kostelnička (meaning ’female sacristan’). 
Jenu°fa, now wooed by the contrite Laca, eventually gives birth, but the

Kostelnička takes the baby and drowns it. At first Jenu°fa believes that the child
died naturally, but as Jenu°fa is about to marry Laca, the crime is uncovered. Jenu°fa
identifies the body as her baby’s; at first the onlookers suspect her of the murder,
but the Kostelnička confesses her guilt.

As our extract opens (CD 2, track 11), Jenu°fa, recovering from her horror, and
despite Laca’s protestations, forgives the Kostelnička, who responds hesitantly,
screaming at the prospect of arrest and a court case. Jenu°fa tells her, ’God’s light
will shine on you’; calmed, the Kostelnička replies that only Jenu°fa’s forgiveness
matters to her. Jenu°fa’s last words to her are, ’May God help you’. A radiant
orchestral crescendo transforms despair into hope. In the few moments left in the
opera, Jenu°fa and Laca decide to build a future together. 

Jenu°fa was the first Czech opera written to a prose libretto: Janáček sought a
natural speech-setting that poetry would have obstructed. In fact, Janáček had
made a musical study of everyday speech patterns, and the music flows with a
naturalness linked to the rhythms, emphases and repetitions of the Czech
language. 

Performances of Jenu°fa in Prague in 1916 established Janáček’s reputation. He
was sixty-one years old, and about to embark on one of the most remarkable ’late
periods’ of any composer, his renewed creativity sparked by the creation of
Czechoslovakia in 1918. Hardly less important was his extra-marital (although
asexual) relationship with a much younger married woman, Kamila Stösslová,
whom he met in 1917 and to whom he wrote over 700 letters.

As each new opera took shape, Janáček’s use of ’speech-melody’ became more
sophisticated, his choice of subject ever more idiosyncratic. The Adventures of Mr
Brouček (begun 1908, completed 1917, premiered 1920) took a simple Prague
landlord first to the moon, and then back in time to the fifteenth century. Kát’a
Kabanová (1921) was a more conventional though brilliantly realised social
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tragedy, but the inspiration for The Cunning Little Vixen (1924) was a newspaper
cartoon strip, while The Makropulos Case (1926) tells the story of a 337-year-old
opera singer, her life extended by an alchemical elixir.

From the House of the Dead (1930), derived from Dostoevsky, is the crowning
glory of Janáček’s career. The opera takes us inside a Siberian prison camp. Its cast
is all-male (apart from one minor role), and much of the writing is choral. It was
his last opera, its manuscript on his desk when he died. Outside Czechoslovakia,
the full extent of his achievement was only acknowledged in the 1950s, but his
greatest works are now seen all over the world.

Jenu°fa at the Royal Opera House, Covent Garden, 2001 with Karita Mattila in the title role
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Hungary: a nation emerges

As part of the Habsburg Empire and then, from 1867, the Austro-Hungarian
Empire, Hungary had no shortage of national culture, even if its operatic culture
was comparatively thin. It was only in the twentieth century that Hungarian
composers truly began to make an impact on the world’s stages, and one towered
above all others. 

Yet Béla Bartók (1881–1945) wrote only one opera. Bluebeard’s Castle is based
on a folk tale about a man who successively murders six wives. Bartók’s opera,
largely written in 1911 but not premiered until 1918, has a libretto by Béla Bálazs,
who cast it in a single act. In conventional dramatic terms, little happens in the
opera; indeed, until the final moments the most significant action is the opening
of doors. A spoken prologue (not always performed) reminds us obliquely that
what we are about to watch is internal drama, not external spectacle.

The curtains open to reveal a vast hall, the damp and chilly heart of
Bluebeard’s domain. In it are seven large doors, and a smaller one, through which
Bluebeard and his new wife Judith enter. Bluebeard wonders whether she has
made the right decision in marrying him. She says she will bring light to his
property, and to his life, but demands that the doors be opened. 

Reluctantly, Bluebeard grants her the keys. One by one, and to orchestral music
of opulent beauty, the doors open, revealing in turn Bluebeard’s torture chamber,
his bloody armoury, his treasury (’But your priceless jewels are blood-stained!’
Judith exclaims), and a garden, bathed in green yet with red drops on the flowers.
Although composer and librettist did not intend us to ’see’ what lies beyond the
doors, they specified what colour light should flood the stage as each opens. 

We join the action (CD 2, track 12) as the fifth door opens. Brilliant light pours
through. Overwhelmed, just as the audience is overwhelmed by the mighty
orchestral torrent (including organ) that represents the light, Judith screams.
’There, my huge kingdom,’ Bluebeard says, ’Isn’t it beautiful?’ Still Judith insists on
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opening the last two doors. At first Bluebeard resists, but Judith presses him. The
last words we hear are Bluebeard’s: ’Judith, Judith, do not open!’ 

It is too late. The next door reveals a shimmering lake of tears. Guessing what
lies behind the last door, Judith nevertheless opens it. Bluebeard’s former wives
(three in this version of the story) step forward, and Bluebeard instructs her to join
them. As she follows them back through the door, darkness engulfs the stage. 

Bartók wanted to write an opera that would be simultaneously Hungarian and
modern. He succeeded triumphantly and, nearly a century after Bartók completed
the work, it still has much to reveal about human relationships. Yet as if shocked
by the psychological depths he had plumbed, Bartók wrote no more operas,
focusing instead on instrumental music. 

Russia: composers at home and abroad

After the death of Tchaikovsky, the dominant figure in Russian opera was Nikolay
Rimsky-Korsakov (1844–1908). We have already encountered him as orchestrator
of Mussorgsky’s Boris Godunov. If his own operas (more than a dozen, including
Christmas Eve, 1895, and The Legend of the Invisible City of Kitezh, 1907) lack the
epic sweep of that work, at their best they are glittering jewels of vocal and
orchestral colour. 

Rimsky was also an influential teacher. His pupils included Igor Stravinsky
(1882–1971), probably best known today for his ballet scores (including The Rite of
Spring and Petrushka), but also a significant contributor to operatic history. His
peripatetic life makes it difficult to consider him an entirely Russian composer, yet
his Russianness never disappeared, even though he left his homeland when in his
twenties. 

Stravinsky had a decidedly ambivalent attitude to opera. Interviewed by the
Daily Mail (London) in 1913, he said, ’I dislike opera. Music can be married to
gesture or to words – not to both without bigamy.’ Nevertheless opera in one
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highly stylised form or another is a thread running through most of his career. His
first work in the medium was The Nightingale, a ’lyric tale’ (as Stravinsky called it).
He began work on it in 1908, but soon abandoned the project to write The
Firebird, his first ballet for Sergei Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes, based in Paris. 

By the time he returned to The Nightingale in 1913, his compositional style had
advanced in leaps and bounds thanks to Petrushka and The Rite of Spring (also
written for Diaghilev). He nevertheless fashioned a more or less integrated work
to tell the story of a Chinese emperor bewitched by the music of first a real
nightingale, and then a mechanical songbird. 

Highly stylised though it was, The Nightingale was identifiably an opera.
Works that followed cannot be categorised quite so easily. Renard (staged in 1922
and subtitled ’the fable of the vixen, the cock, the cat and the ram’) tells its story
through singing, but the singers (who do not correspond to on-stage roles) are
placed in the orchestra pit while the stage action is mimed. 

Meanwhile L’Histoire du soldat (’The Soldier’s Tale’, 1918) was conceived
during World War I as a work to tour on a shoestring budget. The narrative
nevertheless unfolds through music, dance and (spoken) text: the work would be
a decisive influence on what became known as ’music theatre’ in the 1960s. 

If the miniature comedy Mavra (1922) is more conventionally operatic, Oedipus
Rex (1927) is one of a kind: Stravinsky called it an ’opera-oratorio’. The libretto,
derived from Sophocles’ play Oedipus Tyrannos, is by the poet-filmmaker Jean
Cocteau, who wrote it in French which was then translated into Latin, a language
which Stravinsky described as ’not dead but turned to stone’. The resulting opera
has its own marmoreal quality. 

The singers were to be masked and to remain immobile, gesturing with head
and hands only. In addition, a Narrator, dressed, according to Stravinsky’s
instructions, in ’a black suit’ and expressing himself ’like a lecturer, presenting the
story with a detached voice’, introduces the action with a spoken but not entirely
reliable narration delivered in the vernacular of the audience (originally French). 
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We hear the opera’s opening (CD 2, track 13). The narrator introduces himself
as our guide, and explains the context of what we are about to see in the city of
Thebes, where Oedipus is king. Suddenly the music bursts forth, monumental and
imposing; the chorus sings ’The plague falls on us; Thebes is dying of the plague’.
They go on to beg Oedipus to rescue them and the city.

As Stravinsky expected his listeners to know their Sophocles, the story-telling
is secondary to the sense of unfolding ritual. With its extensive choral writing,
Oedipus Rex recalls Handel, while the solo voices have a pleading, genuinely
operatic quality. If the austere instrumental writing, dominated by wind
instruments, seems at first cool and somewhat alien, the audience finds itself
drawn into the drama.

In 1940 Stravinsky settled in the United States, eventually taking up US
citizenship, but his next opera commission came from Venice. What emerged was
The Rake’s Progress (1951), its highly literate libretto, by the poets W.H. Auden and
Chester Kallman, based on William Hogarth’s celebrated cycle of paintings, dating
from 1733. 

Stravinsky adopted a deliberately archaic style, based on the recitative-and-aria
formulae that had served Mozart so well: the secco recitatives are even accompanied
by harpsichord. It proved a perversely brilliant strategy; the opera achieves a blend
of wit, cruelty and humanity that Mozart would surely have enjoyed.

To what extent Stravinsky’s operas are Russian remains a matter of debate;
certainly, after he left his homeland, Russian opera went its own way without him.
The Russian Revolution of 1917 caused many composers (including Rachmaninoff,
whose few operas are rarely staged today) to abandon the country. Of those who
stayed in Russia, the most significant are Sergei Prokofiev (1891–1953) and Dmitri
Shostakovich (1906–1975); the careers of both men were stunted by repeated
battles with Soviet officialdom. 

Disturbed by the political situation after the Russian Revolution, Prokofiev, a
virtuoso pianist, undertook a tour of the United States. There the opera house in
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Chicago commissioned a new opera, The Love for Three Oranges (1921), based on
a play by Carlo Gozzi (whose work provided Puccini with the subject of Turandot).
This fantastical piece gave full rein to Prokofiev’s eclectic imagination, and has
since become one of his most popular operas.

Yet for Prokofiev the distance from page to stage always proved immense. He
wrote The Fiery Angel, a disturbing story of sexual neurosis, between 1919 and
1923, but it was not staged until 1954. In 1930 he began his protracted return to
Russia, where he had to work within the fickle strictures imposed by the
Communist Party’s notions of political acceptability.

In 1941 he began his most ambitious opera. War and Peace was based on
Tolstoy’s novel, an acknowledged masterpiece of socialist realism (the prevailing
aesthetic model in the Soviet Union). Hence, the composer assumed, it was an
acceptable subject for an opera written while Russia was at war. In the event,
Prokofiev was required to make the opera more patriotic, but even then the
authorities vetoed the piece, and again he did not live to see a complete
performance. 

As for his last opera, The Story of a Real Man, composed in 1948 after the
Composers Union Conference had denounced his music for ’formalism’ (a
meaningless but potentially fatal indictment), the only performance Prokofiev
witnessed took place behind closed doors, so that the opera could be vetted (and
rejected) by Soviet officialdom. Although it was not his intention, Prokofiev in
effect wrote his operas for posterity.

Shostakovich’s battles with officialdom were as destructive as Prokofiev’s,
although he wrote his first opera The Nose (1929) when the Soviet state had not
yet tightened its grip on creativity. Based on a story by Gogol, it is an exuberant,
extravagantly parodic satire on Russian (not necessarily Soviet) bureaucracy, and
had some success at its Leningrad premiere.

His second opera, Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District, has its moments of
grotesquery to match The Nose, but it is a more profound, more humane
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achievement. At the time, Shostakovich was not ashamed to call himself a Soviet
composer, and he felt that his opera examined life and its conditions in ways
entirely in line with revolutionary thinking.

The audience at its 1934 Leningrad premiere seemed to agree. Then Stalin
attended a performance towards the end of 1935; a few weeks later the party
newspaper Pravda denounced the opera for catering to ’perverted, bourgeois
taste’, and Shostakovich’s troubles had begun. The opera was withdrawn, and for
the rest of his life (even after Stalin’s death in 1953) the composer played cat-and-
mouse with the Communist Party. 

He never again completed an opera of comparable stature, although he had
planned that Lady Macbeth would be the first of four operas about women. More
than one commentator has suggested that Shostakovich could have been a
twentieth-century Verdi; it was not to be. 

After World War II: rebuilding the repertoire

Operatic life did not come to an end during World War II, as we have seen. Allied
bombings provided an ominous accompaniment to the 1942 premiere in Munich
of Strauss’s Capriccio. A further grim reminder of wartime realities came in Terezin
concentration camp, set up by the Nazis in 1941 as a ’model’ ghetto so as to
convince the world that their treatment of Jews was humane. 

Part of their deception was the encouragement of quasi-normal musical life
within the camp, and in 1943 a group of Jewish orphans gave the premiere of the
children’s opera Brundibár (’The Bumble-Bee’) by a fellow-inmate, Hans Krása,
who had composed the piece in 1933. At the same camp in 1944, inmates began
to rehearse Der Kaiser von Atlantis (’The Emperor of Atlantis’) by Viktor Ullmann,
interned in Terezin since 1942. When the authorities decreed that the work was,
unsurprisingly, anti-Hitler, performances were cancelled and it had to wait until
1975 for its premiere. 
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The Nazis tore a gaping hole in European culture; Krása and Ullmann were just
two of the millions whose lives were sacrificed in the process. Both men were sent
to Auschwitz in 1944; both died there. Yet the very fact that Ullmann wrote Der
Kaiser von Atlantis in Terezin testifies to music’s powers of resistance. 

Shortly before the war the English composer Benjamin Britten (1913–1976),
accompanied by his partner, the tenor Peter Pears (both committed pacifists), left
Britain for the United States. When war broke out, their decision not to return
won many enemies, but Britten found America a powerful creative stimulant. One
of the attractions was the presence there of the poet W.H. Auden, with whom
Britten had worked in London on plays, documentary films and song cycles.

In New York, they collaborated on Britten’s first stage work; Britten called Paul
Bunyan (1941) both an ’operetta for children’ and ’a Broadway opera’, and
intended it to be sung by high-school students. Its tuneful high spirits match the
sardonic wit of Auden’s libretto, and suggest that, had he needed to, Britten might
have done well on Broadway. 

Shortly after the premiere, Britten and Pears read an article which the novelist
E.M. Forster had published in London, about the Suffolk poet George Crabbe
(1754–1832). Forster discussed Crabbe’s poem The Borough and its characters,
including Peter Grimes, ’a savage fisherman’, Forster wrote, ’who murdered his
apprentices and was haunted by their ghosts’. Britten, Suffolk-born and -bred, was
intensely moved; as he recalled years later, ’in a flash I realised two things: that I
must write an opera, and where I belonged’.

Returning to Britain in 1942, he began work on Peter Grimes, which he
described as dealing with ’the struggle of the individual against the masses. The
more vicious the society, the more vicious the individual’: a perspective clearly
different from Crabbe’s, but inflected by Britten’s sense that, as a homosexual and
a pacifist, he too was an outsider. 

The opera opens with an inquest into the death at sea of Grimes’s assistant.
The Coroner judges the death accidental, but warns Grimes against hiring another
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boy. From the very beginning, Britten allows Grimes expansive vocal lines, in
contrast to the clipped delivery of the court and onlookers. Only Ellen Orford
senses Grimes’s true nature and helps him find a new assistant; but when a crowd
strides off to Grimes’s hut to check the boy’s well-being, the mood is that of a
lynch-mob.

Grimes is arguing with the boy and, in his haste to deal with the mob,
accidentally allows him to fall over the cliff edge. At first his death goes unnoticed,
but when his jumper is found it is clear that something has gone terribly wrong.
Ellen tries to help Grimes, but Balstrode, a retired skipper, gives Grimes a chilling
order: ’Sail out till you lose sight of land, then sink the boat… D’you hear? Sink
her. Goodbye Peter.’

Grimes obeys. News of the sinking reaches the Borough, which sings in grim
celebration that the tide has done its job. Throughout, Britten places the chorus at
the centre of the drama; but its mission is not heroic, as it sings at one point, ’Him
who despises us, we’ll destroy’. 

Some of the opera’s most beautiful music comes in the Interludes which Britten
wrote so as to allow time for scene changes, and which have taken on a concert-
hall life of their own as Four Sea Interludes. They are ’Dawn’, ’Sunday Morning’,
’Moonlight’ and ’Storm’: a précis, not of the opera’s action, but of its atmospheres.

We hear ’Dawn’ (CD 2, track 14), an evocation of the sun rising over the North
Sea horizon. We follow that with ’Now the Great Bear and Pleiades’ (CD 2, track
15), a tense and eerie aria which Grimes sings after taking shelter from a storm in
the local pub. Half crazed rant, half visionary imprecation, it is a modern
equivalent of the Mad Scene from Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor, though with
barely a hint of vocal ornamentation. 

The orchestra echoes the ’flashing turmoil of a shoal of herring’, and then
seems about to summon the dawn as Grimes asks: ’Who can turn skies back and
begin again?’ His fellow drinkers respond, ’He’s mad or drunk! Why’s that man
here? His song alone would sour the beer.’ It is a pivotal moment, establishing
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Grimes’s fatal separation from the world around him. 
With Peter Pears in the title role, the opera had its premiere at Sadler’s Wells

Theatre in London only thirty days after victory against the Germans had been
declared. Peter Grimes offered nothing in the way of celebration, but it caught the
public imagination: there is a story that a local bus conductor would advise his
passengers, ’Sadler’s Wells! Alight here for Peter Grimes, the sadistic fisherman!’

In style, subject manner and substance, Peter Grimes is a grand opera. Britten’s
next project took an opposite direction as he and his associates (including Pears)

A Royal Opera House production of Peter Grimes at the Savonlinna Festival, 
Finland in 1998, with Anthony Rolfe Johnson in the title role and Sam Reed as John 
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set up the English Opera Group with the intention of performing new works
requiring only a small budget. Britten wrote The Rape of Lucretia especially for the
company; premiered at Glyndebourne in 1946 and then toured in England and the
Netherlands, the piece deployed just eight singers and an orchestra of twelve. 

Like Stravinsky before him with The Soldier’s Tale, Britten saw the need for
operas that could be performed outside large theatres. His achievements and
those of the English Opera Group had a profound effect on operatic life, and not
just in Britain. Britten himself wrote many works for the company, notably The
Turn of the Screw (1954) and A Midsummer Night’s Dream (1960). 

Ever practical, he also wrote operas for performance in church (Noye’s Fludde,
1958; Three Church Parables, 1964–68), and by children (The Little Sweep, 1949).
Yet he continued to compose large-scale pieces such as Billy Budd (1951) and
Gloriana (written to celebrate the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II, 1953), while
Owen Wingrave (1971) was written for BBC Television. His last opera was Death in
Venice (1973) which, like many of its predecessors, dealt with the corruption of
innocence. 

Britten died in his beloved Aldeburgh in 1976, leaving a body of operas that
few twentieth-century composers have been able to match in quantity, variety of
form and popularity. By his own example, and by the opportunities afforded by
the Aldeburgh Festival and the English Opera Group, Britten did all he could to
revive British operatic life, which had been largely somnolent since Handel’s death. 

The United States: from grand opera to minimalism

In the first half of the twentieth century, opera in the United States generally
meant European opera, and most original American operas still looked to Europe
for their models. Significant exceptions included Virgil Thomson’s Four Saints in
Three Acts (1933: its original cast was entirely black, its sets made of Cellophane)
and The Mother of Us All (1947). 
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Both had librettos by Gertrude Stein, and in the case of Four Saints Thomson
went so far as to provide musical settings of her stage instructions. Yet their
zaniness was only one element of an American temperament, both musical and
verbal, which contributed to their originality. 

As its title suggests, Thomson’s third opera, Lord Byron (1972), was closer to
European grand opera. Other works, such as Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess and Marc
Blitzstein’s The Cradle Will Rock (1936) and Regina (1949), blurred the distinction
between the musical and opera, a distinction further blurred by several of Leonard
Bernstein’s works, including Trouble in Tahiti (1952) and West Side Story (1957).

Radio, too, played an important part in the spread of opera throughout the
United States. Not only were there live nationwide broadcasts of operas from New
York’s Metropolitan Opera (the first was in 1910), but there were also operas
written specially for radio, notably The Old Maid and the Thief (1939) by Gian
Carlo Menotti (b. 1911), virtually a one-man opera factory. 

Born in Italy in 1911, Menotti came to New York as a student in 1928. Amelia
al ballo (later known as Amelia Goes to the Ball) premiered in Philadelphia in 1937,
so successfully that the Metropolitan Opera staged it in a double-bill with Strauss’s
Elektra in 1938. Menotti went on to write probably the world’s first television
opera, Amahl and the Night Visitors (1951), while a double-bill of The Medium
(1946) and The Telephone (1947) even played on Broadway. 

The explosion of regional opera houses in the United States during the 1950s
and 1960s did not lead to an equivalent explosion of new opera, although
significant works of the time included Samuel Barber’s Vanessa (1958: the libretto
was by Menotti) and Carlisle Floyd’s Susannah (1955), which told an Old Testament
story to pass oblique comment on McCarthyite America. Like Douglas Moore’s The
Ballad of Baby Doe (1956), Susannah included folk-like melodies and hymn tunes.

The 1960s saw the blossoming of a musical language that relied neither on
conventional tonality, nor the prickly mathematics of serialism. The early works of
Steve Reich (b. 1936) and Philip Glass (b. 1937) were not about musical development
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but repetition and gradual transformation, achieving a cumulative effect that could
be either trance-like or powerfully physical. At first their work was labelled
’systems’ or ’process’ music; then in 1968 the British composer and critic Michael
Nyman linked such work to the visual art movement known as minimalism, and the
label has stuck. 

At first neither Reich nor Glass showed much interest in opera, or indeed in the
concert hall, preferring to write for their own ensembles which performed in art
galleries, rock clubs or any other sympathetic venue. Reich has remained sceptical
about every aspect of the operatic apparatus, although he has produced two
works that, in combining music with text and video by his wife Beryl Korot, might
be seen as descendants of Wagner’s notion of the Gesamtkunstwerk. The Cave
(1993) is a highly personal examination of the relationships between Judaism and
Islam; while Three Tales (2002) contemplates twentieth-century scientific
achievements from the fatal flight of the Hindenberg airship to the cloning of
Dolly the Sheep. 

Glass, by contrast, has cleared his own individual path to opera. In 1975 he
began to work with the theatre director Robert Wilson on the opera Einstein on
the Beach (1976), in which movement and visual imagery had equal status with
music and text. Einstein was the first in a trilogy which looked at significant
historical figures: Satyagraha (1980) told (in Sanskrit) of Mahatma Gandhi’s early
life, while Akhnaten (1984) dealt with the Egyptian pharaoh of the fourteenth
century BC. 

Glass became a prolific stage composer, his later operas often incorporating
more conventional narratives, as in his chamber opera The Fall of the House of
Usher (1988) and The Voyage (1992), which focuses on Christopher Columbus and
which the composer describes as ’an allegory about the spirit of exploration and
the dislocation that must occur whenever different cultures clash’. But there were
also experiments such as La Belle et la bête (’Beauty and the Beast’, 1994), in which
the ’action’ consisted of a soundless projection of Jean Cocteau’s 1945 film of the
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same name, accompanied by Glass’s own word-for-word setting of the script,
delivered live and synchronised with the on-screen acting. 

Younger than Reich and Glass, John Adams (b. 1947) followed in their
minimalist footsteps, but added a richer harmonic language. Like them, the young
Adams took little interest in the opera house; then in 1983 he met the theatre
director Peter Sellars, at the time making a name for himself with updated
stagings of such operas as Haydn’s Armida (which he set in Vietnam).

Sellars became Adams’s long-term collaborator, providing operatic scenarios
(although not finished librettos) that were as radical as his Haydn staging. The first
work they produced together was Nixon in China (1987), about US President
Richard Nixon’s visit to China in 1972. From this unpromising starting-point,
Adams, Sellars, librettist Alice Goodman and choreographer Mark Morris devised
a show (the word is not pejorative) that transformed recent history into emotional
drama.

The same team (minus Morris) followed it up with The Death of Klinghoffer
(1991), based on the 1985 hijacking by Palestinians of the cruise ship Achille Lauro.
Again, an apparently intractable subject yielded a drama of real intensity,
although the work has an oratorio-like quality of reflection rather than action. In
daring to attempt an even-handed account of the Palestinian cause, Klinghoffer
has caused much controversy, not least since the terrorist attacks of 9/11.

In all his work, Adams has refused to draw distinctions between art music and
popular idioms. His father was a clarinettist and in the house in which the
composer grew up, Adams recalled, ’Benny Goodman and Mozart sat side by side
on the same shelf, and there was no opprobrium attached to one or special
honour applied to the other’. 

It is perhaps no surprise that his third opera, I was looking at the ceiling and
then I saw the sky (Ceiling/Sky in the composer’s abbreviated nomenclature, 1995)
should bear a striking resemblance to the rock musical. There is little dialogue, the
narrative being carried by some two dozen songs, mostly around five minutes
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long. All are in one or another identifiably pop idiom, while the ’orchestra’ is built
around electric keyboards and guitars that bestow energy and directness. Adams
himself has dodged the issue of whether or not it can be considered an opera: he
calls it a ’songplay’, a conscious reference to the form of Singspiel, with its
potential (realised in Mozart’s Die Zauberflöte) to unite high and low musical
cultures.

The work’s title derives from something said by a survivor of a 1994 California
earthquake. The libretto, by the black poet June Jordan, introduces us to what the
composer calls a ’rainbow cast of characters’. To quote Adams’s own scene-setting:
’It’s a sunny morning on a street in LA. A sequence of cameos by each of the cast
puts his or her dilemma into play.’ 

We meet the preacher David, who uses his ’golden-throated pulpit virtuosity’
to try to seduce Leila, a black graduate student. Other characters include Consuelo,
an illegal immigrant mother; Mike, a ’white rookie cop’; and Dewain, ’a young
black man’. Their lives intertwine when an earthquake hits California. 

We join the action towards the end of the opera. Dewain has been imprisoned,
but the earthquake has destroyed his cell, leaving him free to escape; he refuses
to go. Consuelo joins him, and in ’One last look at the angel in your eyes’ (CD 2,
track 16) they sing a sad song of parting. When it is over, all the characters join in
the finale: as Adams’s synopsis has it, ’Then follows a burst of daylight as the
ceiling above yields to the sky beyond’. 

Adams’s description of Ceiling/Sky as a ’songplay’ is a deliberate reminder of
the German Singspiel, but the work itself also recalls the madrigal comedies with
which our story began. Like them it uses a sequence of short, self-contained songs,
in a popular idiom, to tell a contemporary story. 

Ceiling/Sky was the third opera on which Adams worked with Peter Sellars.
Their relationship has continued in El niño (’The Child’, 2000), described as a
’nativity oratorio’, and the more operatic Doctor Atomic (2005), about the team
which built the first atomic bomb in New Mexico in 1945. Where many composers
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have looked to the past (Greek myth, Shakespeare or whatever) for the stories
they want their operas to tell, Adams and Sellars have preferred, and will no doubt
continue to prefer, to tackle the present head-on; although their most recent
operatic collaboration, A Flowering Tree (2006), takes its story from an ancient
South Indian myth.

Leaving the twentieth century: a return to Orpheus

Philip Glass and John Adams showed that opera need not be a museum culture,
but retains the potential for perpetually renewing itself. Returning to Europe, we
find composers confronting opera in myriad ways. 

The German Hans Werner Henze (b. 1926) has written in a variety of forms, but
operas such as Elegy for Young Lovers (1961) and L’Upupa und der Triumph der
Sohnesliebe (’The Hoopoe and the Triumph of Filial Love’, 2003) work recognisably
within the operatic tradition. By contrast, the Italian Luciano Berio (1925–2003)
repeatedly wrestled with the form of opera in an attempt to make it his own. In
the process, he abandoned conventional notions of ’opera’, although in the
tripartite work called simply Opera (1970), Berio set fragments of the original
libretto for Monteverdi’s Orfeo, as if hoping that a return to source might enable
him to start anew. 

Among the most radical of musical experimenters, and not only in opera, is
Karlheinz Stockhausen (b. 1928). In the immediate aftermath of the war, he was
among several composers who deemed opera a bourgeois form incapable of
adapting to the circumstances of modernity; his close associate Pierre Boulez went
so far as to suggest that the most ’elegant’ solution to the ’problem’ of opera was
to ’blow up all the opera houses’. Stockhausen would no doubt have agreed.

Yet many of Stockhausen’s works had a theatrical element, and in the 1970s he
undertook a project that out-Wagnered Wagner: a cycle of seven quasi-sacred
operas, collectively entitled Licht (’Light’), to be staged over a week and each
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named for a day of the week. Donnerstag aus Licht (’Thursday from Light’) had its
premiere in 1981, Samstag aus Licht (’Saturday from Light’) appeared in 1984, and
so on: Sonntag aus Licht (’Sunday’) was completed in 2003, but has not yet been
staged in its entirety. 

The operas combine myth and ritual with circus and technology in an audacious
manner: Mittwoch aus Licht (’Wednesday’, not yet seen complete) includes a more
or less free-standing work, Helicopter String Quartet, in which the four players
perform while flying, separately, in four helicopters while the earthbound composer
mixes the music being played live. Not surprisingly, there have been few
opportunities to hear the piece performed. Any assessment of the individual works,
let alone the complete cycle, remains at best provisional, but inasmuch as an operatic
mainstream can still be said to exist, Licht is certainly outside it.

We end our survey with another composer who has insisted on reshaping
opera to his will. From 1952 Harrison Birtwistle (b. 1934) studied clarinet at the
Royal Northern College of Music in Manchester; there he formed the New Music
Manchester Group with fellow students, including composers Peter Maxwell
Davies (b. 1934) and Alexander Goehr (b. 1932). They aimed to introduce music of
the contemporary European avant-garde, otherwise viewed with suspicion by
British composers and audiences.

Like many of their contemporaries, each of these composers was wary of the
opera house, yet none of them rejected it outright. Goehr wrote Arden Must Die
(1966) for Hamburg Staatsoper, while Davies’s Taverner (about the English Tudor
composer John Taverner) had its premiere at Covent Garden in 1972. 

Birtwistle’s first work for the stage was Punch and Judy (1968), an unholy
marriage of music theatre and opera which he labelled ’comical tragedy or
tragical comedy’. It is a work of extreme violence, both musical and dramatic, in
which the seaside puppet show of Punch and Judy becomes a bloodbath. At the
work’s Aldeburgh Festival premiere, Benjamin Britten and Peter Pears were so
disturbed by what they were seeing that they left the performance in disgust. 
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Its highly formal rituals and repetitions were the foundation on which
Birtwistle built much of his later output, whether for stage or concert hall. In 1967
he and Davies founded the Pierrot Players (later called The Fires of London) as a
platform for new works of music theatre, which with its minimal resources and
flexible approach to musical narrative offered a seemingly endless range of
possibilities. 

Birtwistle’s enigmatic sense of drama and fondness for rituals have an affinity
with ancient Greek tragedies, as explored in Down by the Greenwood Side (1969),
Bow Down (1977) and Yan Tan Tethera (1986). The last work takes its title from a

Music theatre 

In the artistic ferment that followed World War II, many composers felt
that opera had become a museum art form, nineteenth-century in essence,
wastefully extravagant and ill-equipped to deal with the modern world. In
the 1960s composers as diverse as Luciano Berio, Mauricio Kagel and Peter
Maxwell Davies began to look for ways of making music theatrical, while
avoiding what they saw as the excesses of opera; the diverse results came
to be called music theatre. Stravinsky’s The Soldier’s Tale was probably the
most important precedent, but John Cage’s ’happenings’ at Black Mountain
College were also an influence. It may be that few of the works designed
as ’music theatre’ survive, but their impact on operatic thinking remains
significant: they showed ways in which the form could still evolve.
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traditional counting method used by shepherds in the North of England: the
composer, ever reluctant to use the word ’opera’, described it as a ’mechanical
pastoral’. 

Each of these works fed into, and was finally overshadowed by, a gigantic ’lyric
tragedy’ which occupied Birtwistle for more than a decade, 1973–84 (it was
premiered in 1986). Here, virtually all trace of linear narrative has disappeared,
although the action returns us to opera’s founding myth. 

The central characters (the word’s psychological implications hardly fit here)
are Orpheus, Eurydice and Aristaeus (in Greek myth, a son of Apollo, who tries to
seduce Eurydice). Each is represented in three symbolic forms: Man/Woman,
Hero(ine) and Myth; and each is performed by a singer, a puppet and a mime. This
allows simultaneous presentation of more than one version of events, some of
them mutually contradictory.

The complexity of the libretto (written by Cambridge scientist Peter Zinovieff)
is more than matched by Birtwistle’s music, which includes pre-recorded electronic
sounds alongside live performance. Indeed the resources required to stage The
Mask of Orpheus have meant that it has so far received only one full-scale
production, by English National Opera. The extract we hear (CD 2, tracks 17 & 18)
comes from a single, semi-staged performance mounted in 1996 by the British
Broadcasting Production.

We glimpse the work’s profound complexity, but also its evanescent beauty, in
a brief extract from Act III. The first passage is the ’Third Song of Magic (a)’ (there
are five further Songs of Magic later in the act), in which we hear the deep
eructation of Apollo’s electronically produced voice, which recurs around seventy
times during the course of the opera. This is immediately followed by ’Eurydice
Puppet/Eurydice Singer’ in wordless duet.

As the opera draws to a close, Birtwistle does not skirt round Orpheus’s
dreadful fate: the followers of Dionysus kill him and eat his flesh. The final scene
is ’Exodos’ [sic]: ’The myth of Orpheus decays’. But as Birtwistle shows, the myth,
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like Eurydice herself, like opera itself, is perpetually reborn. The Mask of Orpheus
and Birtwistle’s later works (including Gawain, 1991; and The Io Passion, 2004) may
take forms far removed from opera’s original conception. But as suggested at the
beginning of our story, they share the belief that what we sing reveals most about
us, what we believe, and how we make the world in which we live. 

Scene from The Mask of Orpheus at the English National Opera in 1986 
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Entering the twenty-first century: a future for opera?

It would be easy to arrive at a negative prognosis for opera. Audiences, by and
large, do not thirst for new repertoire, preferring instead to live with the great
operas of the past. Opera companies everywhere are short of cash, and since
commissioning a new opera is an expensive business, they can hardly be blamed
for preferring to stick with the safer bets offered by Verdi, Wagner and Puccini. 

As a consequence, composers find it increasingly hard to get the chance to
write opera. When they do secure a commission, their lack of experience may be

Producers’ opera

Opera is theatre, and theatre requires someone to make decisions about
who stands where and what the sets will look like. For most of operatic
history, such decisions were made on the basis of established convention. In
the last half of the twentieth century, however, things changed. Partly
because of cinema and television but also because the repertoire was old,
and new styles of presentation came into play, demanding a producer (also
called a director) who assumed ever greater power. Some dismissed the
tendency with the quasi-medical term ’produceritis’, suggesting that the
extremes of the producer’s interpretation (the word would have been
incomprehensible in earlier centuries) were the product of morbid
affliction. For others, bold and imaginative productions ensure that opera
stays fresh. The battle lines remain in place.
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all too apparent in the end results, which are often unwieldy, dramatically inert
and musically undistinguished. They may well learn from the experience, but by
then it is too late; audiences have voted with their feet, opera companies have had
their fingers burnt, and a second opportunity is even rarer than a first.

Often, new operas are based on a play, a film or a novel. We may know very
well that most of the great operas derive from pre-existing material in other
idioms; but in an era that, if anything, suffers from a surfeit of narratives, the
impression emerges that opera is a kind of parasitic art form, only able to survive
by providing a musical gloss on stories we already know.

And yet, against all the odds, new operas do get written, and, wonder to
behold, some of them succeed in finding an audience; some of these even secure
a place, albeit marginal, in the repertoire. Despite their financial problems, most
major opera companies recognise a duty to commission new work, if not regularly,
then at least occasionally. Many of them find ways to give composers every chance
to learn how opera works, not only as an art form but as an institution. 

Much of the most valuable work in this area is in the hands of small companies
working on a chamber scale. They have learnt the lessons of 1960s music theatre
and know that, just as opera does not always need a love duet for tenor and
soprano, so it does not necessarily require an opera house. Disused warehouses,
school gymnasiums, underground railway stations or deconsecrated churches can
provide settings every bit as magical as conventional theatres, and audiences exist
who may never set foot inside an opera house, but who are eager to hear
unorthodox new work in unconventional circumstances.

One thing is certain: opera will not simply roll over and die. Before it needs
singers, musicians, directors, designers and an audience, opera absolutely demands
composers, and composers remain fascinated by what opera offers them.
Monteverdi’s Orfeo, the first great opera, appeared more or less out of the blue in
1607. 400 years later, there is every hope that, despite the odds, opera remains a
viable route to the very heart of what it is that makes us human.
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Four Centuries of Opera: a Timeline 

1590–1599 1594
Vecchi, L’Amfiparnaso
1598
Peri, Dafne

1598
Henri IV’s Edict of Nantes grants partial
religious freedom to French protestants

1600–1609 1600
Peri, Euridice 
1607
Monteverdi, Orfeo
1608
Monteverdi, Arianna

1604 
King James I of England publishes
Counterblaste to Tobacco.
1605       
Guy Fawkes and Catholic associates plan
Gunpowder Plot
1608
Dutch scientist Hans Lippershey invents
telescope, later adapted by Galileo Galilei

1610–19 1614
First known performance of an opera
outside Italy, in Salzburg

1610
Catholic extremist assassinates Henri IV of
France
1619
First African slaves in Americas purchased in
Jamestown, Virginia

Decade Opera History
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1599 
Caravaggio receives first public commission;
Velázquez born

c. 1596 
Kabuki theatre started in Kyoto, Japan, when a
company of women performed erotic dances 
1599
First recorded performance at Globe Theatre,
London 

1606        
Rembrandt born 
1608
Caravaggio, Beheading of St John the Baptist

Shakespeare’s greatest decade, including Hamlet
(c. 1601), Othello (c. 1602), King Lear (c. 1604),
Macbeth (c. 1606), sonnets (1609)
1608
John Milton born

1610
Caravaggio dies
1614
El Greco dies
1619
Banqueting House, Whitehall begun (Inigo Jones)

1611
The authorised version of the King James Bible 
1615
Cervantes, Don Quixote (second part)
1616
Shakespeare dies
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1620–29 1625
Francesca Caccini, La liberazione di
Ruggiero (first opera by a woman)
1627
Schütz, Dafne, first German opera

1620
The Pilgrim Fathers sailed from England on
the Mayflower, landing at Plymouth,
Massachusetts
1625
Charles I crowned King of England; 
Jean-Baptiste Denis performs first blood
transfusion
1629
Charles II dissolves English Parliament 

1630–39 1630
Claudio Monteverdi, Proserpina rapita
1632
Lully born
1637
First public opera house opens in Venice 
1639
Cavalli, Le nozze di Teti e di Peleo

1633        
Inquisition forces Galileo to recant
Copernican views
1636        
Harvard College founded in Cambridge,
Massachusetts

1640–49 1640
Monteverdi, Il ritorno d’Ulisse in patria
1643
Monteverdi, L’incoronazione di Poppea;
Cavalli, Egisto
1647
Rossi, L’Orfeo, first Italian opera written for
Paris; Monteverdi dies

1640
Portugal wins independence from Spain
1642       
Pope Urban VIII issues Papal bull against
tobacco
1642        
English Civil War begins 
1646        
George Fox begins to preach doctrine of
‘Christ within’, laying the foundation of the
Religious Society of Friends (Quakers) 
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1624
Hals, The Laughing Cavalier
1626        
Rembrandt establishes own studio in Leiden
1629
Rubens, Allegory on the Blessings of Peace

1620
Bacon, Novum organum
1621        
Andrew Marvell born
1623        
First folio edition of Shakespeare’s plays

1632        
Vermeer, Christopher Wren born
1635
Rembrandt, The Feast of Belshazzar

1630        
Tirso de Molina, The Seducer of Seville (first literary
representation of Don Juan/Don Giovanni)
1634
Milton, Comus
1637
Descartes, Discourse on Method

1640        
Rubens dies
1642
Velázquez, The Dwarf Francisco Lezcano, called El
Niño de Vallecas

1640
Aphra Behn, England’s first professional female
writer, born 
1644
Basho Matsuo, Japanese poet, born
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1640–49
(cont.)

1648        
Peace of Westphalia ends German Thirty
Years War
1649
Charles I of England executed 

1650–59 1651
Cavalli, Calisto
1656
Locke, Lawes et al. The Siege of Rhodes
1659
Purcell born

1650
Otto van Guericke invents air pump
1652       
Dutch establish settlement at Cape Town
(Kaapstaad), South Africa 
1652        
Original protective ‘wall’ of Wall Street
built in New Amsterdam (later New York) 
1658        
Oliver Cromwell dies

1660–69 1661
Lully appointed Master of Chamber Music
at French court 
1662 
Cavalli, Ercole amante, includes ballets by
Lully

1660        
Charles II crowned King of England
1662        
Englishman Christopher Merret presents
paper to the Royal Society on making
sparkling wine 
1663        
First serious American slave conspiracy,
Virginia
1666        
The Great Fire of London
1668        
First horse race in America 
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1652 
Inigo Jones dies
1654       
Shah Jahan completes Taj Mahal
1656        
Rembrandt petitions for bankruptcy 

1650

Descartes dies

1651

Hobbes, Leviathan

1660
Velázquez dies
c. 1666    
Vermeer, Girl with a Pearl Earring
1669    
Rembrandt dies

1660
Daniel Defoe born
1662–8
Molière, The School for Wives
1664
Molière, Tartuffe
1667        
Milton, Paradise Lost; Jonathan Swift born
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1670–79 1671 
Opening of Rome’s first opera house
1672
Lully acquires Louis XIV’s royal licence to
stage opera 
1674
Lully, Alceste
1675
Lully, Thésée
1676
Cavalli dies

1670        
William Clement invents minute hand for
watches; Richard Lassels's The Voyage of
Italy advocates the ‘Grand Tour’
1679        
English Parliament passes Habeas Corpus
Act 

1680–89 1683
Rameau born; Blow, Venus and Adonis
1686
Lully, Armide 
1687
Lully dies
1688
Charpentier, David et Jonathas
1689
Purcell, Dido and Aeneas

1680        
Kateri Tekakwitha, first Native American to
be beatified by the Catholic Church, dies 
1681        
First recorded boxing match of modern
times, between Duke of Albemarle’s butler
and butcher
1681        
Last sighting of dodo on Mauritius
1682        
Edmond Halley sees his namesake comet
1685         
Louis XIV revokes Edict of Nantes;
Protestant Huguenots flee France
1688        
England’s ‘Glorious Revolution’ 
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1675        
Vermeer dies; Wren: Royal Greenwich Observatory,

rebuild of St Paul’s Cathedral 

1671

Milton, Paradise Regained, Samson Agonistes

1673

Molière dies

1674        

Milton dies 

1678        

Bunyan, Pilgrim’s Progress

1682
Claude Lorraine dies
1684
Watteau born

1680
Comédie Française founded, Paris
1684        
Pierre Corneille dies
1688
John Bunyan dies; Alexander Pope born
1689
Aphra Behn dies
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1690–99 1692
Purcell, The Fairy Queen 
1693
Charpentier, Médée 
1695        
Purcell dies

1692        
Salem witch hunts begin 
1693         
The Ladies Mercury, first women’s
magazine, founded in London 
1694
Bank of England founded
1698        
Czar Peter the Great imposes tax on beards

1700–1709 1705
Handel, Almira
1706
Handel goes to Italy
1708        
Blow dies

1701        
Collegiate School of Connecticut (later Yale
University) chartered; Anders Celsius,
inventor of temperature scale, born 
1702        
Launch of The Daily Courant, first regular
English newspaper 
1703        
Muhammad ibn Abd al-Wahhab, Islamic
founder of Wahhabism, born
1704
Isaac Newton, Optics
1705
Edmund Halley predicts return in 1758 of
comet last seen in 1682 
1706       
William Jones uses ∏ (pi) as mathematical
symbol
1707        
Union of Scottish and English parliaments
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1696        
Tiepolo born
1697        
William Hogarth born; first service in Wren’s St
Paul’s Cathedral, London

1694
Basho, The Narrow Road to the Deep North;
Voltaire born       
1697
Charles Perrault, Contes de ma mère l'Oye
1699        
Racine dies 

1705
Blenheim Palace begun (Vanbrugh)
1709        
Etienne de Silhouette, outline portrait artist, born

1703        
Samuel Pepys dies 
1709         
Steele and Addison launch The Tatler; Alexander
Selkirk rescued (inspiring Defoe’s Robinson Crusoe); 
Samuel Johnson born
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1710–19 1710
Handel arrives in London
1711
Handel, Rinaldo, his first opera for London
1714
Gluck born

1712        
First successful steam engine; publication in
London of Onania; or the Heinous Sin of
Self-Pollution, and All Its Frightful
Consequences in Both Sexes, Considered,
With Spiritual and Physical Advice to Those
Who Have Already Injur’d Themselves by
This Abominable Practice
1714        
George I of England crowned; Fahrenheit
makes mercury thermometer
1715
Louis XV becomes King of France
1717        
Freemasons establish Grand Lodge in
London; Lady Montagu observes
inoculation in Turkey, later introduces
procedure to Britain 
1718
Establishment of Nouvelle Orléans (New
Orleans)      

1720–29 1720 
First and second season of Handel’s Royal
Academy of Music, London
1724
Handel, Giulio Cesare
1728
Gay, The Beggar’s Opera 

1720        
South Sea Bubble: collapse of South Sea
Co., London
1725        
Casanova born
1727        
Isaac Newton dies; first English-language
recipe for ‘Katchop’ published
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1710        

Porcelain factory built at Meissen

1712

Watteau admitted to Académie Royale

1712        
Jean-Jacques Rousseau born 
1713        
French encyclopaedist Denis Diderot, novelist
Laurence Sterne born 
1719         
Daniel Defoe, Robinson Crusoe

1720    
Piranesi born
1721         
Watteau dies
1723       
Christopher Wren dies 
1727
Gainsborough born

1721        
Tobias Smollett born
1722        
Christopher Smart born; Daniel Defoe, Moll
Flanders; idem, A Journal of the Plague Year
1724        
Immanuel Kant born 
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1720–29
(cont.)

1728        
Vitus Bering explores strait between Asia
and North America 
1729        
English translation of Newton’s Principia
mathematica

1730–39 1733
Rameau, Hippolyte et Aricie
1735        
John Hippisley, Flora, first opera performed
in America (Charleston); Rameau, Les Indes
galantes
1737
Rameau, Castor et Pollux

1732        
George Washington born 
1733
John Kay invents flying shuttle for weaving
1735        
Robert Walpole becomes first British Prime
Minister to live at 10 Downing Street 
1737        
End of Medici rule in Tuscany; Antonio
Stradivari dies; Thomas Paine born

1740–49 1741
Handel, Deidamia (composer’s last opera)
1745        
Rameau, Platée
1749        
Rameau, Zoroastre

1742        
Anders Celcius introduces Centigrade
temperature scale
1741        
British troops briefly occupy Cuba’s
Guantánamo Bay in war against Spain
1743        
Meyer Amschel Rothschild, founder of
banking dynasty, born       
1745
Bonnie Prince Charlie leads Jacobite
rebellion in Scotland; expulsion of Jews
from Prague
1746
Princeton University chartered 
1748        
Excavation of Pompeii 
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1729
Hogarth, The Beggar’s Opera

1726
Swift, Gulliver’s Travels

1732
Fragonard born
1735  
William Hogarth, The Rake’s Progress
1737
Salon exhibition permanently established at the
Louvre Palace, Paris

1731        
Daniel Defoe dies; Abbé Prévost, Manon Lescaut
1732        
Voltaire, Zaïre

1741
Fuseli born
1743        
Tiepolo, The Triumph of Flora
1745
Piranesi, Imaginary Prisons 
1746        
Goya born
1749        
Piranesi, The Gothic Arch

1740
Richardson, Pamela; Marquis de Sade born 
1744
Alexander Pope dies
1745        
Jonathan Swift dies
1749  
Fielding, Tom Jones; Goethe born   
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1750–59 1752 
Paris production of Pergolesi's La serva
padrona ignites La querelle des bouffons;
Rousseau, Le Devin du village
1756
Mozart born
1759
Handel dies 

1751
Carolus Linnaeus, Philosophia botanica
1752        
Benjamin Franklin and son fly kite in
thunderstorm; Britain adopts Gregorian
calendar
1755        
Lisbon earthquake kills 60,000
1757        
Second Coming of Christ, according to
Emanuel Swedenborg
1758
Halley’s Comet returns as predicted
1759        
Josiah Wedgwood founds ceramic firm;
Arthur Guinness begins producing own
beer; John Harrison completes ‘No. 4’
chronometer

1760–69 1762
Gluck, Orfeo ed Euridice, his first ‘reform
opera’
1763
Mozart begins travels as child virtuoso
1764
Rameau dies
1767
Gluck, Alceste; Mozart, Apollo et
Hyacinthus

1760
George III crowned King of Great Britain
and Ireland; Mme Tussaud born
1762
Catherine the Great becomes Empress of
Russia
1763
British defeat French for control of India
1767
Mason–Dixon Line established 
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1753
British Museum chartered (opens 1759)
1754        
Thomas Chippendale publishes The Gentleman and

Cabinet Maker’s Director, first English book on
furniture designs
1755
Hogarth, Hogarth’s Servants

1759
Pierre Joseph Redouté, renowned French botanical
painter, born

1751
Thomas Gray, Elegy Written in a Country

Churchyard; Voltaire, Micromegas (first science
fiction)
1755        
Dr Johnson, Dictionary of the English Language;
Rousseau, Discourse on the Origin of Inequality

1757        
William Blake born 
1759        
Mary Wollstonecraft Godwin, Friedrich von Schiller
born; Voltaire, Candide

1760
Hokusai born
1764
Hogarth dies
1765
Fragonard, The Swing
1766 
Joseph Wright of Derby, A Philosopher Lecturing
with a Mechanical Planetary; Stubbs, The Anatomy
of the Horse

1761
Samuel Richardson dies
1763 
Dr Johnson meets James Boswell
1766
Diderot, Encyclopédie completed
1767
Sterne, Tristram Shandy
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1760–69

(cont.)

1768

Captain Cook’s first Pacific voyage

1770–79 1770
Gluck, Paride ed Elena; Beethoven born
1772
Mozart, Lucio Silla
1774
Gluck, Iphigénie en Aulide

1772
Carl Wilhelm Scheele discovers ‘fire air’ (i.e.
oxygen)
1775
American War of Independence begins
1776
Jefferson drafts Declaration of
Independence

1780–89 1781
Mozart, Idomeneo
1782
Mozart, Die Entführung aus dem Seraglio
1786
Mozart, Le nozze di Figaro
1787
Mozart, Don Giovanni

1781

American War of Independence ends; Bank

of North America, world’s first commercial

bank, founded in Philadelphia

1783

The Pennsylvania Evening Post and Daily

Advertiser, first US daily newspaper, begins

publishing

1785

Daily Universal Register (later The Times)

first published in London

1789

French Revolution begins; US Constitution

becomes law
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1768

Royal Academy of Arts founded, London

1774

Caspar David Friedrich born

1775

Turner born; Fragonard, The Fête at Saint-Cloud

1770
G.W.F. Hegel, William Wordsworth born
1771
Walter Scott born
1774
Goethe, Die Leiden des jungen Werthers
1776
Thomas Paine, Common Sense
1778
Voltaire dies

1780
Ingres born
1781
Fuseli, The Nightmare
1789
Louis Daguerre born

1781
Immanuel Kant, Critique of Pure Reason
1782
De Laclos, Les Liaisons dangereuses
1783
Noah Webster, Webster’s Elementary Spelling Book
1784
Samuel Johnson dies
1789
Blake, Songs of Innocence
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1790–99 1790
Mozart, Così fan tutte
1791
Mozart, Die Zauberflöte, La clemenza di
Tito; Mozart dies
1792
Rossini born
1797
Donizetti born

1791
American Bill of Rights
1797
Republic of Venice falls to Napoleon
1799
Rosetta Stone discovered

1800–1809 1801
Bellini born
1803
Berlioz born
1805
Beethoven, Fidelio (original version)

1804
Napoleon crowned Emperor
1805
Battle of Trafalgar, Nelson dies
1807
Abolition of slave trade in British Empire
1808
US Congress outlaws importation of slaves

1810–19 1813
Wagner born; Verdi born
1814
Beethoven, Fidelio (final version)
1816
Rossini, Il barbiere di Siviglia

1811
Ned Ludd leads machine-breaking in
Nottingham
1812
Napoleon retreats from Moscow

1815

Battle of Waterloo

1819 

Peterloo Massacre; first transatlantic

steamship mcrossing
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1790
Stubbs, Lion Attacking a Horse
1791
Géricault born
1793
David, The Death of Marat
1796
Alois Senefelder invents lithography

1791–2

Thomas Paine, The Rights of Man

1792

Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of

Woman 

1794

Blake, Songs of Experience

1805
Turner, Shipwreck
1807
Caspar David Friedrich, The Cross in the Mountains;
David, The Coronation of the Emperor Napoleon I

1804
Schiller, William Tell
1805
Wordsworth, The Prelude completed
1807
Hegel, The Phenomenology of Spirit
1808
Goethe, Faust Part I

1810
Goya, Disasters of War
1815
Goya, Witches’ Sabbath
1818
Géricault, The Raft of Medusa

1812
Byron, Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage I & II
1813
Austen, Pride and Prejudice
1818
Mary Shelley, Frankenstein
1819
Scott, The Bride of Lammermoor
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1820–29 1821
Weber, Der Freischütz
1826
Weber, Oberon
1827
Beethoven dies
1829
Rossini, William Tell

1821
Michael Faraday discovers electromagnetic
rotation
1823
Charles Macintosh invents waterproof
fabric
1825
First public steam railway, Stockton to
Darlington
1829
Stephenson’s Rocket

1830–39 1831
Bellini, Norma
1835
Bellini dies; Donizetti, Lucia di
Lammermoor
1836
Glinka, A Life for the Tsar
1838
Berlioz, Benvenuto Cellini

1830
Joseph Smith founds Mormonism
1831
Faraday discovers electromagnetic
induction; Darwin joins crew of HMS
Beagle
1832
Reform Act expands British suffrage
1837
Queen Victoria becomes Queen of England
1839
Talbot invents photogenic drawing (i.e.,
early photography)

1840–49 1841
Wagner, The Flying Dutchman
1842
Glinka, Ruslan and Ludmila

1840
Penny post in Britain
1845 
Irish potato famine begins; US annexes
Texas
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1821
Constable, The Hay Wain
1820
Brighton Pavilion completed
1826
Hokusai, Thirty-Six Views of Mount Fuji begun

1820
Blake, Jerusalem
1821
Dostoevsky born
1824
Wilkie Collins born; Byron dies; Pushkin, Boris
Godunov
1828
Noah Webster, An American Dictionary of the
English Language 

1830
Delacroix, Liberty Leading the People
1834
William Morris born
1835
Turner, The Grand Canal
1839
Cézanne born

1836

Emerson, Nature; Dickens, Oliver Twist

1838

Dickens, Nicholas Nickleby

1839

Poe, The Fall of the House of Usher

1840
Caspar David Friedrich dies, Monet born
1844
Turner, Rain, Steam and Speed

1845
Poe, The Raven
1847
Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre; Emily Brontë
Wuthering Heights
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1840–49
(cont.)

1845
Wagner, Tannhäuser
1848
Donizetti dies; Wagner, Lohengrin

1846
Repeal of Corn Laws, Britain
1848
Marx and Engels, Communist Manifesto;
February Revolution, Paris

1850–59 1851
Verdi, Rigoletto
1853
Verdi, La traviata; Wagner begins to write
music for Das Rheingold
1858
Puccini born

1854
Charge of Light Brigade, Crimean War
1858
British Government takes control of India
from East India Company
1859
Darwin, On the Origin of Species by Natural
Selection

1860–69 1863
Berlioz, The Trojans (incomplete); Bizet, The
Pearl Fishers
1864
Richard Strauss born
1865
Wagner, Tristan und Isolde
1866
Smetana, The Bartered Bride
1869
Berlioz dies

1861
Czar Alexander II emancipates serfs;
American Civil War begins; unification of
Italy
1865
Marx, Das Kapital, Vol. I; Abraham Lincoln
assassinated
1868
Foundation of Trades Union Congress,
Britain
1869
Suez Canal opens; Brooklyn Bridge begun

1870–79 1872
Mussorgsky, Boris Godunov
1875
Bizet, Carmen; Bizet dies

1871
Darwin, The Descent of Man; Paris
Commune
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1848
Gauguin born
1849
Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood founded

1849
Dickens, David Copperfield

1851 
Paxton’s Crystal Palace opens
1853
Van Gogh born
1857
Millet, The Gleaners

1850
Wordsworth, Balzac die
1851
Melville, Moby Dick
1854
Thoreau, Walden
1855
Whitman, Leaves of Grass

1863
Manet, Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe
1865
Manet, Olympia
1869
Matisse born

1862
Dostoevsky, In the House of the Dead
1865
Carroll, Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland;
Dostoevsky, Crime and Punishment 
1867
Ibsen, Peer Gynt; Baudelaire dies
1869
Tolstoy, War and Peace

1872
Monet, Impression: Sunrise
1874
First Impressionist exhibition

1870
Verne, 20,000 Leagues under the Sea
1871
Proust born
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1870–79
(cont.)

1876
Bayreuth premiere of Wagner’s complete
Ring cycle
1879
Tchaikovsky, Eugene Onegin

1876
Bell invents telephone
1877
Edison invents phonograph

1880–89 1882
Wagner, Parsifal
1883
Wagner dies
1884
Massenet, Manon
1886
Mussorgsky, Khovanshchina 
1887
Verdi, Otello

1882
Daimler founds internal combustion engine
company, Stuttgart
1886
Irish Home Rule crisis; President Cleveland
dedicates Statue of Liberty, New York
1885
Louis Pasteur inoculates boy against rabies
1889
Eiffel Tower opens

1890–99 1890
Mascagni, Cavalleria rusticana
1892
Leoncavallo, Pagliacci; Massenet, Werther;
Tchaikovsky, Iolanta
1893
Verdi, Falstaff
1895
Rimsky-Korsakov, Christmas Eve 
1896
Puccini, La Bohème 

1893
Henry Ford builds his first car; Dreyfus
Affair begins, Paris
1895
Freud, Studies on Hysteria; Roentgen
reports discovery of X-rays; Lumière
brothers invent cinématographe
1898
Spanish–American War
1899
Boer Wars begin
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1878
Muybridge, The Horse in Motion

1872
Eliot, Middlemarch
1877
Tolstoy, Anna Karenina
1879
Ibsen, A Doll’s House

1881
Picasso born
1882
Manet, Bar at the Folies-Bergère
1883
Manet dies
1889
Van Gogh, Starry Night

1880
Dostoevsky, The Brothers Karamazov
1884
Mark Twain, The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
1886
Rimbaud, Les Illuminations
1887
Conan Doyle, A Study in Scarlet

1890
Van Gogh dies
1891
Gauguin, On the Beach
1892
Toulouse-Lautrec, Jane Avril Entering the Moulin
Rouge
1899
Monet begins series of water-lily paintings at
Giverny

1893
Maeterlinck, Pelléas et Mélisande
1894
Wilde, Salomé; Kipling, The Jungle Book
1895
Hardy, Jude the Obscure
1896
Housman, A Shropshire Lad
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1900–1909 1900
Puccini, Tosca
1901
Dvořák, Rusalka; Verdi dies
1902
Debussy, Pelléas et Mélisande
1904
Puccini, Madama Butterfly; Janáček, Jenu° fa
1905
Strauss, Salome
1909
Strauss, Elektra

1900
Freud, The Interpretation of Dreams; Planck
postulates quantum theory
1901
Queen Victoria dies; Marconi sends radio
waves across the Atlantic 
1903
Wright Brothers’ first powered aeroplane
flight 
1905
Einstein’s special theory of relativity
1906
Founding of Labour Party, Britain

1910–19 1911
Strauss, Der Rosenkavalier; Ravel, L’Heure
espagnole
1912
Massenet dies
1913
Britten born
1914
Stravinsky, The Nightingale
1918
Bartók, Bluebeard’s Castle; Stravinsky, The
Soldier’s Tale

1910
Russell and Whitehead, Principia
mathematica, Vol. I
1911
Amundsen reaches South Pole
1912
Sinking of Titanic
1914
World War I begins
1915
Wegener, The Origins of Continents and
Oceans
1917
Russian Revolution
1918
World War I ends; global flu epidemic
begins; British Parliament grants right to
vote to women over thirty 
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1903
Founding of Letchworth, England’s first garden city
1904
Frank Lloyd Wright, Larkin Building, New York
State
1905
First Fauvist exhibition, Paris
1907
Picasso, Les Demoiselles d’Avignon

1903
London, The Call of the Wild, The People of the
Abyss
1904
Barrie, Peter Pan
1907
Synge, The Playboy of the Western World
1908
Forster, A Room with a View
1909
Stein, Three Lives

1910
Braque, Violin and Pitcher
1912
Duchamp, Nude Descending a Staircase; Picasso
collage, Still Life with Chair Caning
1913
Armory Show, New York
1916
Tzara et al. found Dadaism
1917
Founding of De Stijl
1919
Founding of Bauhaus, Weimar, Germany

1912
Mann, Death in Venice
1913
Proust, Swann’s Way; Lawrence, Sons and Lovers
1918
Spengler, The Decline of the West
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1920–29 1921
Janáček, Katya Kabanová; Prokofiev, The
Love for Three Oranges
1922
Stravinsky, Renard, Mavra
1924
Janáček, The Cunning Little Vixen
1925
Berg, Wozzeck; Ravel L’Enfant et les
sortilèges
1926
Janáček, The Makropulos Case
1927
Stravinsky, Oedipus Rex
1928
Weill, Die Dreigroschenoper; Janáček dies

1920
US Congress grants women right to vote;
League of Nations founded
1922
Stalin becomes secretary-general of Soviet
Communist Party; Mussolini becomes Prime
Minister of Italy; BBC begins broadcasting;
discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb
1926
Baird demonstrates television
1927
Lindbergh’s first solo non-stop transatlantic
flight
1929
US stock market crash

1930–39 1930
Weill, Aufstieg und Fall der Stadt
Mahagonny; Janáček, From the House of
the Dead
1933
Weill, Die sieben Todsünden; Thomson Four
Saints in Three Acts 
1934
Shostakovich, Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk
District
1935
Berg dies; Gershwin, Porgy and Bess
1937
Berg, Lulu (two-act version); Menotti,
Amelia al ballo

1933
Hitler becomes Chancellor of Germany
1935
Mussolini attacks Abyssinia
1936
Spanish Civil War begins
1938
Hitler annexes Austria; declaration of
peaceful intent at Munich
1939
World War II begins
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1924
First Surrealist Manifesto
1925
Art Deco exhibition, Paris
1927
The Jazz Singer inaugurates sound movie era
1927
Mondrian, Composition with Red, Yellow and Blue
1928
Disney invents Mickey Mouse

1921
Pound, Hugh Selwyn Mauberley
1922
Eliot, The Waste Land; Joyce, Ulysses
1925
Stein, The Making of Americans; Fitzgerald, The
Great Gatsby; Kafka, The Trial
1928
Lawrence, Lady Chatterley’s Lover
1929
Hemingway, A Farewell to Arms

1931
Alexander Calder creates his first mobiles 
1933
Bauhaus closed by Nazis
1937
David Hockney born; Picasso paints mural Guernica
for Paris world exhibition

1932
Huxley, Brave New World
1936
Eliot, Collected Poems 1909–35;
Margaret Mitchell, Gone with the Wind
1939
Steinbeck, The Grapes of Wrath
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1940–49 1942
Strauss, Capriccio
1945
Bartók dies; Britten, Peter Grimes
1946
Britten, The Rape of Lucretia; Menotti, The
Medium
1947
Thomson, The Mother of Us All; Weill,
Street Scene; John Adams born
1949
Strauss dies

1941
Hitler invades USSR; Japanese attack on
Pearl Harbor
1944
Allied landings in Normandy
1945
Germany surrenders; signing of UN charter;
US drops atom bombs on Hiroshima and
Nagasaki; Japan surrenders
1948
State of Israel founded

1950–59 1951
Schoenberg dies; Britten, Billy Budd;
Stravinsky, The Rake’s Progress
1953
Britten, Gloriana
1954
Britten, The Turn of the Screw; Schoenberg,
Moses und Aron (premiere); Prokofiev, The
Fiery Angel (premiere)
1955
Floyd, Susanna
1957
Bernstein, West Side Story; Poulenc, Les
Dialogues des Carmélites; Prokofiev War
and Peace (near-complete)
1958
Barber, Vanessa

1950
Korean War begins
1951
European Coal and Steel Community
founded
1953
Stalin dies; Elizabeth II crowned Queen
1954
Beginning of war in Vietnam
1959
Cuban Revolution
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1940
Paul Klee dies
1942
Edward Hopper, Nighthawks
1947
Matisse, Jazz; Le Corbusier begins design of Unité
d’Habitation, Marseille

1941
James Joyce, Virginia Woolf dies
1944
Eliot, Four Quartets
1945
Orwell, Animal Farm
1947
Camus, La Peste
1949
Orwell, Nineteen Eighty-four

1950
Picasso, Portrait of a Painter, after El Greco
1954
Mies van der Rohe begins building Seagram
Building, New York
1956
Pollock dies

1950
Orwell dies; Shaw dies; Greene, The Third Man
1953
Beckett, Waiting for Godot
1955
Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings
1957
Pasternak, Doctor Zhivago
1958
W.C. Williams, Paterson
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1960–69 1960
Britten, A Midsummer Night’s Dream
1961
Henze, Elegy for Young Lovers; Tippett,
King Priam
1968
Tippett, A Midsummer Night’s Dream;
Birtwistle, Punch and Judy
1969
Maxwell Davies, Eight Songs for a Mad
King

1961
Berlin Wall built; USSR puts first man into
space 
1963
Kennedy assassinated in Dallas
1965
US troops sent to Vietnam
1969
First manned landing on moon

1970–79 1973
Britten, Death in Venice
1976
Glass, Einstein on the Beach
1979
Berg, Lulu (three-act version)

1972
Terrorists attack Munich Olympics
1973
USA leaves Vietnam
1974
Nixon resigns as US President
1975
Pol Pot becomes dictator of Cambodia;
Microsoft founded
1979
Margaret Thatcher becomes British Prime
Minister

1980–89 1980

Glass, Satyagraha

1984

Glass, Akhnaten

1980

IBM launches personal computer

1981

First space shuttle flight; AIDS diagnosed;

Ronald Reagan becomes US President
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1961

‘Young Contemporaries’ exhibition, London

1966

Carl André, Equivalent VIII (using bricks)

1967

Magritte dies

1961

Hemingway dies; Heller, Catch-22

1965

Eliot dies

1967

Márquez, One Hundred Years of Solitude

1971
Pompidou Centre, Paris begun (Rogers and Piano);
Cy Twombly, Nini’s Painting
1973
Picasso dies
1977
Pompidou Centre opens; Anthony Caro, Emma
Dipper

1973

Auden dies; Farrell, The Siege of Krishnapur

1975

Wodehouse dies; Malcolm Bradbury, The History

Man; Paul Scott, A Division of the Spoils (last of Raj

Quartet)

1979

Golding, Darkness Visible

1985

Chagall dies; Christo wraps Pont Neuf, Paris

1987

Warhol dies; Institut du Monde Arabe completed,

Paris

1981
Rushdie, Midnight’s Children
1983
Olson, The Maximus Poems
1987
Morrison, Beloved
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1980–89
(cont.)

1986

Birtwistle, The Mask of Orpheus; Nyman,

The Man Who Mistook his Wife for a Hat

1987

Adams, Nixon in China; Weir, A Night at the

Chinese Opera

1988

Glass, The Fall of the House of Usher;

Turnage, Greek

1982

Britain and Argentina at war 

1984

Indira Gandhi assassinated, India

1989

Berlin Wall destroyed; Tiananmen Square

massacre, Beijing

1990–99 1991

Birtwistle, Gawain; Adams, The Death of

Klinghoffer

1995

Adams, I was looking at the ceiling and

then I saw the sky; Adès, Powder Her Face

1998

Previn, A Streetcar Named Desire

1990

Iraq invades Kuwait; Germany reunified;

Nelson Mandela released from prison 

1991

USSR dissolved; UN forces attack Iraq 

1993

Terrorists bomb World Trade Center, New

York

1994

Mandela first president of multi-racial

democracy, South Africa

1996

Taliban take power in Afghanistan

1999

NATO forces attack Serbia; introduction of

euro as common currency in EU
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1988

Freeze group show at Goldsmiths College; London

launches Young British Artists

1989

Dali dies

1988

Rushdie, The Satanic Verses

1989

Ayatollah Khomeini pronounces fatwa in Rushdie

1991

Damien Hirst, The Physical Impossibility of Death in

the Mind of Someone Living (shark piece)

1992

Francis Bacon dies; Rachel Whiteread Untitled

(House)

1997

Guggenheim Bilbao completed (Frank Gehry)

1999

Tracey Emin, My Bed

1991

Graham Greene dies; Angela Carter, Wise Children

1992

Ondaatje, The English Patient

1997

DeLillo, Underworld; J.K. Rowling, Harry Potter and

the Philosopher's Stone
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2000– 2000
Adams, El Niño; Ruders, The Handmaid’s
Tale; Saariaho, L’Amour de loin; Nyman,
Facing Goya
2002
Turnage, The Silver Tassie
2003
Henze, L’Upupa und der Triumph der
Sohnesliebe 
2005
Adams, Dr Atomic
2006
Saariaho, Adriana Mater

2001
9/11 attack on World Trade Center,
Pentagon; US invades Afghanistan
2002
US imprisons alleged terrorists at
Guantánamo Bay, Cuba
2003
US and allies invade Iraq
2004
Indian Ocean tsunami kills 130,000; Madrid
train bombings
2005
Four suicide bombers attack London; first
human face transplant, France
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2000

Tate Modern opens, London

2002

Anish Kapoor, Marsyas

2004

Fire at Momart storage centre, London, destroys

hundreds of artworks

2005

Rachel Whiteread, Embankment; Paolozzi dies

2000

Margaret Atwood, The Blind Assassin

2003

D.B.C. Pierre, Vernon God Little

2004

Roth, The Plot Against America

2005

Arthur Miller dies
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Author: Nick Kimberley
Sound editor: Sarah Butcher
Design & layout: Hannah Davies
Literary Editor: James Chater

Music
Naxos is grateful to the following record companies for licensing tracks:
LSO Live (CD 2, tracks 5 & 15)
BIS (CD 2 track 11)
Hänssler Classics (CD 2, track 12)
NMC (CD 2, tracks 17 & 18)

Published by Naxos Rights International Ltd 
p & © 2006 Naxos Rights International Ltd
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Also Available
Discover Early Music 
Naxos 8.558170–71 

Includes music by Josquin, Dufay, Landini, Taverner, 
Tallis, Obrecht, Victoria, Palestrina and more.

Discover Music of the Baroque Era
Naxos 8.558160–61

Includes music by Bach, Handel, Scarlatti,
Buxtehude, Pachelbel, Lully, Purcell, 

Corelli, Vivaldi, Charpentier and more.

Discover Music of the Classical Era
Naxos 8.558180–81 

Includes music by Mozart, Haydn, 
Stamitz, J.C. Bach, Boccherini, Gluck, 

Gossec, C.P.E. Bach and more.
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Also Available

Discover Music of the 20th Century
Naxos 8.558168–69 

Includes music by Ravel, Schoenberg, Ives, 

Stravinsky, Bartók, Shostakovich, Messiaen, Britten, 

Cage, Reich, John Williams and more.

Discover Music of the Romantic Era
Naxos 8.558155–56

Includes music by Beethoven, Chopin, 

Schubert, Brahms, Wagner, Tchaikovsky, Verdi, 

Elgar and more.
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